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Abstract
Conducting polymers are unusual organic materials featuring high electronic
conductivity. Recently it has been observed that some of these polymers change in
dimension when their oxidation state is altered. Dimensional changes induced by
electrochemical activation in the conducting polymer polypyrrole are investigated.
Swept sine and step voltage and current inputs are employed to investigate the nature of
this electro-mechanical coupling. Strains of up to 6 %, strain rates of 4 %/s, power to
mass ratios of 40 W/kg and forces of up to 34 MN/m2 are achieved. Polypyrrole nearly
equals mammalian skeletal muscle in power to mass and exceeds it in force by two orders
of magnitude. A model is developed which predicts the electrochemical impedance, and
relaf electrical input to mechanical output. Observations and modeling indicate that
diffusidh and capacitive charging limit strain rate. The use of thinner films is predicted to
increase strain rate and power to mass ratios by at least two orders of magnitude. Initial
applications are likely to be in microelectromechanical systems.
Thesis Supervisor: Ian W. Hunter
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Conducting Polymers
Conducting polymers exhibit electronic conductivity, making them unusual amongst
organic materials, as depicted in Figure 1 (Elias 1987; Kohlman and Epstein 1998).
Organic materials tend to form strong covalent bonds in which electrons are highly
Superconductors
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Figure 1: Conductivities of conducting polymers relative to other common polymers
and inorganic materials. PE is polyethylene, PVC is polyvinylchloride and PTFE is
polytetrafluoroethylene, also known as Teflon . The upper limits in conductivity for
the conducting polymers polyaninline, polypyrrole and polyacetylene are shown.
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localized, thereby limiting conductivity. However, electron delocalization can occur in
conjugated structures, such as benzene and graphite (Atkins 1990). A defining feature of
conducting polymers is their conjugated backbone, as shown in Figure 2, enabling some
degree of electron delocalization and hence electronic conduction.
The polymers shown in Figure 2 are semiconductors. Charge carriers must overcome a
band gap in order to become delocalized and enable conduction (Kittel 1966). The band
gap in polyacetylene is 1.7 eV* (Roth 1995). Conductivity decreases with temperature, as
the number of carriers with sufficient thermal energy to reach the conduction band is
reduced.
The band gap is reduced in a process known as doping (Roth 1995). Doping involves the
addition or removal of charges from the polymer chain, resulting in structural changes
and the creation of states in the band gap. These changes in polymer oxidation state are
generally performed chemically or electrochemically. In the chemical doping process
electrons or protons are effectively donated to or withdrawn from the polymer backbone
via chemical reactions with 'dopant' molecules. In electrochemical doping the
conducting polymer is in electrical contact with an electrode in an electrochemical cell, as
shown in Figure 3. Electrons are added to or removed from the polymer via the
electrode, thereby changing oxidation state. The oxidation process leads to a change in
the polymer charge state, which is balanced by the flux of ions to or from the electrolyte.
These ions are referred to as dopants.
An eV is an electron volt, equal to 1.60x 10-19 Joules. Silicon has a bandgap of 1.14 eV and diamond a bandgap of 5.4
eV.
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The doping process is analogous to doping in silicon and other crystalline
semiconductors. There are some notable differences. Doping levels in conducting
polymers are much higher, reaching 1 dopant for every two or three monomer units on
the polymer backbone. The dopant need not be a donor or an acceptor in conducting
polymers, often being present simply to maintain charge balance. Charge carriers in the
polymer are not simply electrons or holes, but are coupled with local conformational
distortions in the polymer chain, among other differences (Skotheim, Elsenbaumer and
Reynolds 1998). In the doped state, conductivities can be appreciable, as shown in
Figure 1.
In general, doping is chemically or electrochemically reversible. Conductivity can be
switched chemically or electrochemically by 13 orders of magnitude, an effect used in
electrochemical transistors (Jones, Chao and Wrighton 1987). The reversible doping is
made use of in many applications including batteries, electrochromic devices,
supercapacitors, and chemical sensors. The doping process also produces volume
changes. These dimensional changes are used to perform mechanical work. Thus,
actuation in conducting polymers is derived from dimensional changes associated with
changes in polymer oxidation state.
12
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Figure 2: The chemical structures of some common conducting polymers.
1.2 Conducting Polymer Actuators
The study of conducting polymer actuators is motivated by high expectations of their
performance relative to other actuator technologies. In particular, the high tensile
strengths attainable in conducting polymer fibers may eventually allow actuators to be
loaded at forces of greater than 200 MPa (200 MN-m-2), almost 1000 x greater than is
achieved in mammalian skeletal muscle, and matching shape memory alloys, as shown in
Figure 4 (Hunter and Lafontaine 1992). In combination with the strain rates of 3 %-s~1
already achieved (Chapter 7), the power to mass ratio of conducting polymer actuators
reaches 4 kW-kg-1, exceeding that of the internal combustion engine by a factor of 4. It
13
has been predicted that strain rates can be further improved by a factor of 100 or more,
leading to power to mass ratios that match or exceed those of all other actuator
technologies (Baughman 1996).
Conducting polymers are extremely versatile materials, which have been employed to
make high energy density storage devices, sensors, generators, computational elements,
e- Load
Figure 3: Lithium/polypyrrole battery. Discharge involves the doping of polypyrrole,
Py + BF4- - Py+BF4-+ e-, at one electrode, and the deposition of lithium at the other.
display technologies, conductive wires, strong fibers and actuators (Skotheim and others
1998). This diversity, combined with techniques for processing and patterning, make
conceivable the fabrication of entire, multifunctional, and autonomous devices from a
single material, as is currently being done with silicon micro-electro-mechanical systems.
Conducting polymers have a number of advantages over silicon, including much higher
energy storage capability, and, as will be seen, a superior actuator technology.
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In conducting polymers, actuation is the result of molecular level interactions.
Polypyrrole, polyaniline and other known conducting polymers may or may not live up to
their promise. However, the ability to tailor material properties by molecular design
creates the potential of rationally designing polymers that will achieve required
mechanical properties. Ultimately, it may be possible to develop molecular stepping
motors akin to muscle.
1000- Anticipated
100
Stress
(MPa) 1
0.1
0.01
0O CM - ()= . * L
m E N> mE NU z
E M
0 0.
Figure 3: Forces per cross-sectional area achieved in a number of actuator technologies
(Hunter and Lafontaine 1992).
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1.3 Aims
Important figures of merit for muscle-like actuators (i.e. involving length and volume
changes) are force per cross-sectional area (stress), strain, strain rate, energy density,
power density, cycle life, and efficiency. Also relevant is the actuator's ability the
convert mechanical energy back into potential energy, electrical or otherwise (i.e. a
generator). Finally, for design and control purposes it is desirable to have the ability to
100
100
10
Power
(kW/kg) 1
0.1
0.0t a.0 1 1 1 I I I 1 9 1 I I I j
o0 0)
04 ~ ) 0  NEU MINE
C) > ~ 0
E a,
Figure 4: Power to mass ratios achieved in a number of actuator technologies (Hunter
and Lafontaine, 1992).
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model actuator behavior. The primary goal of this thesis is to measure and model these
characteristics in polypyrrole, thereby determining current performance, and anticipate
future potential.
1.4 Scope of the Work
Strain, strain rate, power to mass, and efficiency of polypyrrole actuators are all measured
and modeled, making this work most comprehensive study of conducting polymer
actuator properties to date. The polypyrrole actuators are electrochemically activated.
Their electrical and mechanical response to step current inputs, and to step and sinusoidal
voltage inputs is observed. These results are presented in Chapters 5 and 10, with the
experimental methods being described in the early part of Chapter 5 and in Chapter 9. A
model is developed in Chapter 8, which relates the electrical and mechanical actuator
response. Chapter 7 describes a method for maximizing strain rate and power to mass,
achieving values that are 30x greater than any previously reported. In Chapter 6 and 7,
linear and bilayer actuators employing gel electrolytes are demonstrated. The use of gels
enables the actuators to be run outside of a liquid environment. Chapter 4 describes the
polymer electrochemical synthesis techniques employed. Chapter 3 is a review of
electrochemical theory, and Chapter 2 is a review of the literature on conducting polymer
actuators. Chapter 11 summarizes the finding of this work, emphasizing the strengths
and weaknesses of polypyrrole actuator performance.
17
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Chapter 2: Conducting Polymer Actuators
Conducting polymer actuators make use of bulk material deformations that result from
changes in oxidation state to perform work. Oxidation state of the polymer is altered
chemically or electrochemically. In the electrochemical case the polymer acts as one or
both electrodes in the cell, and is charged and discharged as a battery or capacitor. A
flow of ions to and from the polymer serves to balance charge as electrons are added and
removed from the backbone. The accompanying dilatation may be due to ion and solvent
fluxes, electrostatic interactions between chains, or conformational changes.
Limitations to the application of these actuators have included relatively slow response
and low power (< 0.5 W-kg 1 ), low number of cycles (< 10 000), low electrical to
mechanical efficiencies (< 1%), and difficulties in encapsulating the polymer for use in
dry environments. Developments during the course of this work, and described in detail
in later chapters, overcome some of these limitations, and demonstrate how others will be
surmounted.
This chapter includes some introductory information on conducting polymers and their
applications. This is followed by a chronological review of developments in conducting
polymer actuator technology. The possible mechanisms of actuation in polyacetylene,
polyaniline and polypyrrole are discussed. Finally, a brief review is provided of
achievements in conducting polymer actuator figures of merit, including strain, load,
strain rate, power to mass ratio, efficiency and lifetime.
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2.1 Conducting Polymers: Background
Conducting polymers are also known as conjugated polymers due to their conjugated
backbone structure, represented by alternating single and double bonds. The structures of
some of the most common conducting polymers are shown in Figure 1. Of these,
polyaniline and polypyrrole have been studied as actuators.
H H
Polyaniline N
aN
H H4 N
Trans-
Polyacetylene N
Cis-
PolyacetyleneN
Polypyrrole N
Figure 1: Schematic showing bond structure of four conducting polymers.
The conjugation allows the delocalization of electrons along the backbone and hence
some degree of conductivity. In the state shown in Figure 1 these molecules are semi-
conductors, as delocalization is incomplete (Roth 1995). The polymer is doped by
changing its oxidation state, which, when performed electrochemically, leads to the
migration of ions into the bulk polymer, balancing charge. These ions are known as
20
dopants, in analogy to traditional semiconductors. In the doped form, conductivities
equaling that of copper have been reported (Kohiman and Epstein 1998). Doping is
typically reversible, and hence properties that change with doping level, such as
conductivity and volume are also reversible.
The range of devices constructed using conjugated polymers (listed in Figure 2) spans the
pyrrol
Actuators Memory
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Transistors Photodetec
Sensors Electrochro
chemical (noses) Drug delive
force, length EMI shield
Batteries (...) Electrorhec
Super Capacitors 3D co-micr
(104 F/kg)
Figure 2: Devices made using conducting polymers.
e
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mic displays
ry systems
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D-fabrication
range of sub-systems needed for autonomous micro-mechanical devices. Polymers can
be used in energy storage, actuators, sensors, computation, and communications. By
changing the doping level, which in turn changes the oxidation state of the polymer,
conductivity can be switched by up to 13 orders of magnitude (Baughman, Shacklette and
Elsenbaumer 1991b). The switching of conductivity is employed in making kilohertz
frequency transistors (Jones, Chao and Wrighton 1987). High efficiency photosensors
21
Poly
and photoemitters are constructed from conducting polymer blends. High energy density
batteries (1 MJ/kg) and supercapacitors (0.4 MJ.kg"') make use of the dense charge
storage properties of conducting polymers. Finally, several of these materials are
biocompatible. Polypyrrole, for example, is used to guide nerve regeneration (Schmidt,
Shastri, Vacanti and Langer AUG 19 1997).
2.2 History of Conducting Polymer Actuators
Baughman, Shacklette and Elsenbaumer were the first to propose conducting polymer-
based actuators (Baughman and others 1991b). A few more than thirty articles from ten
research groups have been written on the subject of conducting polymer actuators
(Baughman 1996; Baughman and others 1991b; Che, Fisher and Martin 1999; Chiarelli
and Genuini 1987; Della Santa, De Rossi and Mazzoldi 1997; Della Santa, DeRossi and
Mazzoldi 1997; Della Santa, Mazzoldi, Tonci and De Rossi 1997; Gandhi, Murray,
Spinks and Wallace 1995; Herod and Schlenoff 1993b; Hunter and Lafontaine 1992a;
Jager, Smela and Inganas 1999; Kaneto, Kaneko, Min and MacDiarmid 1995b; Kaneto,
Kaneko and Takashima 1995b; Lee, Hong, Trevino and Northrup 1994b; Lewis, Spinks,
Wallace, De Rossi and Pachetti 1997; Lopez, Mendes Viegas, Bidan and Vieil 1994b;
Madden, Brenan and Dubow 1997; Madden, Lafontaine and Hunter 1995b; Madden,
Cush, Kanigan, Brenan and Hunter 1999b; Mazzoldi, Degl'Innocenti, Michelucci and De
Rossi 1998b; Mazzoldi, Della Santa and De Rossi 1999b; Otero, Angulo, Rodriguez and
Santamaria 1992b; Otero, Rodriguez, Angulo and Santamaria 1993b; Otero and
Sansinena 1998; Otero 1997; Pei and Inganas 1993b; Pei and Inganas 1992b; Pei and
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Inganas 1993b; Pei and Inganas 1993f, Sansinena, Olazabal, Otero, Fonseca and De Paoli
1997b; Smela and Gadegaard 1999; Smela, Inganas and Lundstrom 1993b; Smela,
Inganas, Pei and Lundstrom 1993b; Takashima, Fukui, Kaneko and Kaneto 1995b),
including four reviews (Baughman 1996; Madden and others 1997; Mazzoldi and others
1999b; Otero 1997) and four issued patents (Hunter, Lafontaine and Madden 2000;
Kaneto, Keiichi , Min, Yonggang, MacDiarmid and Alan G. 1996; Otero, Angulo,
Rodriguez and Santamaria 1992a; Otero, Rodriguez and Santamaria 1992). Research
began with the demonstration of bilayer actuators, qualitatively demonstrating the
deformation, but providing little quantitative data about performance. The introduction
of linear actuators has allowed tensile strength, stress, strain, power to mass, efficiency
and other properties to be determined. A key technological development is the use of
encapsulation techniques, enabling actuators to be used outside a liquid environment. No
products have yet been reported that employ conducting polymer-based actuators.
Volume changes associated with the change in oxidation state of conducting polymers
have long been observed, mostly as a source of annoyance to makers of electrochromic
devices, transistors and batteries. Baughman of Allied Signal was the first to fully
express the tremendous potential of these volume changes when employed in actuators.
In his seminal paper entitled "Micro electromechanical actuators based on conducting
polymers" (Baughman, Shacklette and Elsenbaumer 1991a) he explores the underlying
mechanisms of electrical and chemical to mechanical transduction and proposes upper
bounds on actuator performance. These predictions include the generation of 10 %
strains, 460 MPa active stresses, and bandwidths of 10 kHz, which would result in the
highest power to mass ratio of any actuator technology (Hunter and Lafontaine 1992b).
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Baughman's proposal led to a series of papers in the early 1990s demonstrating
polypyrrole beam-bending actuators, in which a differential degree of expansion between
two or more laminated layers leads to beam bending, similar to the response of a
bimetallic strip upon change in temperature. In 1992 and 1993 Qibing Pei and Olle
Inganas reported bilayers responding to both chemical and electrochemical stimuli,
explored actuation mechanisms, and proposed the use of these beams as chemical and
electrochemical detectors (Pei and Inganas 1993a; Pei and Inganas 1992a; Pei and
Inganas 1992c; Pei and Inganas 1993a; Pei and Inganas 1993c; Pei and Inganas 1993e).
Elizabeth Smela joined Pei and Inganas at the Linkoping Institute in Sweden,
demonstrating micro-machined bilayers that responded in 5 seconds, rather than taking
the minutes observed in larger actuators (Smela, Inganas and Lundstrom 1993a; Smela,
Inganas and Lundstrom 1995; Smela, Inganas, Pei and Lundstrom 1993a). Lee and
colleagues at Lawrence Livermore National Labs also employed silicon micromachining
techniques, demonstrating 1.2 Hz bandwidth (Lee, Hong, Trevino and Northrup 1994a).
Otero et al and Lopez et al also demonstrated early polypyrrole bilayers (Lopez, Mendes
Viegas, Bidan and Vieil 1994a; Otero, Rodriguez, Angulo and Santamaria 1993a).
In 1993 Herod and Schlenoff reported the first polyaniline actuator, and also the first
linear actuator, consisting of a polyaniline film clamped at each end, which was both
chemically and electrochemically activated (Herod and Schlenoff 1993a). Kaneto's
group at the Kyushu Institute of Technology subsequently reported a number of bilayer
and linear polyaniline actuators (Kaneko, Fukui, Takashima and Kaneto 1997a; Kaneto
and others 1996; Kaneto, Kaneko, Min and MacDiarmid 1995a; Kaneto, Kaneko and
Takashima 1995a; Takashima, Fukui, Kaneko and Kaneto 1995a; Takashima, Uesugi,
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Fukui, Kaneko and Kaneto FEB 15 1997). Danilo De Rossi, Alberto Mazzoldi and their
colleagues at the University of Pisa recently pioneered the use of polyaniline fibers
(Mazzoldi, Degl'Innocenti, Michelucci and De Rossi 1998a), being the first to report
using fibers as opposed to films.
Conducting polymer actuators are generally operated in a liquid environment. Pei et. al.
described one of the first actuators out of solution by demonstrating the contraction of a
bilayer in response to ammonia gas (Pei and Inganas 1993a). Madden and colleagues
(Madden, Lafontaine and Hunter 1995a) and Kaneto and colleagues (Kaneto and others
1995a) reported the first polypyrrole and polyaniline bilayers, respectively, operating
outside liquid environments. Other bilayers operating in air were reported by Sansinena
et al (Sansinena, Olazabal, Otero, Fonseca and De Paoli 1997a). Linear actuators
employing solid or gel electrolytes were reported by Mazzoldi et al (Mazzoldi and others
1998a) in polyaniline and Madden et al in polypyrrole (Madden, Cush, Kanigan, Brenan
and Hunter 1999a), the latter being described in Chapter 6.
Recent work has shown that power to mass can equal that of mammalian skeletal muscle
(Madden, Cush, Kanigan and Hunter 2000) as is described in Chapter 7. This thesis
explores the mechanisms limiting strain rate, power to mass, and efficiency.
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2.3 Polyacetylene, Polyaniline and Polypyrrole Actuators
In this section, properties of conducting polymers are reviewed polymer by polymer. All
but one of the conducting polymer actuators reported to date are constructed from one of
these three polymers. The mechanisms appear to be somewhat different, depending on
the polymer employed.
A key question in analyzing the literature on conducting polymers is: How do conducting
polymer actuators convert electrical energy to mechanical work? Baughman proposed
two primary mechanisms for producing deformations resulting from polymer oxidation or
reduction: (1) conformational changes in the polymer (2) flux of ions and molecules to
and from the material (Baughman and others 1991a). Kaneto suggested a third
mechanism: (3) change in the degree of electrostatic repulsion between chains (Kaneko
and others 1997a). The extent to which these mechanisms are important depends on
several factors, including which polymer is employed, how it is grown, the nature of the
solvent, and the doping ions used, as is now discussed. Also described are the maximum
strains achieved, as reported in the literature and in Chapter 5. As is discussed, the
maximum reported strains are typically in the range of 1 - 2%, and reach 11 % in
chemically doped polyaniline.
2.3.1 Polyacetylene
Polyacetylene actuators are the best understood because their highly ordered structure is
easily investigated by x-ray diffraction. They are also the least practical, because
polyacetylene is highly unstable. Nevertheless, the observed mechanisms of strain
provide some insight into what may be occurring in polyaniline and polypyrrole.
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In polyacetylene both changes in chain length and ion insertion between chains are
important in explaining observed dimensional changes. X-ray diffraction measurements
are employed to show that the chain length of polyacetylene increases by between 1.0 to
1.6% upon doping with lithium, sodium or potassium (Baughman and others 1991a).
Doping with iodine leads to a contraction of 0.4%. X-ray diffraction studies are also
employed to study the insertion of ions between chains, demonstrating that the addition
of new columns of alkali atoms between parallel polyacetylene backbones leads to a
volume increase of 6.6 % (Baughman and others 1991a). The insertion of alkali ions
leads to expansion perpendicular to the chain direction, and thus strains are anisotropic in
stretch aligned samples.
In polyacetylene, polypyrrole and polyaniline, the degree of expansion is proportional to
the amount of charge transferred over a certain range of oxidation states. The charge
transferred is also proportional to the number of bonds on the backbone whose state has
been altered. The number of altered bonds and the number of ions transferred might
reasonably be expected to result in a proportional change in volume. This
proportionality, a, is defined in terms of strain, .6, per unit charge density, p:
a = ' I
ap '
at
under isotonic conditions (constant stress, o). For sodium doped polyacetylene
a=25x 10~12 m3-C- along the chain direction. This applies for doping levels of between
0.08 and 0.15 sodium ions per monomer. Polyacetylene that has not been stretch aligned
produces volume changes of up to 6.6 % when doped with sodium or potassium,
generating an isotropic a=40x 10-12 m-C' between doping levels of 0.0625 and 0.125.
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X-ray diffraction measurements indicate that in this range the number of alkali metal
columns per polymer chain changes from two to four, while beyond this range the ions
simply fill the columns and little expansion is observed (Baughman and others 1991a).
The extent of expansion perpendicular to the chain orientation appears to be related to the
size of the doping ion. The effect of stress level on a is unclear.
While strains and volumetric changes in polyacetylene are relatively high, especially
when compared with piezo-electrics, the material rapidly degrades, and therefore is not
suitable for use in actuators.
2.3.2 Polyaniline
Polyaniline exists in a variety of states, as shown in Figure 3. Switching between these
states is achieved either by changing the oxidation state chemically or electrochemically,
or by changing pH and thereby protonating or deprotonating the polymer backbone
(Chiang and MacDiarmid 1986; Maron, Winokur and Mattes 1995). Note that many
intermediate states or doping levels exist between each of the states depicted in Figure 3.
A number of polyaniline actuators have been reported (De Rossi, Della Santa and
Mazzoldi 1999; Herod and Schlenoff 1993a; Kaneto and others 1995a; Kaneto and others
1995a; Mazzoldi and others 1998a; Mazzoldi, Della Santa and De Rossi 1999a;
Takashima and others 1995a), all of which start with material in the emeraldine salt form,
identifiable by its emerald color and relatively high conductivity (typically -100 S-m 1
unstretched, -10 000 S-m 1 stretched).
Herod and Schlenoff (Herod and Schlenoff 1993a) were the first to demonstrate
polyaniline actuators. They placed emeraldine salt films in 1 M aqueous NaOH solution,
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switching the polymer to the emeraldine base form. The deprotonation was reversed
using 1 M aqueous HCl, HF, or HC10 4. Electrochemical activation in 0.5 M aqueous
H2 SO 4 was also employed, with polyaniline films first reduced, towards the leuco-
emeraldine form, and then oxidized. Both stretched (3x) and unstretched films were
tested under isotonic conditions (-0. 1 MPa).
2.3.2.1 Chemical Activation
Conversion to the emeraldine base form by immersion in 1 M NaOH leads to a film
contraction, which may then be reversed by immersion in 1 M HCl, HF, or HC10 4.
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Strains are 1.7 % along the stretched direction, 11.2 % perpendicular to the stretch
direction, and 7.2 % in unstretched films, independent of the acid employed. Note that
the percentage increases in volume in the stretched and unstretched cases are roughly
equal (21.6 % unstretched, 24.1 % stretched). Herod and Schlenoff attribute the strain
parallel to the orientation direction to imperfect alignment of chains, citing x-ray
diffraction data. They conclude that strain occurs normal to the chain axis. The nature of
the acid affected strain rate but not the magnitude of strain. The fact that the magnitude
of strain is independent of the acid employed suggests that the size of anion (A in Figure
3) is not important for the range of anion sizes employed (Cl- 0.362 rim diameter, F-
0.272 nm (Kittel 1966), C104 0.58 nm estimated from specific density of HC104&). The
expected volume change if expansion is due to ionic volume alone is roughly 6.5 % for
the transition between emeraldine base and emeraldine salt in HCl#, which, in a perfectly
stretch aligned film, results in a strain perpendicular to the orientation direction of 3.3 %.
There are several possible reasons why the expansion is independent of anion size: (1)
solvent flux occurs, leading to additional swelling, (2) electrostatic repulsion is
responsible for expansion, or (3) the orientation of the backbone changes. Polyaniline x-
& The numbers for Cl~ and F are derived from ionic crystals having coordination numbers of 6. When in
tetrahedral covalent bonds the diameters are 0.198 for Cl and 0.124 for F. The volume consumed by a
bonded ion or molecule is primarily determined by the balance between attractive forces (Van der Waal's,
coulombic) and the repulsive exchange interaction (Pauli exclusion). Thus the effective "diameter" is
context dependent. For example, effective diameters in aqueous solution are 0.6 nm for Cl~, 0.7 nm for
C104 , 0.8 nm for S042 (Dean 1999).
0 Herod and Schlenoff provide mass and dimensions of the film in the emeraldine salt form. Assuming no
solvent is present (giving the upper bound), the density divided by the monomer + 2 dopant per monomer
molecular weight, all times Avagadro's number, gives the number of moles per unit volume. This is then
multiplied by the volume of one ion and the ions per monomer (1/2) to give the volume change due purely
to ion insertion.
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ray diffraction studies and associated structural models reported to date are not able to
discriminate between these possibilities (Maron and others 1995; Winokur 1998).
2.3.2.2 Electrochemical Activation
Herod and Schlenoff place their emeraldine salt films in 1.0 M H2 SO4 and
electrochemically drive polyaniline films towards the leuco-emeraldine state under
galvanostatic conditions (constant current) (Herod and Schlenoff 1993b). They measure
strains of 0.9 % parallel and 4.0 % perpendicular to the orientation direction. Strains of
1.35 % strain are observed in an unoriented film. All measurements are performed under
isotonic conditions (0.1 MPa). In these experiments the charge transferred per monomer
was -0.13 in all cases. The strain to charge density ratios~ are ai. =3.010-o m3-C',
aj=0.68x101 0 m3-C' and aunstretche=l.OX1040 m3 C'. Once again the strain
perpendicular to the direction of chain orientation is largest. In the unstretched case, the
change in volume per electron transferred is 4.8x10-29 C'-m3 , corresponding to the
addition of a 0.46 nm diameter sphere per charge. Figure 3 suggests that in switching
between the emeraldine and leuco-emeraldine states, protons are transferred. However,
the observed volume change is much larger than can be accounted for simply by the
transfer of a proton.
Kaneto and his colleagues have continued the work of Herod and Schlenoff by examining
the effects of electrochemically oxidizing similarly polymerized, 3-4 x stretched
polyaniline from the emeraldine salt form towards the leuco-emeraldine state using 1 M
~ Herod and Schlenoff report the total charge transferred, the strain, and the film dimensions. The strain to
charge ratio is calculated by dividing strain by the charge transferred and multiplying by volume.
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aqueous HCl, H2 S0 4 , HBF4 and HClO 4 (Kaneto and others 1995a). The emeraldine salt
is reduced by between 0.19 and 0.24 electrons per monomer, resulting in contractions of
up to 3.4 %. The strain to charge ratios along the stretched orientation are 3.0x10 10 C~
-m3 (HCl), 2.6x10-' C'-m3 (H2S0 4 ), 4.4x10' 0 C-m3 (HBF4), and 4.4x10-1 C-m3
(HC104). No clear correlation with ion size is observed, although the authors claim
otherwise (Kaneko and others 1997a).
De Rossi and colleagues employ elongated polyaniline fiber actuators (Mazzoldi and
others 1998a; Mazzoldi and others 1999a) in 1 M aqueous HCl and HClO 4, achieving
isotonic (near zero load) strains of up to 0.6 % (HC104) and 1.25 % (HCl). The strain to
charge density ratios are 0.8 and 1.0x10-1 0 C'-m3 , for HC10 4 and HCl, respectively.
Once again, the material contracts as it is being reduced.
In summary, the largest strains in polyaniline (11 %) occur perpendicular to the direction
of chain orientation. Nevertheless, strains of up to 3.4 % are observed parallel to
orientation, perhaps due to the still imperfect degree of alignment. Strain to charge ratios
range from 0.68 to 4.4 x 10-' C'-'m3 . The magnitude of strain appears to be independent
of ion size for the relatively small dopant ions employed (F, Cr, C10 4 , BF4~,SO4 2 ). All
results to date involve either chemically transforming the emeraldine salt form into the
emeraldine base state, or electrochemically switching between the emeraldine salt and
leuco-emeraldine salt states. The emeraldine salt contracts as it is deprotonated and as it
is reduced. Dimensional changes are independent of anion size.
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2.3.3 Polypyrrole Synthesis, Conductivity and Actuation
The properties of polypyrrole actuators have been reported by a number of authors.
Before reviewing their findings, synthesis and conductivity are discussed. Conductivity
is very sensitive to polymer structure. The structural information found from a
combination of x-ray diffraction measurements and the investigations of electronic state
may eventually help determine the mechanisms responsible for charge induced actuation
in polypyrrole. The structure is very sensitive to synthesis conditions.
2.3.3.1 Synthesis
All of the polypyrrole actuators reported in the literature are electrochemically
synthesized. Electrochemical synthesis leads to the highest conductivity and the best
mechanical properties. As synthesized, polypyrrole has a backbone configuration shown
at the bottom of Figure 4, where roughly 1/3 rd of the monomers are charged (Baker and
Reynolds 1988; Sato, Yamaura and Hagiwara 1991; Yamaura, Hagiwara and Iwata 1988;
Yamaura, Sato and Hagiwara 1990; Yamaura, Sato and Iwata 1992). The backbone
charge is balanced by the presence of anions. In this state, polypyrrole is shiny black in
appearance, and has typical conductivities of up to ~104 S-m 1, reaching 105 S.m' when
stretch aligned (Yamaura and others 1988). Reduction leads to a semiconducting state, as
shown in Figure 5.
The steps involved in electrochemical synthesis have been proposed by Baker and
Reynolds (Baker and Reynolds 1988), and are shown in Figure 4.
In bulk, the monomer costs -US$1.00 per kilogram. The estimated minimum cost of
electrodeposited polypyrrole is -$1.50 per kilogram.
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Synthesis of Polypyrrole
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The last step is a in fact a repetion of the first steps beginning with oxidation, followed by
coupling to either end of the polymer, and finally elimination of H+. The electrons are either
removed via an electrode (electrochemical deposition) or chemically, e.g.
Fe+++ e --W Fe++
Note that the polymerization does not generally result in a neutral polymer shown above, but rather
the backbone is charged, as below, such that the total number of electrons transferred per monomer
is 2+a where a is generally between 0.2 and 0.5:
\ / N N N
H __H H
where A- is an anion or dopant. Here a=1/3. During the initial phases of electrodeposition the
oligomers remain in solution, eventually precipitating to form a solid with intercalated anions.
Figure 4: Mechanisms of Polypyrrole polymerization.
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2.3.3.2 Conductivity
Before discussing the mechanisms of strain, it is worth discussing the mechanisms of
conduction in conducting polymers, and polypyrrole in particular. Electronic properties,
including the temperature dependence of conductivity, the dielectric response, reflectivity
and absorption, are all sensitive to polymer structure. As a result they provide clues that
may ultimately help in understanding the molecular origins of the coupling between
strain and oxidation state.
Changes in synthesis conditions, such as the dopant employed and the temperature at
which synthesis takes place, result in major changes in the temperature dependence of
conductivity in conducting polymers (Kohlman and Epstein 1998). For example,
polypyrrole (PPy) doped with PF6 ~ and grown at -30*C shows a drop in conductivity by a
factor of two between 300'C and 1.5 K, whereas when doped with methylsulfonate (MS),
a slightly larger anion, the ratio is -30, and when doped with a large polyanion (PA), the
decrease is over nine orders of magnitude. The differences appear to be structure related,
with the PPy(PF6~) having a crystallinity of -50%, and the PPy(MS) -25 %. The
PPy(PA) has a very different, and highly amorphous structure. Given the great
sensitivity to structure, the form of the conductivity provides insight into the relative
order of the material. Interestingly, while the nature of the dopant used during synthesis
has an enormous effect on conductivity, exchanging dopants after synthesis has little
effect (Yamaura and others 1990).
A number of models have been proposed to describe macroscopic conductivity in
conducting polymers. The choice of model, and the form of the temperature dependence
of conductivity, reflect assumptions about the nature of disorder within the material,
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because it is the disorder that limits the propagation of charge carriers by providing
energy barriers, inducing scattering, or preventing charge transfer between chains.
Disorder may be homogeneous and isotropic, or inhomogeneous, with relatively
crystalline domains being surrounded by incoherent regions.
Measurements and modeling of highly conductive PPy(PF6~) indicate that an
inhomogeneous model applies, with crystalline domains that are - 2 nm comprising
approximately 50 % of the material (Kohlman and Epstein 1998). The ordered regions
appear to be numerous enough that charge is able to percolate through the entire polymer.
For PPy(PF6~), the resulting conductivity is described as metallic in the sense that the
resistivity is finite at temperatures close to absolute zero, the change in resistivity with
contracted state
-2 e- - 2 A- +2 e-+ 2 A-
expanded state
H / \H
N N + N
H A- HA-H
Figure 5: Electrochemical redox cycle for polypyrrole. A represent anions, e- electrons.
temperature is small, and in fact increases with temperature below 15 K, and the
magnetic susceptibility is temperature independent, among other indications. However,
the application of magnetic fields and pressure can significantly affect conductivity, as
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Figure 6: Cations and solvent molecules used in electrochemical studies of polypyrrole.
can slight changes in structure, suggesting that Ppy(PF6 ) is very close to being in an
insulating state, wherein the conductivity drops to zero as temperature tends to zero.
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Figure 7: Anions employed in doping polypyrrole.
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2.3.3.3 Actuation
Pei and Inganas performed a series of studies using a bilayer actuator in 0.1 M aqueous
solutions of a number of salts in which he was able to relate strain to the direction of ion
flux (Pei and Inganas 1992d; Pei and Inganas 1993d). Figure 6 and 7 depict the
structures of many of the ions they and others have employed in studies of polypyrrole
actuators. In particular, Pei and Inganas showed that if the polymer is doped with bulky
anions such as Dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS~) and reduced in a solution containing
small cations such as Na, the polymer expands reversibly upon reduction, as depicted in
Figure 8. Alternatively, if small anions, e.g. C104 , and relatively large cations, e.g.
(C2H5) 4N+, are employed the polymer contracts upon reduction, as shown in Figure 5. If
the doping anion is larger than the cation but still mobile, e.g. Li+ and p-
methylbenzenesulfonate-, the polymer initially swells upon reduction, followed by a
contraction of larger magnitude as depicted in Figure 9. The extent of swelling is initially
proportional to charge. However, during the contraction period, the current is nearly
zero. This observation suggests that Li+ and p-methylbenzenesulfonate~ are
simultaneously exiting the polymer (salt draining).
Interestingly, using C10( doped polypyrrole in 0.1 M LiCIO 4 it is found that the polymer
contracts upon reduction, suggesting that the lithium ion is less mobile than the
perchlorate within the polymer, perhaps due to an entrained solvation sphere. The
opposite response is observed when the same experiment is performed in acetonitrile.
When the polymer is in its undoped state, in the presence of large anions and small
cations in the electrolyte (e.g. NaDBS), the polymer becomes electrically inactive. The
anions are unable to penetrate into the polymer, preventing doping.
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In summary, Pei and Inganas observe that polypyrrole contracts if ions are expelled, and
expands if they are incorporated. The relative magnitudes of anion versus cation flux
during redox cycling are a function of the relative sizes (including solvation spheres) and
therefore mobilities of the ions. It is not clear whether strain is directly proportional to
ion size. The interpretation of ion flux is consistent with quartz crystal microbalance
studies, in which polymer mass is observed as a function of oxidation state in a variety of
electrolytes (Baker and Reynolds 1988).
\ / H A A- x
C+ expanded state C+
-2 e-+ 2 C+ +2e- -2C+
contracted state
\ /N N + N
H A- -H H
Figure 8: Redox cycle with large anions (K) and small cations (C+).
Pei's work, subsequently confirmed by others as shown in Table 1, indicates that ions
play a key role in polypyrrole dimensional changes. The net transport of ions determines
whether polypyrrole contracts or expands as it changes oxidation state. These results lead
to a key question: does size matter? Will the transport of larger ions lead to larger strains,
albeit at the expense of rate?
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Figure 9: Redox cycles with mobile cations and less mobile anions. Initially cycling
leads to a transition between the top 2 states, but eventually salt draining occurs and
polypyrrole is left in the undoped state.
X-ray diffraction studies of oxidized polypyrrole suggest that in the crystalline regions
chains are aligned such that neighboring rings face each other, with dopants sitting above
and below (Nogami, Pouget and Ishiguro 1994; Pouget, Oblakowski, Nogami, Albouy,
Laridjani, Oh, Min, MacDiarmid, Tsukamoto, Ishiguro and Epstein 1994). Yamaura, and
colleagues, and Wernet et al employ x-ray diffraction to demonstrate that the spacing
between polypyrrole chains is proportional to dopant ion size as grown, where the dopant
size is taken to be the longest axis (Wernet, Monkenbusch and Wegner 1984; Yamaura
and others 1988). It appears that the long hydrophobic tails of ions such as DBS form
separate, lipid bilayer like phases between conducting planes.
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Table 1: Summary of polypyrrole actuator properties.
Actuator Dopant Solution Potential Reduce Strain/ Strain
(V) Charge
(m3 -C-1)
x 10-12
Bilayers
Pei 1992c C104  LiC1O 4(aq) -0.85 V to C
Ppy(TsO) DS~ NaDS 0.25 V vs. None
C104  (C2H5)4NC104  Ag/AgC1 C
DBS~ NaDBS E
MBS~ LiC1O4  E/C
NaDS E/C
(C2H5)4NC10 4  C
Otero C104  0.1-3 M LiC1O 4  -2 V to 2 V C
1993a
Otero C104  0. IM LiC1O 4 (aq) -0.7 to C
1993b in PC +0.2V vs. None
in AC SCE None
Lopez C104  0.5 M LiCO 4 (aq) -1.2 ti +0.2 C
1994 vs.
I Ag/AgC1
Linear Actuators
Madden DBS~ M NaDBS (aq) E 170 0.01
1997 PF6 ~ 0.05 M (C 2H5)4NPF6  C 530 0.01
(aq) 0.5 to -1.0
PF6~ 0.05 M (C 2H5) 4NPF6 vs. C 130 0.06
(PC) Ag/AgCO 4
Della BS- 0.01 MNaBS (AN) +1 V to - E 30 0.01
Santa IV vs. SCE
1997
Gandhi pMS~ 1 M NaPVS (aq) +0.3 V to - E
1995 1 MNaNO 3 (aq) 0.8 V vs. E
1 M Mg(N0 3) 2 (aq) Ag/AgC1 C
PVS- 1 M NaPVS (aq) E
1 M NaNO 3 (aq) E
1 M Mg(N0 3 ) 2 (aq) E I
DBS = Dodecylbenzene sulfonate, PE = Polyethylene, PPy = Polypyrrole, MS =
methanesulfonate, DS = dodecyl sulfonate, BS=benzenesulfonate,
methylbenzene sulfonate, PVS=polyvinylsulfate, PC=propylene
AN=acetonitrile - refer to Figure 6 for structure of these ions and molecules.
pMS-para-
carbonate,
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2.4 Polymer Actuator Performance
Thus far the discussion of actuators has focused on mechanisms. How do conducting
polymers perform in basic figures of merit such as the strain that can be produced, the
load they can born, the strain rate achievable, the power to mass that can be generated,
the efficiency with which electrical energy is converted to mechanical work, and the
number of cycles that can be performed?
2.4.1 Strain
The maximum strain achieved is 14 % by Herod and Schlenoff, induced in polyaniline
perpendicular to the stretch direction by changing the degree of protonation (Herod and
Schlenoff 1993b). Otherwise, strains reported in polyaniline and polypyrrole are in the
range of 1-2% (Baughman and others 1991b; Kaneko, Fukui, Takashima and Kaneto
1997b; Madden and others 1997; Madden and others 1999b; Madden and others 2000;
Mazzoldi and others 1999b). Most studies have been done on bilayer actuators, where
determining strain can be problematic, and hence there reports of strain and other figures
of merit are relatively few.
2.4.2 Load
The highest reported load applied to polypyrrole actuators is 5 MPa (Madden and others
1997). Polyaniline fibers are actuated at stresses as high as 20 MPa (Mazzoldi and others
1998b). These fibers however produce strains of only 0.2 %. This is probably due to
their high degree of stretch alignment along the fiber direction, which Herod and
Schlenoff found to reduce stain (Herod and Schlenoff 1993b).
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2.4.3 Strain Rate
The highest strain rate achieved is 3 %.- is achieved in polypyrrole films, using a
shaped voltage technique described in Chapter 7 (Madden and others 2000). The strain
rate is 30x faster than any reported in the literature.
2.4.4 Power to Mass
The highest power to mass ratio is 39 W-kg', again achieved in polypyrrole using a
shaped voltage technique (Madden and others 2000). As discussed in Chapters 8-10,
much higher strain rates and power to mass ratios should be attained by using thinner
films and fibers, in which the time constants associated with mass transport are greatly
reduced.
2.4.5 Efficiency
Measured electrical to mechanical conversion efficiency is only reported once (Madden
and others 1997). This dearth of reports may be related to the fact that efficiencies are
invariably less than 1 %, as can be calculated from measurements in which current,
voltage, force and displacement are all given (Della Santa and others 1997; Mazzoldi and
others 1999b). As discussed in Chapters 5, 8 and 10, efficiencies are maximized by using
large loads at small strains. Also discussed is the fact that more than 90 % of the
electrical energy input to the polymer is typically stored, and can be recovered. Energy
recovery will enable efficiencies of at least 10 %, and likely higher, to be achieved.
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2.4.6 Lifetime
The largest number of cycles yet reported in conducting polymer actuators is 10 5,
achieved in a bilayer activated at 3 Hz and estimated to have been undergoing a 0.3 %
strain (Madden and others 2000). Otherwise, where reported, cycle number ranges from
5 to 3000 (Lee and others 1994b; Otero 1997; Pei and Inganas 1993b; Smela and others
1993b). These numbers are for bilayer actuators, which often fail due to delamination.
One thousand cycles are reported in a linear actuator (Madden and others 2000). No
systematic study of cycle life has been reported. The numbers of cycles reported are not
always associated with failure at the end of cycling, and thus relatively long lifetimes
may be possible.
Conducting polymer-based electrochromic devices, electrochemical transistors,
capacitors and batteries are cycled through similar changes in oxidation state. Cycle
numbers reach 106 (Baughman 1996; Baughman and others 1991b). Such a lifetime
amounts to 10 days of operation at a 1 Hz. Oxygen has been found to limit life by
replacing dopants during cycling (Tourillon and Garnier 1983).
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Chapter 3: Electrochemical Theory
The actuators described in later chapters are activated electrochemically, with
polypyrrole forming one or both electrodes of an electrochemical cell. This chapter
provides a brief overview of some of the theory that has been developed to describe the
kinetics and thermodynamics of electrochemical reactions (Atkins 1990). The theory
presented here is used in later chapters to help elucidate the thermodynamics and the rate
limiting mechanisms involved in charging and discharging polypyrrole actuators.
The rate of charge transfer (the current) in an electrochemical cell is typically limited by
the speed of mass transport of ions in the electrolyte phase or by barriers restricting the
rate at which electron transfer can occur at the electrodes. Theories used to describe mass
transport by migration, convection and diffusion are described, as is a theory employed to
model charge transfer kinetics.
The extent of a reaction or equivalently of charge transfer is determined by
thermodynamics. Two thermodynamic models are presented which relate voltage and
charge transfer. The first assumes that the potential energy of a molecule in a given state
is independent of population and concentration, and thus that there is no significant
interaction between molecules. The second describes the voltage/charge relationship for
a particular type of interaction, namely the electrostatic interaction found in capacitive
charging.
The theory presented in this chapter assumes a typical electrochemical cell, with two
planar, non-porous metal electrodes separated by an electrolyte (a medium having ionic
conductivity). The behavior of cells having polypyrrole electrodes is somewhat more
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complicated, as the electrode is porous, and its conductivity is finite and dependent on the
applied potential. Nevertheless, the same basic physical mechanisms described in this
chapter apply to the more complex case of polypyrrole charging.
In electrochemistry voltage and current are measured and controlled. Thus it is natural to
express the thermodynamic state in terms of voltage, the rate of reaction as a current, and
the extent of reaction as a charge. The equations that follow are therefore often expressed
as electrical impedances.
3.1 Electrolyte Impedance
The impedance of the electrolyte is one potentially rate limiting factor. An electrolyte is
a medium that possesses ionic conductivity - in other words charged molecules are the
carriers. Salt solutions (e.g. sea water), molten salts (e.g. alumina A12 03/cryolite Na3AlF6
used in smelting), and some polymers (e.g. NafionC and polyethylene oxide) are all
electrolytes. Note that except in the cases of Nafionc and polyethylene oxide, both
positive charges (cations) and negative charges (anions) are mobile, and that in all cases
the net charge on the electrolyte is zero. Application of an electric field drives anions
parallel and cations antiparallel, creating a current. In aqueous solutions of relatively
small ions such as sodium chloride, the current density, j, is proportional to field, E, up to
megahertz frequencies#:
-=K.-E 1
* At Megahertz frequencies the amplitude of ionic displacement is smaller than the size of the solvation
sphere, at which point conductivity rises.
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where K is conductivity. The ionic conductivity of an electrolyte depends on the
mobilities' and concentrations of the ions present. Ionic species with high mobilities and
concentrations thus make the greatest contributions to the total current. Ion mobility is
proportional to the diffusion coefficient, as might be expected, given that both are
measures of the ease with which ions are transported through the electrolyte. In general,
small, highly charged ions have the highest mobilities. However, very small ions such as
Li' form tight solvation spheres in water, effectively increasing size and 'drag'. The
diffusion coefficient of Li' is thus lower than that of Na+ (Atkins 1990).
Diffusion and convection (fluid flow) also lead to ionic mass transport. These effects are
important near the electrolyte/electrode interface, but typically have a negligible
influence on the bulk electrical impedance*. Equation 1 normally suffices to describe
bulk electrolyte impedance. Near electrode/electrolyte interfaces diffusion and
convection become relevant, as is discussed below.
Measurements of electrolyte conductivity involve placing electrodes into the electrolyte.
The measured conductance is a function both of bulk conductivity and electrode interface
effects. The interface impedance includes a capacitance resulting from the build-up of
ions, as discussed in the next section. At frequencies that are typically in the 1-100 kHz
range for salts in liquid solution, the interface impedance becomes negligible, and the
bulk conductivity is readily measured.
+ Mobility, u, relates applied field, E, to ion drift velocity, v: v=u-E.
8 One might expect conductivity to be proportional to concentration. As concentration increases,
interactions between ions become significant, which is modeled by subtracting a term proportional to the
square root of concentration (Atkins 1990). The model fails at high concentration.
* Convection and diffusion influence current where concentration gradients are present. The latter tend to
arise near electrode/electrolyte interfaces due to reactions, and not in the bulk electrolyte.
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3.2 Interfacial Impedance
In this section models of the impedance at electrode/electrolyte interfaces are described.
It is assumed that electrodes are non-porous and planar. In Chapter 8, porous electrodes
are discussed. The physics described here can be generalized to describe non-planar
geometries (Bard and Faulkner 1980).
Electrically, the metal/electrolyte interface is a junction between ionic and electronic
modes of conductivity, and is somewhat analogous to a semiconductor PN junction. In
many situations the interface behaves like a capacitor, with the application of a voltage
leading to a build-up of equal and opposite charges, and the excess or dearth of electrons
at the metal surface being balanced by cations or anions in solution. If the potential is
pushed to increasingly negative values, the potential difference eventually becomes such
that it is thermodynamically more favorable for the electrons to be transferred to the ions,
or to neutral species in the electrolyte. The electrode itself may also form anions. In
such cases a chemical reduction occurs. Positive potentials similarly lead to transfer of
electrons from ions, neutral species or the electrode atoms themselves, resulting in
oxidation. The occurrence of charge transfer, leading to a change in chemical state of the
electrolyte or the electrode, is referred to as a Faradaic reaction. Faradaic processes are
described in Section 1.2.2, while Section 1.2.1 presents models of capacitive charging.
3.2.1 Double Layer Capacitance: Metal/Liquid Electrolyte
Consider the case of two electrodes in solution. The electrodes might for example be
platinum, and the solution 1 M aqueous KC. A potential is applied, and an electric field
is formed between the electrodes. The field leads to a current in the electrolyte, as
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cations and anions are driven in opposite directions. The concentrations of cations and
anions increase at the anode and cathode, respectively, balanced by charge on the
electrodes. Eventually, providing that no Faradaic processes occur, the field within the
bulk electrolyte drops to zero, and sum of the potential drops across each electrode equals
the applied potential. The process is most simply modeled as an RC charging, with R
being the sum of the electrolyte resistance plus any resistance from the remainder of the
circuit and C, referred to as the double layer capacitance, generally being in the range of
0.1-0.4 Farads per square meter of electrode for aqueous electrolytes (Bard and Faulkner
1980).
The simplest model of capacitance assumes that ions sit at a fixed distance, , from the
electrode, as determined by their diameters. This model, proposed by Helmholtz in 1853,
predicts a double layer capacitance, C, that is proportional to electrode surface area, A,
and the dielectric constant, ., and that is inversely proportional to charge separation, 8, as
in a parallel plate capacitor:
C = 0 A 2
'5
where 6, is the permittivity of free space (8.85419x10 12 C2-N1-m-2). The size of the
Helmhotz double layer, 3, is typically 0.15-0.5 nm, depending on the solvent and ions.
In practice, it is found that capacitance is a function of applied potential, V, and ion
number per cubic meter, no. The actual double layer dimension may be up to 30 nm in
aqueous solutions having ionic concentrations of greater than 10-2 M (Bard and Faulkner
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1980). These deviations from the Helmholtz model are partly due to random thermal
motion of the ions, which lead to a diffuse double layer, with ion concentration at a given
distance from the electrode being determined by the Boltzmann distribution. When the
finite size of the ions is also taken into account, this treatment leads to an expression
relating the differential double layer capacitance"', Cd, to voltage, V, absolute
temperature, T, the number of charges per ion, z, the Boltzmann constant k (1.38066x10~
2" JK) and the fundamental charge (1.60219x10-19 C), e:
A __ 1 3
Cd k-c6 (2--e. 0 .z 2 -e 2 -no -k1 -T-1) 1/ 2 -cosh(z-e-V .k~ 1 -T-1 /2)
At high concentrations (>0.1 M) or large voltages (Ivoltagel > 0.4 V at room temperature)
the equation reduces to the Helmholtz model as electrostatic potential energy is much
greater than kinetic energy. Chapter 13 of Bard and Faulkner provides an excellent
discussion and derivation of these models (Bard and Faulkner 1980).
A rigorous description of the double layer impedance may also require consideration of
specific adsorption of species onto electrode surfaces, the structure of the dielectric, and
dielectric saturation in the strong interfacial fields (Bard and Faulkner 1980). Modeling
of polypyrrole double layer capacitance presented in Chapter 8 employs the Helmholtz
model, which provides good agreement with the experimental observations of Chapter
10.
& The differential capacitance is defined as the derivative of charge with respect to voltage, and is a
function of potential and concentration.
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3.2.2 Electrochemical Reaction Impedance
The potential difference developed across a double layer drives an exchange of electrons
between the electrolyte phase and the electrically conductive phase. Thermodynamics
and kinetics help describe and model these Faradaic processes, relating the double layer
potential to current and the concentration of reactants and products. Three cases are
treated, namely (1) the reversible case, in which the kinetics of charge exchange and of
mass transport are fast compared with the time scale of observation, (2) the mass
transport limited case, and (3) the kinetics limited case.
Suppose that at the electrode of interest, called the working electrode, a species 0 is
reduced by the transfer of n electrons to form R:
0 + n-e~ + R . 4
The oxidation of species R' forming 0' via m electrons occurs at the counter electrode,
such that the complete reaction is:
mO + n.R'-+ m-R + n-O'. 5
The beauty of electrochemistry is that the direction, rate and extent of such reactions are
determined by the electrode potentials, the current and the total charge transferred,
respectively. Potential, current and charge transfer are controllable, and hence the
direction, rate and extent of the chemical reaction can be set.
The double layer potential at each electrode determines the direction of the reaction (right
to left or left to right) and the rate. As the potential drop between the working electrode
and the electrolyte, V, is increased, electron energy, V,-e, decreases, increasing the
likelihood that the Reaction 4 will proceed from right to left. If equilibrium is reached
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between the reactants and the products at some potential, V,=E, then at a potential
V,=E+77 the rate of reaction and the magnitude of the current increases as the absolute
value I i increases. Integration of the current over time tells us exactly how many moles
of reactant become product, or vice-versa.
Thus far it has been suggested that the voltage across the double layer, V,, also drives
Faradaic reactions. Thus the double layer capacitance and Faradaic impedance are in
parallel, with the solution resistance acting in series. The next section describes a
common form of the Faradaic impedance. Later the effect of limited rates of mass
transport is modeled.
3.2.3 Reversible Reactions and the Nernst Equation
Thermodynamics provides a very elegant relationship between the concentrations of the
reactants and products, [0] and [R], and the equilibrium potential, E:
91. T []E = E + . ln( ]), 6
n-F [R]
where E is the potential difference between the electrode and the electrolyte, 9? is the gas
constant (8.31441 J.Kl-mol)@, F is the Faraday constant (9.64846x10 4 C.moIl-)@, and
E0 is the potential when 0 and R are at equal concentration. This relationship is known
as the Nernst Equation, after the German Physical Chemist Herman Walther Nernst#
& provided there are no other reactions occurring, and the double layer charging current is negligible.
Note that F=e -N and 9l=k-NA, where N is Avagadro's number, k is Boltzmann's constant and e is the
elementary charge.
# Nernst also described the dissolution of salts in water, won the 1920 Nobel prize in chemistry for
proposing the third law of thermodynamics, and was the first to suggest chain reactions (Asimov 1982).
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(1864-1941), who derived it in 1889. As expected, decreasing E drives Equation 4 to the
right. Also note that the Nernst equation does not indicate how long it will take to reach
equilibrium (zero current) state.
Batteries are examples of electrochemical cells. If the concentrations of reactants and
products are held fixed, Equation 6 describes an ideal voltage source, which a battery
approximates. In fact, the voltage, V, delivered by a battery at low current is the sum of
the of the potentials across each electrode, namely:
, 91 -T [ ][ ']V = E, -E, + F .ln( [O][R), 7
" F [ R][O' ]'
for the case of n=m=1 in Equation 5. The Nernst equation also tells us how much of a
change in voltage is required to shift between two equilibrium concentration states.
Starting with [0]=1.000 M, and [R]=101 0 M, the change in potential required to switch to
[R]=1.000 M and [0]=10 1 0 M is -0.514 V at 25 'C. The Nernst equation predicts that
takes < -1.25 V change in potential to convert a 1 liter solution from containing only 1 M
o to only R at room temperature.
Before describing how E and E, are determined, and giving the limitations of the Nernst
equation, a simple derivation is provided. Atkins (Atkins 1990) and Bard (Bard and
Faulkner 1980) present detailed derivations based on classical thermodynamics. Here a
statistical mechanics-based derivation is presented, which strips away the mystique
associated with entropy and other thermodynamic functions of state.
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3.2.3.1 Derivation of the Nernst Equation
Thermodynamics attempts to determine the equilibrium state of a system and its
surroundings given knowledge of its components and state variables (e.g. temperature,
pressure, volume). Two fundamental concepts are involved, namely that the entropy of
the system plus that of its surroundings cannot decrease, and that energy is conserved.
An equivalent statement is that an isolated system will tend towards its most probable
state, with the constraint that energy must be conserved. In this section, the latter
statement is expressed mathematically for the case of non-interacting particles, from
leading to the derivation of the Nernst equation.
If particles have the choice of occupying either of two states having equal energies, such
as isolated nuclear spins in the absence of an applied field, then we expect half of the
particles to be in the up state, and half in the down state. Similarly, in tossing a coin N
times, it is most likely that half will be heads and half tails, with this becoming
increasingly likely as N increases. In the presence of a magnetic field, the two nuclear
spin states no longer have the same energy, those aligned with the field being in a lower
energy state than those anti-parallel to it. At temperatures approaching absolute zero,
nearly all the spins will be in the low energy state, whereas at room temperature, even in
fields of 1.5 T or more, the spins are almost equally distributed between up and downt .
This is because particle kinetic energy increases in direct proportion to temperature, and
the probable population of two states becomes nearly equal when the kinetic energy is
much greater than the energy difference between states.
* At 1.5 T and 300 K there are 2.6x 106 times more particles in the low energy state.
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The number of spins occupying each state as a function of temperature is determined by
the Boltzmann distribution, which can be applied to many systems, including
electrochemical ones. The distribution is arrived at by assuming that N particles exist in
an isolated system of total energy E. Each particle can exist in a number of states, where
a state is labeled by the index i, and has an energy ei. Furthermore, the particles are
assumed to be independent - i.e. they do not interact. A collection of adiabatically
confined molecules of an ideal gas forms such a system, for example. It is further
assumed that a particle has an equal probability of residing in any state, subject only to
the constraint that the sum of the energies of all particles must equal a constant, E. The
most probable number of particles residing in a given energy state, n, is then determined
to be:
n -e k-T 8
N e-e/kT
The intermediate steps in the derivation are presented by Atkins in Chapter 19 (Atkins
1990). The k-T factor is derived from the fact that temperature, scaled by the Boltzmann
constant, is a measure of average particle energy, E/N&. For a particle that exists only in
two states, such as a coin and a proton spin, the Boltzmann distribution reduces to:
n 1 n e-etkT
N I+e-eIIT N l+e-1kT 9
& Boltzmann (1844-1906) and Maxwell (1831-1879) were the first to convincingly demonstrate the link
between the motions of individual particles and macroscopic thermodynamic properties such as
temperature, pressure and energy.
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As expected, in the limit as T->O, all particles are in the lowest (ground) state, whereas as
T-4oo, equal numbers in each state are expected to be equal. If the energy difference
between the states, e1, tends to zero, the probabilities tend to 1/2.
This relationship is now applied to electrochemistry. Given an aqueous solution
containing both Fe2 + and Fe 3  ions, in contact with an electrode, the aim is to find a
relationship between the double layer potential difference, E, and the ratio of numbers of
iron atoms in each state. The reaction at the electrode is:
Fe3 * + e^-_+ Fe2+. 10
If the potential energy difference between the two states iron is a,4 then the total
difference in energy between left and right is a + E.e. The ratio of numbers or
concentrations is then:
nFe3* - e(a+E-e)Ik.T
nFe2+
which is equivalent to the Nernst equation, as is evident when the natural log is taken.
Note that in Equations 5 and 11 the concentrations can be replaced by charge using
Equation 4. The Faradaic impedance described by the Nernst equation then has the form
of a non-linear capacitance, as discussed in Chapter 8.
3.2.3.2 Limitations of the Nernst Equation
There are some limitations on the validity of the Nernst equation. In deriving the
Boltzmann distribution, it has been assumed that there are no interactions between
# a represents the energy required perform ionization plus the difference in the energies of solvation.
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particles. The behaviors of gases at atmospheric pressure and of dilute solutions (<0.001
M) are fairly well modeled when this assumption is made. However, at higher
concentrations and pressures, intermolecular forces (electrostatic and van der Waal's)
distort the original energy level structure, resulting in deviations from the "ideal". In
other words, the energy levels, e,, are functions of density, the effect being significant
beyond a certain dilution. In order to account for these deviations, the standard practice
is to change the form of Equation 6, such that the molarity is replaced by a factor, y-m/m.,
where m is the molality, and mo is the molality in a standard state. The y factor accounts
for all non-idealities of the solution. It is primarily affected by electrostatic interactions,
and so to first order is a function of the solvent dielectric constant, the charge of the ions
and the ionic concentration, as described by the Debye-Huckel limiting law (Atkins
1990). The E0 term is the potential difference at "standard state", which is defined to be
1 M for an aqueous solute behaving ideally (i.e. its behavior is extrapolated from
measurements made at near infinite dilution, where particle interactions are negligible).
E, is referred to as the standard reduction potential, values of which are tabulated (Bard
and Faulkner 1980).
3.2.3.3 Reference Electrodes as Ideal Voltage Sources
If the potential across the double layer, Vd, can be determined at equilibrium, then E can
be measured. In measuring cell potential, the total voltage, V, is the sum of the double
layer potential drops at each electrode plus any I-R drop across the electrolyte, and thus
the value of Vd is unclear. Furthermore, as current is driven through the cell, the
equilibrium potential at each electrode changes, so it is not possible to determine how
much of the relative change in cell potential is the result of changes at the working
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electrode. If the counter electrode is acting as a capacitor it will charge and discharge,
the nature of the charging and discharging depending on the electrolyte composition.
Even if the capacitance is enormous, so that very little charging occurs as current flows,
preferential physical adsorption of ions# can lead to a double layer charging, and the
development of an offset potential dependent on solution and electrode compositions.
Thus such an electrode does not provide an absolute reference. What is desired is a
universal reference potential, in essence an electrochemical ground.
The "electrochemical ground" is a third electrode added to the cell, which has high
impedance and a fixed composition. The potential of the working electrode is measured
relative to this reference electrode. The high impedance assures negligible current flow,
and the constant composition fixes the reference double layer potential. (Recall that the
Nernst equation predicts that an electrode in the presence of two reactants at fixed
concentrations is an constant voltage source, providing that the current passed is small.)
A silver wire in the presence of saturated aqueous silver chloride solution forms one such
reference&. Another is the normal hydrogen electrode, consisting of a platinum wire in
the presence of H2 gas at atmospheric pressure and 1 M aqueous HCl at 25 *C. The
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) is defined to have a standard reduction potential, E0, of
This can be due to preferential attraction of ions to their mirror charges on the electrode, for example.
& In a silver chloride reference electrode, the presence of undissolved AgCl salt helps ensure that the
concentration of Ag remains constant, even if some current is passed and Ag is transformed to Ag or
vice-versa. A glass frit separates the controlled reference electrode from the cell, helping maintain the
balance of concentrations.
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Figure 1: Diagram representing the changes to the activation barrier
electrode/electrolyte interface resulting from the application of a voltage, AV.
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o volts, relative to which all other potentials listed in the standard reduction table are
measured@.
3.2.4 Non-equilibrium Electrode Processes: Kinetics and Mass transport
The Nernst equation describes, with some limitations, the behavior at equilibrium. By
equilibrium it is implied that no net change in concentration of either species is occurring.
There are, nevertheless, equal and opposite currents, one driving Equation 4 left to right,
the other right to left. Suppose that the voltage drop across an electrode is shifted from
equilibrium by an amount, q, then what happens? The Nernst equation tells us what final
state to expect, but not how quickly that state will be reached. Two factors affect the rate.
The first is the speed at which electrons can be transferred between reactants in the
@ Note that there is a potential drop across the NHE double layer, but because voltage is a relative and not
an absolute measure, it is convenient to define its potential as 0 volts.
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vicinity of the electrode, and the second is how quickly reactants can reach the electrode
from the bulk solution. These cases are referred to, respectively, as kinetics and mass
transport limited reactions, and are described in the following two sections.
3.2.4.1 The Kinetics of Electron Transfer
For an electron to be transferred to or from an electrode to a species in solution, the
species must approach the electrode, displacing solvent and absorbed molecules in the
process. Also, it may be that the reactant must take on a particular conformation relative
to the electrode. These factors lead to an activation energy - in other words the species
must have a certain minimum energy to overcome these 'barriers' to reaction. The
Boltzmann distribution tells us that the probability of overcoming the barrier is
proportional to e-UVT) where U is the activation energy. The potential across the double
layer modifies the activation energy, as shown in Figure 1. A constant, a, accounts for
location of the peak of the activation energy barrier relative to the thickness of the double
layer, and has a values of between 0 and 1, where a=0 indicates that the peak of the
activation barrier is at the solution edge of the double layer, a=1 places the peak at the
electrode, and a= 1/2 (typical) has the activation barrier peak in the middle of the double
layer. As demonstrated by Atkins (Atkins 1990), the rate of reaction, represented by a
current density, j, is given in terms of the overpotential, rq, by the Butler-Volmer
equation:
j = jo -(e - --e k-T ,12
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where jo is known as the exchange current density, and represents the magnitude of
current in each direction at equilibrium.
Overpotentials result in an exponential increase in reaction rate. As overpotential is
increased, eventually the reaction becomes limited by the rate at which reactant is able to
reach the electrode from the bulk, and not by the reaction kinetics.
3.2.4.2 Mass Transport
Ions and molecules can travel from the electrolyte to the electrode as a result of random
motions (diffusion), electrolyte flow (convection) or electrophoretic forces (migration).
Diffusion of species, i, occurs in response to a concentration gradient:, VC. Convective
flux is simply proportional to the product of electrolyte velocity, v, and the concentration
of species i, C. Migration current is described by Ohm's laws. The resulting current
density,j, at any point in the electrolyte, is:
= - D, -VC, -f"-D DC'-VV+C,-v. 13
In the second term on the right the Einstein relation between the diffusion coefficient and
electrolyte conductivity is employed (Atkins 1990).
1 providing that the mean free path is short compared to the characteristic length of the region over which
the concentration is changing.
providing that the ionic mean free path is short compared to the characteristic length of the electric field.
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If the kinetics are similar in rate or faster than the mass transport, then the concentration
of the reacting species is depleted at the electrode/electrolyte interface, producing a
concentration gradient. The concentration gradient leads to a diffusion current. The
concentration as a function of position and time is given by:
= D. V2C . 14at
The current density at planar electrodes in response to a step change in concentration at
the interface is described by the Cottrell Equation:
j, =n1 .F-C, D 15
Note that the rate of reaction slows over time, corresponding to an increase in the size of
the depletion region, and a reduction in the concentration gradient. In liquid electrolytes
the depletion layer generally reaches a finite extent due to natural convection currents
developed in response to density gradients. Forced convection (e.g. stirring or rotation of
the electrode) is often used to minimize the size of the depletion layer thereby increasing
mass transport, for example, to speed electroplating#, or to allow for the identification of
slow kinetics.
In conclusion, this chapter provides a brief overview of the models used to describe the
impedances of electrolytes, Faradaic reactions, and double layer capacitances. The basic
principles described here are used in analyzing data obtained in subsequent chapters and
in developing a model of polypyrrole electrochemical behavior.
IR lasers, electrolyte jets and localized high frequency currents are used to create local micro-convection
currents at electrode surfaces, thereby producing localized deposits.
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Chapter 4: Polypyrrole Synthesis
This chapter describes the synthesis procedures used to produce the polypyrrole films
employed in the experiments presented throughout the thesis. Some characterization is
also included. The synthesis follows the methods of Yamaura and colleagues (Yamaura,
Hagiwara and Iwata 1988).
The development of the specifics of the synthesis procedure and the construction of the
apparatus was done by a number of people, including the author. Others who have
contributed include Dr. Tanya Kanigan, who identified the Yamaura method of synthesis
as a promising approach and performed the early synthesis. Peter Madden developed,
built and tested the apparatus for growing long films on the surface of a crucible. Patrick
Anquetil, Ryan Cush, Kevin Joyce, Yun-Ju Lee and Gerda Nolan are among those who
synthesized films for this study.
Polypyrrole is chosen for testing for a number of reasons. Early experiments showed that
rapid contractions, and large deflections could be obtained using polypyrrole (Madden,
Lafontaine and Hunter 1995). Further experimentation showed that strains of 2 % are
obtainable at stresses of 5 MPa or more. Polypyrrole also exhibits the highest
conductivity of any intrinsically conducting polymer apart from polyacetylene. High
conductivity is advantageous, as it enables films and fibers to be electrochemically
activated without concern for potential drops, which reduce efficiency and cause
activation to be non-uniform. Finally, the electrochemistry and electrical properties of
polypyrrole have been extensively studied (Arbizzani, Mastragostino and Scrosati 1997;
Doblhofer and Rajeshwar 1998; Kohlman and Epstein 1998; Menon, Yoon, Moses and
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Heeger 1998; Winokur 1998). The primary disadvantage of polypyrrole is that it is
insoluble, making basic characteristics such as molecular weight difficult to determine,
and eliminating some candidate methods of mass production, including casting, spin
coating and solution drawing as methods.
The electrodeposition method employed produces high conductivity films (2-4.5x 104
S-m1), with good mechanical properties (e.g. 30-50 Mpa tensile strength, 0.8 GPa elastic
modulus wet).
N2 in N2 DUt
Conditions
*Galvanostatic deposition
*N 2 environment
*-30 *C Propylene Carbonate
solution containing 0.06 M
Pyrrole and 0.05 M (C 2 H5 )4 N PF6
-Glassy carbon or amorphous
metal continuous strip
electrode
*Cu counter electrodes
Figure 1: Polypyrrole synthesis conditions. The diagram summarizes the conditions
used in the synthesis of the hexafluorophosphate doped polypyrrole films employed in
this study.
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4.1 Electrodeposition
Films are grown from a solution of 0.06 M freshly distilled pyrrole monomer (Aldrich,
Milwaukee, WI, USA, www.aldrich.com) and 0.05 M tetraethylammonium
hexafluorophosphate (Aldrich) in propylene carbonate, following the procedure of
Yamaura and colleagues (Yamaura and others 1988). Polypyrrole is deposited
galvanostatically on to polished glassy carbon substrates (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA,
USA, www.alfaaesar.com) at current densities of between 1 and 2 A-m-2, resulting in film
thickness of between 8 and 100 gim. A copper counter electrode is used. Deposition
takes place at temperatures between -30 'C and -45 'C in a nitrogen saturated solution.
The resulting films have conductivities of between 20 and 45 kS-mnf, densities of 1500 to
1800 kg-nf 3 dry and tensile strengths of 30 to 50 MPa.
The polished glassy carbon substrates take the form of either 100 mm x 100 mm x 1mm
thick plates, or a crucible. The crucible is employed to obtain films that are up to 1.5 m
in length, with a width of 4 mm. Figure 1 shows the crucible after deposition, including
the kaptonC tape that is spirally wound to masks the surface so that a continuous film is
electrodeposited. Also shown is a 1.3 m long film that has been removed from the
crucible.
4.2 Film Characterization
X-ray diffraction analysis of the material reveals that the material is ~50% crystalline,
containing ordered regions that are -2 ni across (Lee 1999; Nogami, Pouget and
Ishiguro 1994; Pouget, Oblakowski, Nogami, Albouy, Laridjani, Oh, Min, MacDiarmid,
Tsukamoto, Ishiguro and Epstein 1994). The proposed lattice structure is discussed in
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Chapter 2. Based on the x-ray data, and conductivity data, it has been suggested that the
structure is inhomogeneous, containing ordered conductive, crystalline and disordered
regions with incoherent chain orientation (Kohlman and Epstein 1998). Electronic
conductivity is achieved by percolation through the ordered regions.
The temperature dependence of electronic resistance down to liquid helium temperatures
is shown in Figure 3. The measurement is courtesy of Peter Madden and Cynthia
Chiang. The resistance data agrees with measurements performed by other on
polypyrrole synthesized in the same manner (Kohiman and Epstein 1998; Menon and
others 1998). Note that the conductivity shows metal-like behavior below 15 K, and the
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Figure 2: Synthesis of long films on a crucible. At right is the glassy carbon crucible
employed to electrodeposit polypyrrole films of up to a meter in length. The crucible
is masked using Kapton 0 tape, resulting in a film a shown at left. Photos courtesy of
Patrick Anquetil.
ratio of 6 K resistance to room temperature resistance is 2.0. The fact that the polymer
conductivity does not drop to zero at low temperature, and in fact increases as absolute
zero is approached, suggests metallic behavior.
Elemental analyses show that dry films have an oxidation state of between 0.3 and 0.4
charges per monomer as grown. Films are dried by baking under vacuum or in a nitrogen
environment at between 90 'C and 100 'C. The elemental analyses are performed by
Galbraith Laboratories, Knoxville Tennessee, and agrees with the range of oxidation
levels reported by Yamaura (Sato, Yamaura and Hagiwara 1991; Yamaura and others
1988; Yamaura, Sato and Hagiwara 1990; Yamaura, Sato and Iwata 1992).
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of polypyrrole resistance. Courtesy of Peter Madden
and Cynthia Chiang.
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Thermal gravimetric analysis combined with mass spectroscopy and, separately, infra-red
absorption spectroscopy, indicate that polypyrrole backbone does not thermally degrade
appreciably under nitrogen until 375 *C. Some fluorine and hydrogen fluoride is detected
at temperatures of 11 0C and higher, suggesting that the hexafluorophosphate dopant ion
may decompose, or have decomposed during electrodeposition.
Characterization of film mechanical properties and solvent content are presented in
Chapters 5 and 10.
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Chapter 5: Actuator Characterization: Step
Current and Voltage Experiments
The objective of this chapter is to characterize polypyrrole actuator response by applying
step voltage and current inputs. Films are held either under constant load (isotonic
conditions) or at fixed length (isometric conditions) in electrolyte while the steps are
applied. The resulting strains and stresses are recorded. These measurements enable the
relationship between input electrical voltage, current and energy and output stress, strain
and work, to be obtained as a function of time. Figures of merit, such as strain, strain
rate, power to mass, and efficiency are determined, and the form of the electromechanical
coupling is discovered. The passive (zero current) mechanical response is obtained, in
the form of stress-relaxation, creep and stress-strain relations.
The measurements show that actuator strain is proportional to the charge transferred, and
hence that strain rate is proportional to current. Under isometric conditions, changes in
stress are also proportional to charge, with the two constants of proportionality being
related by the elastic modulus. Voltage and charge transfer are also related, with the
polymer acting as a capacitor with a very high charge storage capability (108 F-m 3 ), one
gram of material having a capacitance of ~100 F. Step current measurements show that
the capacitor has a charging time (<500 s for 50 ptm thick films) that is likely associated
with dopant mass transport into the polymer. These findings are further investigated
through modeling and swept sine experiments presented in Chapters 8 through 10.
The experimental procedures are first described, followed by a presentation of results.
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Figure 1: The electromechanical test cell. A photograph of the bath in which electrical and
mechanical tests of polypyrrole films are performed. The electrolyte is removed to provide a
clearer view.
5.1 Experimental Methods
Figure 1 shows the bath in which polypyrrole actuators are tested. Films are clamped, as
shown, to obtain electrical and mechanical contact. The bath is filled with electrolyte.
Displacements are applied to the films under test via a stepper motor driven linear stage,
as shown in Figure 2, and forces on the film are measured via a load cell. Feedback from
Figure 2: Image of linear actuator apparatus, showing stepper motor and linear stage
used to apply displacements to polypyrrole films held in the bath, shown in Figure 1.
The cantilever is used occasionally instead of a clamp, seen in Figure 1, in order to
directly observe actuator displacements, as discussed in Chapter 7.
the load cell is used to control motor displacement to produce isotonic conditions.
During step potential measurements, a potentiostat is used to apply voltage steps between
the polymer and a reference electrode. The resulting currents, and changes in stress or
strain are recorded. The potential of a second reference electrode is recorded to confirm
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that the potentiostat reference is not drifting and to measure the drop across the polymer
film. Step changes in current are applied using a current source, and the resulting
voltages, strains or stresses are recorded. Stress/Strain measurements are performed by
ramping strain at a fixed rate up to a specified stress level, and back down again. Stress
is recorded during the applied ramp. Creep is measured by rapidly ramping film stress by
a specified magnitude, holding the stress fixed, and recording the resulting strain
following the 'step' in stress. Stress relaxation is similarly measured, but with film
length held constant after the initial stress ramp, and stress being recorded.
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the apparatus used in applying step voltages, with the
potentiostat circuit represented in Figure 4. Step current experiments are run using the
same apparatus, but with the potentiostat replaced by a current source, as shown in Figure
5. The apparatus consists of:
" An electro-mechanical test cell, comprising a bath in which the polymer film is
tested, clamps to mechanically and electrically contact the film, a counter
electrode, a reference electrode, and a load cell to measure forces on the film, all
as shown in Figure 1;
" A potentiostat for applying potentials to the film relative to a reference electrode
in step voltage experiments, as depicted in Figures 3 and 4, or a current source
used to apply step currents, as shown in Figure 5;
" A stepping motor, motor controller and linear stage for applying displacements to
the polymer film;
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Figure 3: Diagram of the experimental apparatus for measuring polypyrrole step voltage
response under isometric and isotonic conditions.
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Figure 4: Diagram of the circuit employed to drive the linear actuator. The boxes represent A/D
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" A data acquisition card including analog to digital (A/D) channels used to input
the force signal, the polymer to reference voltage, the current signal, and the
reference to reference voltage to a computer; digital outputs (DIO) used to send
step and direction commands to the stepper motor and to command steps in
current; and analog outputs (D/A) used to control the potentiostat voltage;
* A computer running a custom Java application, that reads in force levels and
outputs motor displacement commands so as to maintain constant force on the
film (isotonic mode), commands steps in voltage or current, and records stress,
strain, voltage and current. The computer also commands the stepper motor and
records data during stress/strain, creep and stress relaxation measurements;
The elements of the apparatus are now described in detail. Results are then presented in
section 5.2.
5.1.1 The Electromechanical Test Cell
Figure 1 shows the bath in which electrical and mechanical tests are performed on
polypyrrole films. The bath is the electrochemical test cell, including the working
electrode (the polymer), a reference electrode and a counter electrode, immersed in
electrolyte. It is also the mechanical test platform, including a load cell that measures
force applied to the film, clamps through which force is transmitted, and a shaft through
which displacements are applied. The bath is bolted to a stainless steel optical table,
which sits on air bearings to provide vibration isolation.
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5.1.1.1 The Bath
The bath itself is a Nylon block (52 mm high x 170 mm long x 77 wide) into which a 30
mm deep, 56 mm wide and 140 mm long well has been machined. The bath is bolted to
the optical table at the four corners. It serves to contain the liquid electrolyte in which the
polypyrrole film is immersed.
5.1.1.2 Electrical and Mechanical Contact with the Polypyrrole Film
Polypyrrole films are clamped at either end within the bath, as shown. Electrical and
mechanical contact is made via the two clamps, which have horizontal slots into which
the film is placed. The clamps are polyacetal, and consist of two pieces that are bolted
together, with the polymer film sandwiched between them. Each piece is 15 mm high,
and 40 mm wide. The top piece has an extra 15 mm high section containing a 6.3 mm
hole, through which shafts are inserted to make mechanical contact with the linear stage
on one side, and the load cell on the other. Setscrews hold the clamps fixed relative to
the shafts. Platinum coated stainless steel sheet is also sandwiched between the clamps to
provide electrical contact with the polymer. A stainless steel screw is threaded vertically
into each clamp to electrically contact each stainless steel sheet.
Two 6.3 mm diameter solid aluminum shafts transmit force beyond the bath. The right
hand shaft is 35 mm long, and connects with a load cell, and then on to an aluminum L-
bracket (6 mm thick x 100 mm high x 50 mm wide) that is bolted to the underlying
optical table. The left hand shaft is used to impart displacement. It is 145 mm long,
increases in diameter to 9.5 mm to the left of the bath and is bolted to the linear
displacement stage, as shown in Figure 2.
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5.1.1.3 The Reference Electrode
A silver/silver perchlorate reference electrode is placed next to the film, and centered
between the clamps. A second silver/silver perchlorate reference electrode is used to
monitor the extent of voltage drop along the length of the film. The electrodes consist of
glass tubes each containing a silver wire, and filled with 0.01 M AgClO 4 and 0.05 M
(C 2H5 ) 4N CO 4 in propylene carbonate, following the methods of Courtot-Coupez and
L'Her (Courtot-Coupez and L'Her 1970). The Ag/Age reference is measured to sit at a
potential of 0.716 V vs. a standard aqueous calomel reference at room temperature.
Details of the reference electrode construction and characterization are given in Chapter
9.
5.1.1.4 The Counter Electrode
A 64 mm wide platinum coated stainless steel sheet is employed as the counter electrode,
surrounding the film from three sides, as shown.
5.1.1.5 The Electrolyte
The electrolyte is 0.05 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate (Aldrich 43,411-6,
99% pure, www.aldrich.com) in propylene carbonate (Aldrich, 31,032-8, 99.7 %, packed
under N2 ). In one case an aqueous solution is employed. It consists of 18 MQ
electronics grade water containing 0.05 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate.
Reagents are used as shipped, and employed immediately after opening. Nitrogen is
bubbled through the solution before use. The electrolyte is chosen because it produces
very low background currents (Bard and Faulkner 1980), thereby minimizing parasitic
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reactions. Also, it employs the same electrolyte and dopants used during synthesis,
thereby minimizing the number of variables.
5.1.2 The Potentiostat
A potentiostat applies current between the working electrode (polymer film) and the
counter electrode such that the working to reference electrode voltage difference matches
an input command potential. The potentiostat circuit employed is shown in Figure 4, and
is similar to circuits described by Bard and Faulkner (Bard and Faulkner 1980). It
includes a current buffer to improve reference electrode stability. The voltage drop
across a resistor, Ri, in series with the output, is used to measure cell current, and the
applied work to reference voltage is measured at the output of the current buffer.
Some key properties of a potentiostat are the maximum voltage and current that can be
output, how well and over what bandwidth the output potential matches the command
voltage, and the accuracy of current measurement. The accuracy of current measurement
is a function of the resistor, R,, employed in measuring current and the range and
resolution of the analog to digital converter used to the voltage drop across Ri. The
resistance R, used depends on the maximum expected current in a given experiment and
ranges from 99.6 E2 to 10 kM. The 16-bit A/D converter has a resolution of 0.306 mV
over a range of +10 V.
The potentiostat has a bandwidth of 100 kHz, a maximum output current of 1 A, and a
cell potential range of 20 V. These properties are functions of the cell impedance, the
impedance of the current measuring device, and the extent of any parasitic capacitances,
as described in section 9.2. The impedances and signal levels used in this chapter are
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such that the potentiostat can be treated as ideal (corrections for non-ideal behaviour
described in section 9.2 do not need to be applied).
5.1.3 The Current Source
The current source is an HP3245A Universal Source (www.agilent.con) A sequence of
output current values is preprogrammed and stored in the HP3245A memory. A digital
trigger is used to toggle between current states, enabling steps in current to be applied and
removed.
5.1.4 Load Cell and Amplifier
Two load cells are employed to measure force on the polymer film. During the creep and
stress/strain tests presented, a 100 N load cell is used (Omega LCCA-25,
www.omega.com, 30 mN resolution, S-beam) and for small forces a 5 N load cell
(Entran ELF-TC13-5, www.entran.com). These cells have four strain gauges that are
mounted so as to reject off-axis forces and thermal expansion when configured
electrically as a full Wheatstone bridge.
The gauges are wired to an instrumentation amplifier (Vishay, Model 2311 Signal
Conditioning Amplifier, Raleigh, North Carolina), which provides variable excitation
voltages to the strain gauges (10 Volts used with the 100 N cell, 15 V with the 5 N cell),
balances the bridges, and provides an amplified voltage output proportional to force. The
force output is low-pass filtered with cut-off frequencies of 10 Hz, 100 Hz or 1 kHz. The
filters were used to reduce noise and aliasing.
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The load cells are calibrated using a series of known masses. The 100 N cell has a
sensitivity of 0.452 mV-N', and the 5 N cell sensitivity is 24.5 mV-N'.
5.1.5 The Stepper Motor, Controller and Linear Stage
The stepper motor serves to apply displacements to the film in order to maintain constant
force. It also provides displacement during passive stress/strain measurements. The
stepper is a Compumotor 57-51-MO with 200 steps per revolution
(www.compumotor.com). It is driven by a Compumotor LN-Drive, set to microstep at
10,000 steps per revolution. The motor drives a New England Affiliated Technologies
LM-50 precision linear stage (www.neat.com), with a 50 mm travel, a lead of 2 mm per
revolution, a repeatability of 3 jim, and an accuracy of 15 pim.
The drive accepts digital signal inputs for step, direction and power. Each time the step
input is pulsed high, the motor is advanced one micro-step, producing a displacement of
200 nm. Displacements are accurate and repeatable to better than 10 jim, as measured by
performing twenty consecutive 30 mm displacements, which are measured with digital
calipers having a 10 pim resolution. The films measured are all > 16 mm long, so the
applied strain is accurate to better than 0.0007 (10 jim/16 mm).
5.1.6 Data Acquisition and Output
A National Instruments PCI-MIO16XE-10, (www.natinst.com), installed in the PCI slot
of the computer, and attached to a breakout board with BNC connections (BNC-2090,
www.natinst.com), provides the analog to digital, A/D, digital to analog, D/A and digital
output, DIO, required to measure force, voltages and current, and control the stepping
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motor, current source and potentiostat. The A/D is configured for 10 V inputs, has an
input impedance of 100 GQ in parallel with 100 pF, and samples at up to 100 kHz, at 16
bit resolution (0.3 mV). Similarly the D/A has outputs 10 V at up to 100 kHz, at 16 bit
resolution (0.3 mV). The digital I/O outputs zero or 5 V at up to 20 MHz.
Separate A/D channels are used to measure polymer to reference voltage, cell voltage,
reference to reference potential difference, current and temperature. A D/A channel is
used as the command input to the potentiostat during step voltage experiments. A DIO
channel is used to toggle the current source between pre-programmed output current
states, and two others command steps and the direction input to the stepping motor
controller.
5.1.7 The Computer and Graphical User Interface
The computer used to control the applied force is an IBM 6889 PC running Windows NT
4.0 (www.ibm.com). A custom JAVA interface, depicted in Figure 6, is used to run
isotonic and isometric experiments under either stepped voltage or current conditions,
and to control stress/strain and creep experiments. The code used is shown in the
appendix. The user inputs the measured film dimensions - the length at label 1 in Figure
6, the width at 2, and the thickness, 3 - the force per unit voltage of the load cell/amplifier
combination, 4 and the filename to which any data generated is to be saved, 5.
Commands may then be executed as follows.
5.1.7.1 Applying Film Displacements
Displacements are applied by first specifying the desired displacement in millimeters in
the box indicated by label 6 in Figure 6, and the rate in steps per second at 7. Clicking
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Figure 6: Image of the Java user interface used to set film length, run stress/strain
experiments, and maintain isotonic conditions.
the MotorInit button 8 causes the number of steps necessary to produce the desired
displacement to be calculated, and the direction of displacement to be determined. Step
commands are then sent to the motor controller via the digital output at time intervals
determined by the specified step rate 7, until the specified displacement 6 is completed.
Step commands are sent one step at a time, so the maximum step rate is limited by the
closed loop response time of the application/operating system/board, which is 2 ms on
average. The maximum strain rate is then ~5x 10- s-1 given the 200 nm per step size.
5.1.7.2 Stress-Strain Measurements
To perform a stress/strain measurement, the change in stress (in Pascals) 9 (label in
Figure 6) and the strain rate (in strain per second) 10 are provided by the user. Clicking
the StressStrain button 11 leads to a ramp in strain at the specified strain rate 10. The
ramp reverses itself once the maximum stress changes by the set amount 9, displacing the
motor at the same rate in the opposite direction, and over the same number of steps. The
film stress is recorded during this cycle. When the ramps are completed, time, strain and
stress data are saved in the file name specified 5.
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5.1.7.3 Isotonic Experiments
In order to hold films under isotonic conditions the stress, as specified at label 9 in
Figure 6, force tolerance 12, potential amplitude 17 (step voltage case) and duration of
the experiment in seconds are specified. There are three parts to determining experiment
duration. An initial time is set, 13, to allow for film creep before current or voltage is
applied. Active time, 15, determines length of the applied steps. Generally a step is
applied for the specified time, mirrored about equilibrium for twice the time, and then
reapplied, as shown in the plot following this paragraph. The original conditions, namely
zero current or the equilibrium, Ve, are reapplied between active times for a specified
time, 16.
Current or 15 15
Voltage
V.e or I=0
13 16 16 16
2x1 5
Time
Clicking the test button causes strain to be ramped at the prescribed rate 10 until the
stress level is reached 9. Thereafter, until the experiment duration has expired (13 + 4.15
+ 3.16 seconds), stress is continuously recorded, and strain is ramped up or down, as is
appropriate, until the desired stress level, 9, is reached. A step counter is maintained
from which net strain is calculated. At the appropriate times a D/A output commands a
change in voltage by the specified increment, 17, or a digital output pulse toggles the
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current source. Time, stress, strain, current, applied voltage, cell voltage, and reference
to reference voltage are recorded at specified intervals, 14, and saved to file, 5, at the end
of the experiment.
5.1.7.4 Isometric Experiments
Isometric experiments are run using a program that is nearly identical and has the same
interface. The only difference is that after the initial stress ramp, the stepping motor is no
longer activated.
5.2 Results
The results obtained in performing creep, stress relaxation, stress-strain, step current and
step voltage experiments are now presented.
5.2.1 Passive Mechanical Properties
5.2.1.1 Creep and Stress Relaxation
The application of a load to a polymer typically leads to an immediate elastic response,
followed by a gradual displacement or creep. Similarly, if a step change in length is
applied to a polymer, there is an initial step in force or stress, followed by a gradual
relaxation. In an actuator, the goal is generally to control position or force. It is thus
important to know the extent of creep and relaxation that occurs in response to changing
loads and displacements.
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Figures 7 shows the stress relaxation resulting from a 2 % 'step' in displacement. To
obtain the result, displacement is increased to 2 % over 4 s, and then held fixed. Figure 8
shows the creep resulting from a 3.5 MPa step in stress. To obtain this result,
displacement is increased at a rate of 0.5 %-s1 until a stress of 3.5 MPa is reached, at
which point force feedback is used to maintain constant stress. The resulting strain is
plotted in Figure 8 as a function of time.
Creep and stress relaxation have time constants of approximately 100 s. The total creep
over 800 s is 0.002, and the stress drops by 1.7 MPa over 600 s. Both creep and stress
relaxation increase as the applied loads and displacements increase. In Chapter 10 it is
shown that a linear visco-elastic model is effective in describing the mechanical response
over similar time scales.
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5.2.1.2 Stress-strain
Figure 9 shows the stress-strain relationship obtained at a strain rate of 0.5 %-s- over a
total strain of 0.45 %. Very little hysteresis is observed at this strain rate, indicating that
the material is behaving elastically over the -2 s measurement timescale. The elastic
modulus increases with strain, partly due to imperfect alignment of the film, averaging
0.8 GPa over the full range of strain.
5.2.1.3 Gauge Factor
The displacement dependent resistance of conductive materials is employed in load cells
and strain gauges. The materials used in strain gauges and load cells are characterized by
their gauge factor, K, defined as the ratio of relative change in resistance, R, to relative
change in length, 1:
Al /i
The relative change in length is strain. In this section, the gauge factor of polypyrrole is
measured, and compared with those of other materials, as summarized in Table 1.
Resistance changes are measured by applying a constant current lengthwise along a film
and measuring the voltage drop. The voltage drop is shown as a function of strain in
Figure 10. The gauge factor is readily calculated from this data. Since constant current is
being input, the numerator of Equation 1 is proportional to the relative change in voltage.
The curvature seen in Figure 10 indicates that gauge factor is a function of strain in
polypyrrole. The average value is 4 and K exceeds 6 near I % displacement. Table 1
compares polypyrrole strain gauge properties with those of constantan and doped silicon,
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Figure 10: Gauge Factor. Constant current is applied to the film during a stress-strain
measurement, and the resulting voltage drop is recorded as a function of strain, allowing gauge
factor to be determined. A four point measurement is used to eliminate the influence of metal-
polymer contact resistance. The gauge factor is a function of strain, averaging 4 and reaching a
maximum of 6 over the range shown.
Properties Constantan P-doped Si Polypyrrole
Gauge Factor
Temperature
Coefficient [ppm-K 1]
2.1
20
40-200
2000
Temperature
Range [*C]
-30 - 250 -50 - 250 -50 - 200
Maximum Strain 0.002 0.002 >0.01
Cost [$] 50 15 5
Table 1: Comparison of the properties of polypyrrole strain gauges with common constantan and
silicon-based gauges.
3-6
200
Pronerflas Constantan P-dog)ed
both of which are commonly used in strain gauges. The principal advantage of
polypyrrole is the large accessible strain range. A disadvantage is the significant creep
observed under large loads.
The moderate gauge factor of polypyrrole is encouraging because it suggests that the
actuator itself, or an adjacent member of the same material, can be used to record force
and displacement.
5.2.2 Electromechanical Response
5.2.2.1 Step Current
A sequence of step currents is used to analyze polypyrrole electrical and mechanical
responses under constant load (isotonic conditions). Figure 11 is an example of one such
measured response. The polypyrrole film used in obtaining the results shown is 53 pm
thick, 82.5 mm long and 7.6 mm wide, and is held under a constant 5 MPa load over the
8000 s duration of the experiment. The distance between clamps holding the polymer is
44.5 mm.
Current is zero for the first 3000 s, over which period no change in voltage is observed.
Creep is evident over this initial time. A current of 0.3 mA is applied for 1000 s (the
polymer is the positive electrode). When current is applied the voltage steps, as would be
expected for a resistor. Thereafter, until the step is reversed, steady increases in voltage
and polymer length are observed. 4000 s after the initial application of stress, the current
is set to -0.3 mA. Again, a step in voltage is observed, this time in a negative direction
and with twice the amplitude. The strain and voltage then decrease with time at a
constant rate until the step current is again reversed.
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recorded. The polypyrrole film is tensioned at 5 MPa at time 0. The film employed is 53 pm thick.
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The step response suggests that strain, e, is proportional to charge transferred, Q.
Anticipating that the strain is in fact proportional to the charge transferred per unit of
polymer volume, the proportionality is expressed in terms of the charge density, p:
e = a -p , 2
where a is the strain to charge ratio, and has units of volume per charge. Fitting a line to
the data in Figure 11 yields a value of a=1.2t0.1 m-C', where the uncertainty accounts
for the standard deviation of the fit, and the slight differences in slope observed at each
step.
Expressed in terms of elementary charge, the volume change is 7x 10-29 m 3 per charge
transferred, or 0.07 nm3. A sphere of equivalent volume has a diameter of between 0.5
and 0.6 nm. The diameter* of the PF6~ anion is roughly 0.5 nm, suggesting that swelling
is proportional to ion size.
Figure 12 shows that strain rate increases linearly with the magnitude of applied current,
confirming the direct proportionality between strain and charge.
The polypyrrole films elongate when the current is positive, and the polymer is oxidized.
Pei and Ingands have shown that in polypyrrole, oxidation leads to elongation if anions
are transferred from the electrolyte to balance charge, and contraction is observed if
cations are expelled from the polymer (Pei and Inganas 1992; Pei and Inganas 1993).
The positive strain to charge ratio obtained suggests that the hexafluorophosphate ions
are exchanged during doping, rather than the bulky tetraethylammonium cations.
Van der Waals diameters are estimated from CambridgeSoft's CS Chem3D Pro Version 4.0, C 1997,
www.chemoffice.com.
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Figure 13 shows the effect of changing solvent. The same electrolyte concentration is
used but in water rather than in propylene carbonate. The strain to charge ratio is more
than double at 3x10"1 C'-m3. The increased strain to charge ratio may be due to the
insertion of entrained solvation spheres, or the result from the decreased hydrophobicity
as the material is oxidized.
Clearly ion size is not sole determinant of the strain to charge ratio in polypyrrole.
Further evidence of solvent dependence is obtained from measurements of polypyrrole
films that are doped with large, immobile anions. The strain to charge ratio of
dodecylbenzenesulfonate doped polypyrrole in 0.1 M aqueous sodium
dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS) is -2.3x104' C'-m3 (Madden, Brenan and Dubow 1997).
Della Santa and colleagues find the strain to charge ratio of benzenesulfonate (BS) doped
polypyrrole run in 0.1 M sodium BS in an acetonitrile and water mixture, to be an order
of magnitude smaller, at -3x101 0 C-m3 (Della Santa, DeRossi and Mazzoldi 1997).
Does the strain to charge ratio depend on the applied stress? Figure 14 shows the results
of an experiment using a sequence of current steps, similar to those shown in Figure 11.
except that the experiment is repeated at nine isotonic states equally spaced between 2
MPa and 34 MPa. At each isotonic state, no current is applied during the first 4000 s. A
current of 0.3 mA is then applied for 500 s, followed by a current of -0.3 mA applied for
1000 s, followed again by a current of 0.3 mA for 500 s. The film employed is 2.5 mm
wide, 33.5 mm long between clamps, and 52 prn thick. The strains resulting from the
periods of applied current are analyzed to obtain estimates of the strain to- chage ratio at
each applied stress. At high stresses, the rate of creep is sigriA4ent even after 4000 s of
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Figure 13: Step Current Response as a function of so vent. A 25 mA current is applied to a film
that is initially in 0.05 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate (PC),
and then testing in an aqueous solution of the same contraction. The film is held at 1.2 IPa during
the measurement. The strain to charge ratio is 1.2x1 0-10 C-1m 3 in PC and 3x1 0-10 C-1m 3 in water.
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Figure 14: Effect of stress on the strain to charge ratio. Stress increased in steps of 4 MPa starting
at 2 MPa and ending at 34 MPa. After a 6000 s equilibration period at zero current, current steps
are applied over the course of 2000 s and strain is observed. It is found that the strain to charge
ratio is not a function of stress, once the effects of creep are accounted for.
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equilibration. The creep effect is subtracted in estimating strain to charge by assuming
that the creep rate prior to the beginning of application of current is maintained. The
strain to charge ratio is found to drop slightly above 15 MPa, with the decrease reaching
30 % at 34 MPa. The large creep observed at stresses above 10 MPa will limit the use of
polypyrrole actuators, as prepared in this study, at such loads.
The voltage produced in response to a step change in current has the same form as the
response of a resistor and capacitor in series. The apparent resistance of the response
shown in Figure 11 is 5000 n. The electronic resistance of the polymer film is 2 f, so
the electrolyte is likely responsible. The capacitance is measured by fitting a line to the
voltage response of Figure 11, as shown in Figure 15. The measurement of capacitance
is done for three films. The capacitance per unit volume is found to be 1.3 0.1 F-m-3, the
uncertainty expressing the variation between films and the uncertainties in film
dimensions. The initial curvature in the voltage slope seen in Figure 15 is evidence of the
diffusion limited charging time. Figure 16 shows the typical short time voltage curve in
response to a step in current. The red line shown is the form of the response expected for
diffusion limited charging, following the model presented in Chapter 8.
The volumetric capacitance is enormous, as emphasized in Table 2, where it is compared
with those achieved in standard electronic components. The very high capacitance is
likely due to the storage of charge throughout the polymer, and not simply at an interface,
as is the case with the other capacitor technologies listed in Table 2. The main
limitations of the polypyrrole capacitor are the low voltage range, as will be discussed
later in this section, and the diffusion limited charging time, discussed in Chapters 8 and
10. The super-capacitance of polypyrrole is also susceptible to leakage currents
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Type Capacitance Voltage Energy
(Fm-3) Range Density
(V) (Jkg 1 )
Polypyrrole 130 000 000 1 105
Tantalum 2000 6-100 104
Ceramic 0.3 50-3500 103
Polyester 0.06 (100V) 50-600 1
Electrolytic 5-1000 3-600 102
(500V/16V) I I__
Values for the electronic components are calculated from data provided by electronic components suppliers. See www.digikey.com.
Table 2: Capacitor Comparison Chart.
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Figure 16: Diffusion limited charging of polypyrrole. The green data represent the observed rise in
voltage in response to a step change in current, with the initial step due to cell resistance subtracted.
The red line is a model fit to the data. The model used is presented in Chapter 8, and assumes a
diffusion limited mass transport on dopants into the polymer.
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(Arbizzani, Mastragostino and Meneghello 1996; Arbizzani, Mastragostino and Scrosati
1997).
Equation 2 predicts that if current is zero, and hence no electrical energy is being
expended, then there will be no displacement, and hence no work done. The results in
Figure 17 show that strain rate is nearly zero when current is zero. Note that no work is
expended in order to maintain a force. Mammalian muscle, and electric motors on the
other hand must be expend energy to maintain force, even when no work is being done.
Figure 18 shows the effect of current on stress when films are held under isometric
(constant length) conditions. The experiment is very similar to that shown in Figure 11,
except that it is performed at constant length. The change in stress is proportional to
current, except at high stress where it appears that some creep is occurring. The constant
of proportionality between stress, o; and charge density is found to equal the strain to
charge ratio multiplied by the elastic modulus, namely:
o=E- a-p. 3
Once again the change in voltage is proportional to charge, after an initial charging time.
The charging time becomes particularly obvious under zero current conditions. The
observed change in voltage at zero current is attributed to discharging of the double layer
capacitance at the interface between the polymer and the electrolyte, as dopants diffuse in
or out of the material. The diffusion model is discussed in Chapter 8.
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Figure 17: Step current response at 5 MPa. Note that the strain rate is near zero when current is
zero. Unlike mammalian skeletal muscle, no work is done in order to hold a constant load at a fixed
position.
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The results presented thus far show that strain is proportional to charge, and that, after an
initial diffusion time, voltage is also proportional to charge. Also it is shown that stress is
proportional to charge under isometric conditions. Thus the strain is a function of the
charge density, the strain to charge ratio, the applied load and the elastic modulus, E:
e= +a-p= +a.Cv,-(V-I-R), 4
E E
where a linear elastic stress-strain relationhip is assumed for simplicity. The rightmost
term substitutes the capacitance per unit volume, Cv, and the applied voltage, V, for the
charge density. The I-R term accounts for voltage drop across the resistance, R, due to
the applied current, I. It is known that polypyrrole switches to an insulating state if
sufficiently reduced, and degrades when sufficiently oxidized (Doblhofer and Rajeshwar
1998; Feldman, Burgmayer and Murray 1985b). The potential range over which
Equation 4 applies is thus limited.
Figure 19 shows the strain and voltage in response to steps in applied current. The
voltage range is +0.6 V to -1 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4. Note that the voltage increase at
positive applied current plateaus at approximately +0.6 V. At this potential, and after
several hundred seconds, signs of degradation are visible, with wisps of black material
being released into the electrolyte from the polymer. The strain to charge ratio increases
as the potential approaches +0.6 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4 and a 6.5 % strain is achieved. Of
this, 6 % is recoverable on reversing the current. If the current is not reversed, then a 20
% film extension is achieved before mechanical failure as shown in Figure 20. Reversal
of the current leads to a nearly perfectly capacitive response down to -1 V, but the strain
to charge exhibits significant curvature. These and other similar experiments suggest that
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the range of capacitive response is from -0.8 V to +0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCIO4, and that strain
and charge are directly proportional over the same range of applied potentials. A cyclic
voltammogram of polypyrrole between -0.8 V to 0.4 V at a voltage rate of 5 mV/s
confirms the capacitive nature of the film in this range, as shown in Figure 21. Near the
extremes of voltage, the magnitude of current increases slightly showing that non-
capacitive processes are occurring.
The voltage range over which the capacitive impedance, and capacitance-like electrical to
mechanical coupling hold, corresponds to a range of potentials over which polypyrrole is
highly conductive (Feldman, Burgmayer and Murray 1985a). The oxidation state,
changes by approximately 30 % over this voltage range*.
* As calculated by taking the ratio of the total charge transferred per unit volume required
to span the potential range, and dividing by the initial dopant concentration per unit
volume. The initial dopant concentration is 0.35 charges per monomer (Yamaura,
Hagiwara and Iwata 1988), which is converted to charge per volume using the film
density and the relative molecular weights of the dopant and monomer.
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Figure 19: Testing range of response over which the impedance is capacitive and the strain is
proportional to charge. The film used is 4 mm wide, 53 tm thick and 34 mm long between clamps,
and is held at 5 MPa.
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Figure 20: Extension at constant current. 2 mA are applied after 1800 s to a 53 pm thick, 7.6 mm
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Figure 21: Cyclic voltagram at 5 mV/s, potential measured vs. Ag/AgClO 4 of a polypyrrole sample
over four cycles, showing that the behavior is dominated by capacitance over this potential range.
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5.2.2.2 Step Voltage Response
Experiments similar to those of the previous section are performed, but step voltages are
applied instead of step currents, as shown in Figure 22. A step in voltage results in a
spike in current and a rapid change in stress. As current diminishes so does the rate of
change in stress. Again, changes in stress and strain are directly proportional to charge
density, with a=1.2 0.3x10~' 0 C-1-m3 . Note that voltage determines the final stress state
in Figure 22. Such a response is expected, since charge and voltage are related via the
volumetric capacitance, and therefore setting the voltage also determines the final state of
stress or strain.
Figure 23 shows that the current scales linearly in response to steps in voltage. This is an
indication that a model that is dynamically linear in nature may provide a good
description of the polymer and cell impedances.
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Figure 22: Step voltage response under isometric conditions. Steps in voltage are applied and the
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5.2.3 Efficiency
Thus far it has been shown that strain is proportional to charge over a limited range of
potentials, as is voltage once an initial charging period has elapsed. The implications for
efficiency are now explored.
The efficiency of electrical to mechanical energy conversion, e, is:
JF.dx fa--d.
JV.dQ JV.dp'
where F is force, x is displacement, V is applied voltage, Q is charge, o is stress, 6 is
strain and p is charge density. Assuming that strain is proportional to charge density via
the relationship:
ca -p, 6
the efficiency is re-expressed as:
f a--a-dp
SV.dp
If changes in charge state or voltage are made slowly, or in thermodynamic terms,
reversibly, so that dissipation across resistances is minimal, and charging is nearly
complete, the voltage and charge density are related to the volumetric capacitance, Cv, by
the relationship:
VCP=p. 8
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Substituting for p in Equation 7 using Equation 8 gives:
2.fcr.a.dV
e= .2 9
At fixed load the efficiency is predicted to be:
e = 2-a-a .10
V
The efficiency is maximized when large loads are displaced at small voltages, and the
material exhibits large strains per unit charge. The voltage dependence in Equation 8 can
be understood by realizing that the addition of each charge produces the same amount of
work under constant load conditions, but requires progressively larger amounts of
electrical energy to insert due to the capacitive nature of the impedance.
The strain to charge ratio for polypyrrole as synthesized in this study is a=1 .2x10' 0
m3-C', and loads range between 1 and 34 MPa, making the numerator 8 mV at best.
However, given the large creep observed at such high loads, a maximum load of 10 MPa
is more realistic, making the numerator 2.5 mV.
Strain and voltage are proportional after the initial charging time, via the relationship:
6=a-C -V , 11
obtained by combining Equations 6 and 8, which relate strain and charge, and voltage and
charge, respectively. A 1 V applied potential produces a ~1% strain, given the
volumetric capacitance of Cr=108 F-m~ 3. The predicted efficiency for a 1 % displacement
at a 10 MPa load is then 0.25 %. The low predicted efficiency is a consequence of the
fact that most of the electrical energy input is stored. In order to combine large strains
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and high efficiency without changing the polymer or the electrolyte, the stored electrical
energy must be recovered.
Equations 9 and 10 predict that efficiency is maximized at small voltages and strains.
These equations must break down at voltages that are ~2.5 mV, and corresponding strains
of ~10~5 from Equation 11, because otherwise the efficiency would be greater than unity.
Some coupling between the electrical and mechanical behaviors must be incorporated, as
discussed in Chapter 8. This coupling is not required at higher voltages and strains
because the electrical energy is much larger than the mechanical energy in such cases.
5.3 Discussion and Summary
Step voltage and current measurements show that over a potential range of -0.8 V to
+0.4 V vs. Ag/AgClO4, strain is directly proportional to charge density, via the strain to
charge ratio, a=1.2 0.1x10'-0 m3 C~'. Changes in stress observed when the film is held
under isometric conditions show the same form of charge dependence, but scaled by the
actuator elastic modulus. The voltage is also proportional to charge density, after an
initial charging time. The capacitance per unit volume, which relates voltage and charge
density, is found to be 1.3 0. x 108 F-m~ 3 .
Strain to charge ratio is found to be a function of solvent used, doubling when propylene
carbonate is replaced with water.
The electrical energy input is shown to be very large compared to the mechanical energy
output, producing electrical to mechanical conversion efficiencies of less than 1 %. The
efficiency is significantly improved if stored electrical energy is recovered, as discussed
in Chapters 8 and 10.
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Thus far discussion and results have focused on the material in or near steady state.
Chapters 7, 8 and 10 explore the limits on strain rate and power to mass. First, however,
Chapter 6 presents methods of operating actuators outside of a liquid environment.
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Chapter 6: Actuator Operation Outside a Liquid
Environment
The actuators shown to date operate in a liquid environment. In order to operate in air
and other dry environments either a solid must replace the liquid electrolyte, or the device
must be encapsulated. The paper that follows* describes a method for encapsulating
conducting polymer actuators. Clearly operation outside of a liquid environment is an
important development, which will enable a much broader range of applications for
conducting polymer actuator technology.
Part of the evaluation of a thesis involves determining the contributions of the thesis author. The paper
that follows has multiple authors, each of which made important contributions to the work. The actuator
design is John Madden's contribution. John Madden and Ryan Cush together implemented and tested the
actuator performance. John Madden wrote the article.
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Abstract
Conducting polymer-based actuators undergo volumetric changes as they are oxidized or reduced, from which mechanical work can be
obtained. Polypyrrole [Q. Pei, 0. Inganis, Advanced Materials 4 (1992) 277; Q. Pei, 0. InganUs, Journal of Physical Chemistry 96 (1992)
10508; E. Smela, 0. Ingands, Q. Pei, I. Lundstrbm, Advanced Materials 5 (1993) 630; E. Smela, 0. InganUs, I. Lundstrbm, Science 268
(1995) 1735; J.D. Madden, S.R. Lafontaine, I.W. Hunter, Proceedings - Micro Machine and Human Science 95, Nagoya, Japan, October
1995] and polyaniline-based actuators have attracted recent interest because of the high forces per cross-sectional area (stress) and
relatively large strains generated at low activation voltages; however, with the notable exception of some bilayers, the operation of these
actuators has largely been constrained to bulk liquid environments. Operation out of solution is clearly desirable for many potential
applications. Linear actuators that contract in length like muscle fibers fully exploit the high forces produced by conducting polymers.
Results presented here demonstrate the operation in air of polypyrrole linear actuators. These actuators are capable of generating stresses
exceeding those of mammalian skeletal muscle. 1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Actuator; Artificial muscle; Polypyrrole; Gel electrolyte
1. Introduction
Actuators exhibiting muscle-like properties [10] are im-
portant to the development of life-like robots, artificial
limbs, and other bio-mimetic devices. These properties
include relatively high stress, and large strain linear actua-
tion at moderate strain rates and efficiencies. While the
development of conducting polymer-based actuators is still
at an early stage, they already demonstrate some muscle-
like properties. Work is derived from material dimensional
changes in both conducting polymers and muscle. Stresses
are 15 times [3] those generated in mammalian skeletal
muscles [10], and could reach 200 MPa, 600 times greater
[1]. Strains in conducting polymers are typically between
1% and 10% [1-3,5,7,9], compared to 20% in muscle.
Nevertheless, several obstacles to the widespread applica-
tion of conducting polymer-based actuators remain, includ-
ing relatively low strain rates (< 0.03% Hz) [2,3,7-9], and
the requirement of operation in a liquid environment. In
this paper the latter issue is addressed.
" Corresponding author. Tel.: + 1-617-258-0533; fax: + 1-617-252-
1849; e-mail: jmadden@mit.edu
The use of a liquid environment stems from the mecha-
nisms employed to stimulate polymer contraction. Chemi-
cal activation involves immersion of polymer actuators
alternately in aqueous acids and bases [7]. Electrochemical
stimulation involves the use of electrolytes, which have in
general been liquid-based. Liquid based electrolytes, and
in particular polar solvents such as water and propylene
carbonate offer environments that allow high ion mobility
and concentration, and therefore are generally preferred
over solids.
Several exceptions to the use of liquid environments
exist. These exceptions have been restricted to bilayer
actuators, in which a differential expansion between two
thin, adjoining layers results in bending and force genera-
tion, as in bimetallic strips. In 1993, Pei and Inganls [4]
reported a polypyrrole/polyethylene bilayer as a chemical
sensor, generating deflection upon exposure to ammonia
gas. Other bilayers operating out of solution are electro-
chemically activated, employing gel or encapsulated liquid
electrolytes [6,8,11].
Bilayers are mechanical amplifiers, generating large
deflections, but low forces. An important step in proving
the value of conducting polymer actuators is to demon-
strate a linear actuator operating in air, thereby fully
0379-6779/99/$ - see front matter 1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
PH: S0379-6779(99)00034-X
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exploiting the large forces per cross-sectional area of
which conducting polymers are capable. However, electro-
chemical activation of conducting polymers requires a cell,
including the polymer as working electrode, an electrolyte,
and a counter-electrode. The challenge is to find an elec-
trolyte whose mechanical stiffness does not impede the
polymer contraction, while offering high ionic conductiv-
ity, and which can be readily encapsulated for operation
out of bulk solution. Alternatives to the use of bulk liquid
electrolytes include solid electrolytes, such as polyethylene
oxide (PEO), gels and encapsulated liquids.
Solid electrolytes have the advantage of relatively easy
construction. The electrolyte is sandwiched between the
polymer and a counter-electrode. Unfortunately, solid elec-
trolytes suffer from low ionic conductivities [12], and
provide high stiffnesses against which the polymer actua-
tor must work, reducing the available force and displace-
ment. PEO, perhaps the most widely used solid electrolyte,
has the further disadvantage that it only becomes signifi-
cantly conductive at temperatures above 60"C [12]. For
these reasons, solid electrolytes were not employed.
Liquids offer high conductivity and low mechanical
interference, but must be sealed. It is also necessary to
prevent electronic conduction between the polymer and the
counter-electrode, which requires some form of spacer
separating them. Adding sealant and spacers not only
complicates the manufacturing process, but these elements
also provide mechanical impedance to actuator deforma-
tion. Gels offer moderately high ionic conductivity, and
low mechanical impedance. They also provide sufficient
stiffness to separate the actuator electrodes. It is for these
reasons that gel electrolytes are chosen.
Gold-Palladium
<400 nm
-Polypyrrole
40 pm
- Aga
10
t- PoP
Actuator
Cross-section
2. Experiment
A representation of the cross-sectional geometry of the
actuators constructed, including the active polypyTole film,
the gel electrolyte and the counter-electrode, is shown in
Fig. 1 (inset). The polypyrrole active layer is galvanostati-
cally polymerized on a glassy carbon substrate from mix-
ture of 0.06 M freshly distilled pyrrole monomer and 0.05
M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene
carbonate. Deposition takes place at -30"C in a nitrogen
atmosphere at a current density of 1.25 A m- 2, following
the methods of Yamaura et al. [13]. Film dimensions are
typically 35 mm long x 6 mnm wide X 40 to 100 s.m thick.
The resulting material has a density of 1.4 X 10' kg m- 3,
a conductivity in the range of 1-3 X 104 S m -, a glassy
modulus of 0.5 GPa (wet) and 1.0 GPa (dry), and a tensile
strength of > 25 MPa. Two gels were tried, a PMMA-
based gel [14] and agar. Agar containing tetraethyl-
ammonium hexafluorophosphate salt produces the most
repeatable results, as presented here. This was prepared by
adding 1 g of agar (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) per 150 ml
of saturated (0.04 M) aqueous tetraethylammonium hex-
afluorophosphate solution, which is then heated to form a
gel. A polyethylene film is sputter coated with a 400-nm
thick gold layer to form the counter-electrode.
In assembling an actuator, the polypyrrole film is held
at each end by gold-coated clamps, as depicted in Fig. 1.
An approximately 100 Ln thick layer of gel electrolyte is
applied to each side of the film. Strips of the counter-elec-
trode are wrapped around the gel-coated polypyrrole, with
the gold contacting the gel. A strand of 75 [Lm diameter
gold wire forms the electrical contact between the
Workstation
(IBM RISC 6000)
ADC ADC ADC DIO DIO DID
Force Current Voltage Trigger Direction Step
I I I Iir Gel CurrentStrain Source Motor
Gauge (HCA Controller
Amplifier utput (Compumotor LN)(Viahay 23111
current Amp.
(Kelthley428) Connection to Counter
yethy4ene Electrode
Stepper Motor
Foc and Linear Stage
Forceato
Tranaducer
(Omega Eng. LCCA-25) AffIliated Tech.)
Gold clamps
Fig. 1. Schematic of electrochemomechanical testing apparatus. Steps in voltage or current are triggered from the workstation via the digital output (DIO).
The resulting forces, currents and voltages are recorded on the work station via the analog to digital converters (ADC). Strain is applied via computer
control of the stepping motor through step and direction DIO channels.
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counter-electrode strips and the test circuit. Electrical con-
tact to the film is made through the clamps.
Axial film displacements are made with a stepper mo-
tor-driven linear translation stage with a positioning accu-
racy.pf 1:1000. A load cell measures force on the film. A
current source is employed to drive an electrochemical
reaction across the actuator cell. The apparatus is under
software control from a workstation, interfacing with the
actuator circuit via a data acquisition board. Actuator
testing begins with the application of 2 MPa of tensile
stress to the film. Following a short period (10 to 20 s),
equiamplitude cycles of positive and negative current are
applied, with a brief period of no current between each
change in polarity. The initial strain is then removed,
returning the film to its original length. In the experiments
presented force feedback is employed to maintain isotonic
conditions (constant force), and the resulting displacements
are recorded.
0.024
0.022
0.02
.~0.018
C0,
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0.0141-
0 100 200 300 400
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Fig. 3. Decay in strain over five cycles in an encapsulated linear actuator
with 2 MPa applied stress, in response to a 20 mA current.
3. Results
Fig. 2 shows the result of an isoto
20-mA current is applied for 80 s, f
relaxation, followed in turn by the appli
The applied stress is 2 MPa, as meas
cross-sectional area of the polypyrrole
actuator cross-section is taken into acc
unit area is 0.5 MPa, 50% larger than
skeletal muscle. The total strain is jus
been demonstrated previously in polyp
tors, strain is proportional to charge
polymer. The strain to charge ratio is 4.
as calculated using the slope of the cu
that this corresponds to a volume
(assuming isotropic expansion) of 2.2
volumes of water molecules and hexafl
are roughly 0.3 X 10-2 m3 and 2 X
Ca
3...
.4-aU,
0.025 -
0.02 -
0.015
0.01
0.005
0
-0.005
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Fig. 2. Strain in an encapsulated linear actuat
stress, in response to a 20 mA current.
tively. Della Santa et al. [3] obtains a strain to charge ratio
of 3 X 101" m3 C-' from polypyrrole films in aqueous
solutions of sodium benzenesulfonate salt. Work using
nic test in which a identically synthesized polypyrrole films [11] activated in
'ollowed by a 10-s propylene carbonate solution results in a strain to charge
ication of -20 mA. ratio of 2.3 x 10-'o m 3 C-'. The similarity between the
ured relative to the strain to charge ratios observed in liquid and gel environ-
film. When the full ments suggests that the gel's stiffness offers negligible
ount, the force per mechanical impedance.
that of mammalian The strain rate of 0.03% Hz matches the highest re-
t over 2%. As has ported [3,5,7,9] but are still three orders of magnitude
yrrole-based actua- lower than that of mammalian skeletal muscle. Further
transferred into the improvement may be obtained by studying the rate limit-
5 X 10-' m3 C-', ing mechanisms.
rve in Fig. 2. Note Force per cross-sectional area of the actuator is a func-
change per charge tion of both the force generated by the polymer, and the
X 10-2" m3. The quantity of electrolyte required, as dictated by the geome-
uorophosphate ions try of the laminate structure. Since the electrolyte does not
10-28 M 3, respec- directly generate any force or displacement, keeping elec-
trolyte volume to a minimum maximizes force per unit
area; however, ions leaving the polymer must be solvated
by the electrolyte, and vice-versa. Given the strain to
charge ratio of 4.5 X 10~-" m3 C-', a 1% strain generates
an ionic concentration change of roughly 300 mol m- 3 of
polymer. In the gel/salt combination employed, concentra-
tion at saturation is 40 mol m-3 of gel. Therefore, the gel
layer should be several times the volume of the polymer
layer in order to store and transfer the required number of
ions to the actuator, and the force per cross-sectional area
is correspondingly reduced. Further improvement may be
obtained by employing gel/salt combinations that are
capable of sustaining higher ionic concentrations.
Actuator lifetime is limited to several hours due to the
140 160 180 200 drying of the agar gel, indicating that better encapsulation
is required. The drying leads to stiffening of the gel and a
or with 2 MPa applied reduction in ionic conductivity, which in turn lessen the
displacement and force output by the actuator. Soaking in
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aqueous tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate solu-
tion leads to a restoration of response. In the current
method of encapsulation, the gel is partially exposed to air.
Sealing the cell to prevent water loss should increase
lifetime.
A second factor affecting lifetime is the formation of
bubbles at the counter-electrode. The bubble formation
leads to peeling of the gold palladium counter-electrode
from the polyethylene films and to loss of contact between
the counter-electrode and the gel (Fig. 3). In response to
the application of a 20 mA current a degradation of
response is observed over five cycles. Prevention of such
degradation may involve the use of alternate gel/salt
combinations, which provide non-gas generating redox
couples.
4. Conclusion
It is demonstrated that conducting polymer linear actua-
tors may be operated out of solution. The strains, strain
rates and strain to charge ratios are very similar to those
observed in polypyrrole actuators operating in aqueous
environments. Forces per cross-sectional area exceed those
of mammalian skeletal muscle. Further work is required to
improve actuator lifetime, which appears to be limited by
gel drying and gas generation at the counter-electrode. The
operation of conducting polymer actuators outside of bulk
liquid environments should help pave the way to broader
application of this relatively new application of conjugated
polymers.
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Chapter 7: Maximizing Strain Rate and Power
How fast can conducting polymers actuators contract? The results shown in Chapter 5
and those of other authors indicate that while large forces and moderate strains are
achievable, the strain rate and power of conducting polymer actuators are poor. The
paper that follows* describes a method for dramatically increasing the speed, strain rate
and power of conducting polymer actuators. A theory explaining the method is presented
in Chapter 8. Apart from increasing strain rate and power to mass by more than a factor
of 30 over what has previously been reported, there are several other notable
contributions presented in the paper. Bilayer actuators are demonstrated that achieve
over 100 000 cycles, by far the largest number of cycles yet obtained from conducting
polymer actuators. Also, an encapsulated bilayer design is presented which allows
operation outside a liquid environment.
* Part of the evaluation of a thesis involves determining the contributions of the thesis author. The paper
that follows has multiple authors, each of which made important contributions to the work. The
development of the fast actuation method is John Madden's contribution. John Madden and Ryan Cush
together implemented and tested the method on bilayers. John Madden performed the linear actuator tests
and wrote the article.
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Abstract
Conducting polymer-based actuators are capable of producing at least 10 times more force for a given cross-sectional area (active
stress) than skeletal muscle, and potentially 1000 times more, with strains typically between 1% and 10%. Low operating voltages make
them particularly attractive for use in micro-electromechanical systems, in place of electrostatic and piezoelectric actuators. A drawback
of conducting polymer actuators is their relatively slow speed, and hence low power-to-mass ratio. In this paper, shaped voltage pulses
are applied to generate strain rates of up to 3% s , with peak power to mass ratios of 39 W kg-' of polymer, nearly matching
mammalian skeletal muscle. Results are obtained from polypyrrole linear and bilayer actuators and employ both liquid and gel
electrolytes. 0 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Actuator; Polypyrrole; Power; Strain rate; Muscle
1. Introduction
Polypyrrole, polyaniline, polyacetylene and other con-
ducting polymers undergo volumetric changes that may be
exploited to perform work [1,2]. Polymer expansion is
generally the result of ionic and molecular influxes that
occur as oxidation state is altered either chemically or
electrochemically [3-7]. Electrochemical experiments show
that strain is proportional to the magnitude of charge
transfer and, equivalently, that strain rate is proportional to
current.
Strains for non-gels are typically in the range of 1-3%
[1,2,6,8-11] at applied stresses of up to 5 MPa
[1,2,6,9,12,13], but can exceed 10% in chemically doped
material [5]. Mammalian skeletal muscle, by comparison,
deforms by 20% in vivo with stresses of 0.35 MPa [14].
The integral of stress with respect to strain over a cycle is
the work density. Conducting polymers currently match
muscle in this figure of merit, but are three orders of
magnitude slower and, as a consequence, are much less
powerful for a given volume or mass. Strain rates reported
to date [8,9] reach 0.1% s with associated power to
mass ratios of < 1 W kg-'. Faster responses are likely
achieved in a number of bilayer actuators [7,9,15,16], but
Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-617-258-0533; fax: +1-617-
252-1849.
E-mail address: jmadden@mit.edu (J.D. Madden).
their intrinsic characteristics are not reported. Bilayers are
laminates of conducting polymer and other thin films, in
which the relative expansion or contraction of the polymer
with respect to the other layers leads to a bending of the
structure, with small material strains being amplified to
create large deflections. Using the bilayer deflection data
reported by Smela et al. [17], the tensile modulus of
polypyrrole grown using their methods [9], and the stan-
dard relationship between deflection and strain [11], we
calculate that the 400 nm thick polypyrrole/gold bilayers
Smela et al. employ achieve strain rates of 1% s-' (still
roughly 100 times slower than mammalian skeletal mus-
cle). What are the factors that affect strain rate, and can
faster deflections be achieved? If they can, there are
correspondingly greater opportunities for the application of
conducting polymer actuators to robotics, prosthetics and
microelectromechanical systems, among others.
Diffusion of ionic species and solvent molecules is
believed to be the crucial factor determining strain rate in
thick (> 100 nm) polymer films [1,2,6,7]. While no sys-
tematic study demonstrating mass transport limited behav-
ior of strain rate has been reported, it has been shown that
the rates of charging and discharging of conducting poly-
mer transistors and electrochromic devices are diffusion
limited [1]. Diffusion limitation in actuators is suggested
by the relatively high strain rates observed in Smela's thin
(400 nm) bilayers. Furthermore, in chemically activated
polyaniline, strain is found to be directly proportional to
1360379-6779/00/$ - see front matter C 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Photographs of the bilayer actuator in aqueous solution at the limits of deflection during the application of 7 V amplitude square waves at 1 Hz.
the square root of time following a change in pH [5], a
time-dependence that is characteristic of planar diffusion
[181. Given mass transport limited behavior, the obvious
methods of increasing rate are to reduce path lengths by
using thinner films and fibers, and to increase diffusion
coefficients and mobility by, for example, employing
smaller dopant molecules.
Applied potential has been found to influence strain rate
in electrochemically driven conducting polymer actuators.
Typically, the magnitude of potential excursions employed
is on the order of 1 V. Otero [7] demonstrates that increas-
ing the magnitude of the applied potential increases strain
rate. Unfortunately, this increase also leads to film degra-
dation. There is evidence, however, that when high poten-
tials are applied over short periods, high strain rates are
achieved without rapid degradation [9,16].
This paper reports on the effect of applied potential on
deformation rates in polypyrrole actuators. Bilayer actua-
tors, operating in air and in an aqueous environment, are
employed to demonstrate the increase in rate of deforma-
tion as a function of the amplitude of applied square wave
potentials. A simple model is then proposed to explain the
voltage and frequency dependencies. The model is used to
design the voltage input to a linear actuator such that strain
rate is maximized.
Results are obtained from actuators of three types, two
of which are bilayers, while the third is a linear contracting
film. The aqueous bilayer, as shown in Fig. 1, is operated
in an aqueous environment and consists of a strip of
polypyrrole grown on a thin layer of platinum. The plat-
inum acts as the mechanically passive member of the
bilayer and as the working electrode. Fig. 2 shows the
configuration of the encapsulated bilayer actuators oper-
ated in air. Here, a thin layer of gel electolyte separates
two polypyrrole strips, with each strip acting as an elec-
trode. Upon activation one polymer layer expands, while
the other contracts. The third actuator, seen in Fig. 7,
consists of a freestanding polypyrrole film immersed in
electrolyte. Passage of current between the film and a
counter electrode leads to a generation of force, causing
the movement of a cantilever.
2. Materials, synthesis and actuator fabrication
The active material employed is polypyrrole, which is
deposited under two different conditions. The films used
for the air bilayers and the linear actuator are grown from
a solution of 0.06 M freshly distilled pyrrole monomer
Polyethylene (PE)
Electrode (Au)
Polypyrrole
PMMA gel electrolyte
4.- Polypyrrole
yElectrode (Au)
MIMMMM MMMINPolyethylene
Fig. 2. Cross-section of an encapsulated bilayer actuator. The actuator is 40-mm long and 10-mm wide. Thicknesses of the layers are: Gel: 100 Arm; Au:
100 nm; Polypyrrole: 40 sm; PE: 20 pm.
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(Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI, USA) and 0.05 M tetraethyl-
ammonium hexafluorophosphate (Aldrich) in propylene
carbonate, following the procedure of Yamaura [19].
Polypyrrole is deposited galvanostatically onto polished 50
mm X 50 mm glassy carbon substrates (Alfa Aesar, Ward
Hill, MA, USA) or gold electroplated 5 mm wide, 200 mm.
long and 30 pLm thick amorphous metal films (Allied
Signal Advanced Materials, 2826MB, Morristown, NJ,
USA) at current densities of 0.6 A m 2 , resulting in a
typical film thickness of 40 sum. Deposition takes place at
-30*C under a nitrogen-atmosphere. The resulting films
have conductivities of between 1 and 3 X 104 S m~',
densities of 1300 kg m 3 and tensile strengths of 35 to 50
MPa. The films employed in liquid-based bilayers are
synthesized electrochemically from a 0.1 M Pyrrole, 0.1 M
sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS) (Aldrich) aqueous
solution, following the methods of Smela et al. [20].
Deposition takes place on 250-nm thick platinum films
that are e-beam evaporated on to Mylar tape (CHR, New
Haven, CT, USA). Deposition is performed galvanostati-
cally against a large stainless steel counter electrode, 20
times the surface area of the working electrode. A 0.25-A
m~2 current is delivered over 8-17 h to yield 30-60-sm
thick films. The aqueous-grown films are more brittle and
less conductive (~ 1 X 103 S m-') than those grown in
propylene carbonate. Films prepared by both methods have
tensile moduli of between 0.5 (wet) and 1 GPa (dry) [9].
The moduli are measured using the combination of a
stepper motor driven linear translation stage to provide
displacement, and a load cell to record force, using previ-
ously described methods [9]. Creep is observed, with a
time constant of 200 s [9].
In fabricating the liquid-based bilayers, the DBS-doped
polymer and the platinum backing are peeled from the
Mylar layer and cut to form actuators. Results from two
actuators are presented, one being 0.75 mm wide, 7 mm
long and 60 jLm thick and the second having a length of 3
mm, a width of 1.5 mm and a thickness of 31 jim. Each
air operated bilayer consist of two polypyrrole strips 10
mm wide X 40 mm long X 40 Vm thick, cut from the
tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate doped films. A
sandwich structure is formed, as shown in Fig. 2, with the
polypyrrole strips forming outer layers, and containing a
gel electrolyte between them. A gold layer (<200 nm
thick) is sputtered onto the outer polymer surfaces, and the
entire actuator is encapsulated in a polyethylene film. The
gel layer is approximately 100 jLm thick. The gel is
synthesized following a procedure related by Sapp et al.
[21]. It consists of 70 wt.% acetonitrile, 20 wt.% propylene
carbonate, 7 wt.% polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), and
3 wt.% LiClO 4 (chemicals all obtained from Aldrich).
Encapsulated actuators are soaked for 15 min in a solution
of 0.05 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in
propylene carbonate, which renders the polymer more
compliant. The linear actuator is composed of a freestand-
ing film of polypyrrole 125 mm long, 4 mm wide and 40
pim thick, that is peeled from the gold plated ribbon after
deposition. One side of the film is coated with 50 nm of
gold to improve electrical conductivity.
3. Bilayer experiments
In this section, the effects of frequency and amplitude
of applied potential on the extent of bilayer deflection are
investigated.
3.1. Experimental methods
The aqueous-based actuators are immersed in 0.1 M
sodium DBS aqueous solution. Square wave potentials are
applied between the platinum backing and a 300,000 mm 2
stainless steel counter electrode, seven orders of magnitude
larger in surface area than the bilayer. The square wave
amplitude is 7 V, offset by -0.5 V with respect to the
stainless steel electrode. Applied frequencies range from 1
to 30 Hz and the current through the actuator did not
exceed 24 mA, averaging 2 mA at 1 Hz. (Videos of the
bilayer at 1, 10 and 20 Hz are available from the web
[22]). The large surface area ensures that the potential drop
between the counter electrode and the electrolyte remains
constant over the course of the experiments. Using an
impedance analyzer (HP 4194A), it was determined that
the solution resistance between the bilayer and the counter
electrode is 710 fl (30 kHz, 0.10 phase).
Bilayer deflection, resulting from the expansion and
contraction of the polypyrrole layer relative to the plat-
inum, is observed under a microscope (Zeiss Stemi SV
II). Fig. 1 shows the full extent of deflection at 1 Hz.
Magnification was adjusted as a function of frequency
such that the range of motion spanned the captured image.
The microscope image is recorded using a CCD camera
(Hitachi VK-C630) sampling at 30 frames/s, coupled to a
video tape recorder. The magnitude of deflection is deter-
mined from these images. Digital sampling is limited at the
high end by the Nyquist frequency, which is 15 Hz in this
case. However, the CCD camera used collects light nearly
continuously, so that fast moving objects appear blurred on
each frame. By analyzing the data frame by frame, the
extent of deflection was determined at slightly higher
frequencies.
In principle, strain, strain rate and force can be calcu-
lated from the measured displacements, the bilayer geome-
try and mechanical properties, using standard linear elastic-
ity theory [11]. However, such calculations generally as-
sume that the drive to expand is uniform throughout the
active layer. In fact, if strain rate is diffusion limited, at
times shorter than or comparable to the diffusion time
constant there is a gradient in strain across the material.
Evidence for such a diffusive strain is obtained from
40-[tm thick bilayers coated with a 100-nm thick layer of
gold. Upon application of a potential, the bilayer initially
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Fig. 3. Photographs showing the maximum extent of deflection of an encapsulated bilayer upon activation with a 5 V square wave at 0. 1 Hz.
deflects, but then bends back towards the initial position
after roughly 100 s. It is easy to calculate that such a
thickness of gold is too thin to create substantial deflec-
tion, suggesting that the swelling of the polymer is propa-
gating through from the surface, initially deflecting and
then straightening the bilayer. Given knowledge of the
diffusion coefficient, the thicknesses of all the layers, their
tensile moduli, and the change in radius of curvature, the
strain can be determined. However, the diffusion coeffi-
cient is not currently known to a sufficient degree of
accuracy to make this worthwhile. In the results presented
bilayers are employed to demonstrate relative changes as a
function of applied frequency and voltage. They are ideal
in this capacity because, as mechanical amplifiers, small
strains produce relatively large deflections. Lower bound
estimates of bilayer strain rate are made by assuming a
uniform strain throughout the polypyrrole.
Measurements in air are performed as in the aqueous
case, except that potential is applied between the two strips
of polypyrrole. The square wave peak to peak amplitudes
are between 2 V and 10 V, and applied frequencies range
from 0.1 to 30 Hz. Two frames are captured in Fig. 3,
showing the full extent of deflection with 5 V applied at
0.1 Hz.
c 0.4
0
0.1
Z 0.04
1 10 30
Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 4. Displacement relative to bilayer length as a function of frequency
of square wave activation in aqueous solution.
3.2. Results
The deflection of the aqueous-based bilayers is shown
as a function of frequency in Fig. 4. Deflection is scaled
by the beam length as an aid to visualizing the extent of
bending. The error bars shown account for uncertainties in
the measurement of deflection, which are larger for the
shorter beam due to its smaller motions. From this data, it
is possible to get a crude lower bound estimate of strain
and strain rate. Strain reaches at least 0.4% at 1 Hz, while
average strain rates over a cycle, are greater than 3% s-
at 10 Hz.
Fig. 5 is a plot of the square wave frequency response
of an air bilayer, with the error bars once again represent-
ing uncertainties in the measurement of deflection. Results
from square wave amplitudes of 2.5, 5 and 10 V
are shown. The power supply saturated at 5 and 10 V,
instead producing a nearly constant current of 127 mA.
Again, it is possible to generate a lower bound strain
estimate, based on the minimum actuator thickness, the
polypyrrole glassy modulus and the total deflection. The
strain at 0.1 Hz is > 0.2%, and the maximum strain rate,
occurring at 15 Hz, is > 0.5% s-'.
PC
al
Li
S127 MA #
S127 MA #2
e a *2.5V
0.1A
0.1 1 10 100
Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 5. Mechanical frequency response of an encapsulated conducting
polymer bilayer to 2.5 V and 127 mA ( 5 V and 10 V com-
manded) current. Deflection is normalized to actuator length.
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There are several factors that may limit strain rate.
These include reaction kinetics, the rate of capacitive
charging of the double layer, the mechanical impedance,
and mass transport. The strain rates in Figs. 4 and 5 appear
to follow a square root power law with frequency between
0.5 and 20 Hz, suggesting that semi-infinite planar diffu-
sion [18] may be involved. If true, then diffusion of
molecules into or out of the polymer limits the rate of
bending, and the ionic and molecular flows occur primarily
near the electrolyte/polymer interface, and not deep into
the polymer.
The magnitude of deflection is a function of applied
potential, as seen in Fig. 6, where data from the deflection
of air bilayers and the 3 mm aqueous-based bilayer at 3 Hz
are shown. Lines between points are intended to help
distinguish the various bilayer data sets, and do not repre-
sent a model. The 3 Hz aqueous data show a linear trend
with increasing applied potential, while for the air bilayers,
response initially increases, but begins to saturate beyond
+2.5 V, and levels off between 5 and 10 V. This
again is due to the power supply, which reached its
maximum current output of 127 mA at a command poten-
tial of 5 V.
Aqueous bilayer cycle life is frequency dependent. At
frequencies below 1 Hz, delamination occurs after several
cycles as gas forms at the platinum/polymer interface.
However, at higher frequencies, much longer lifetimes are
possible. An actuator was left running for 120,000 cycles
at 3 Hz, producing strains of > 0.25% at a strain rate of at
least 1.5% s-1. No deterioration in amplitude was ob-
served. The lifetime of the air bilayers is only several
hours. Evaporation of liquid solvent from the gel and the
polypyrrole appears to degrade performance, which is then
recovered by immersion in a liquid bath. Better encapsula-
tion is the key to longer life.
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Degradation is minimal in polypyrrole when the electro-
chemical potential is maintained within a limited potential
range. The key to avoiding degradation is thus to avoid
generating double layer potentials that exceed these limits.
The potentials applied to the bilayers were well beyond
this range, and yet degradation does not appear to be
significant until the applied potentials are held for more
than roughly 1 s. We conjecture that the relatively large
currents generated at high applied potentials induce large
ohmic drops across the electrolyte and the polymer, which
initially dominate the total voltage drop. Eventually, as the
current decreases due to the slowing of diffusion, the
double layer potential increases, parasitic electrochemical
reactions become favorable, and the polypyrrole degrades,
thus explaining the degradation at low frequencies.
Following this hypothesis, a further experiment was
performed, in which shaped potentials are applied that are
initially large in magnitude, but subsequently taper as cell
current and ohmic drop diminish. In this process, resis-
tance is first estimated from the current drawn immediately
after the application of a potential step. The voltage is then
adjusted such that the difference between the applied
potential and the estimated solution potential drop is less
than or equal to a threshold voltage. The threshold voltage
is chosen to be in a range at which degradation is minimal.
This voltage shaping procedure is commonly used in elec-
trochemistry to compensate for resistance between the
reference and working electrodes [18]. The shaped poten-
tials are applied to a linear actuator in an attempt to
maximize strain rate.
4. Linear actuator experiment
The linear actuator experiments described demonstrate
the high strain rates achievable by employing high applied
4
-+-Air 0.1 Hz
-A--AIr 0.5 Hz
-*- Air Hz
--- Air 2 Hz
-9.-Air 5 Hz
-a-- Air 10 Hz
-a- Aqueous 3 Hz
5
Voltage ( V )
Fig. 6. Deflection as a function of voltage at various square wave activation frequencies for the encapsulated and aqueous-based bilayers. Note that at 5
V and above the power supply is saturated, and deformation occurs in response to a constant current of 127 mA.
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Fig. 7. Image of linear actuator apparatus, showing (a) the apparatus and (b) the interior of the bath.
potentials, which in turn induce high currents. A polypyr-
role film is attached to a cantilever, as seen in Fig. 7,
which acts to amplify the polymer's displacement. The
cantilever deflection is measured to determine strain as a
function of time.
4.1. Experimental methods
The 125-mm long, 4-mm wide and 0.040-mm thick
freestanding polypyrrole film is immersed in a 138-mm
long, 56-mm wide and 30-mm deep Nylon 6/6 bath filled
with 0.25 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in
propylene carbonate. At one end, the film is clamped
between two polyacetal blocks, which in turn are con-
nected to a linear translation stage. The linear translation
stage, seen in Fig. 7(a), allows the initial position to be
adjusted. The other end of the film is held by a capstan,
which consists of a 22-mm long M2 stainless screw, into
which a slot has been milled along its length. The film is
inserted into the slot, and wrapped in three turns around
the screw. The capstan is connected via a 0.4 mm diameter
Cell
Potential
Counter
Cell e nce
Current 0.60 C l Film Potential
Drop
Film-Reference
10kI1L Potential -7 ;
10 kQ
Command
Voltage,V
Fig. 8. Diagram of the circuit employed to drive the linear actuator. The boxes represent A/D inputs, the oval a D/A output, and the solid arrowheads
reference electrodes.
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stainless steel wire to a cantilever, 7.6 rm below the
fulcrum. The cantilever is a 183-mm long, 5.75-g stainless
steel beam, 168 mm of the length being above the fulcrum.
The beam and film together are calculated to have natural
resonance frequency of 2.8 Hz.
Fig. 8 is the electrical circuit diagram. Electrical contact
to the film is made at both ends. A 63.5-mm long,
0.038-mm thick stainless steel 316 counter electrode sits 5
mm below the film, extending the width of the bath. The
reference electrodes are Ag+/AgClO 4 , consisting of 0.01
M AgClO 4 and 0.05 M (C 2 H5 ) 4 N C104 in propylene
carbonate [23]. As shown in Fig. 8, one electrode acts as
the cell reference for a potentiostat, and is placed several
millimeters above the film, at the center point between the
clamp and the capstan. The voltage drop across the film is
roughly determined using a second reference electrode 25
mm from the first. The potentiostat includes a power
operational amplifier (Apex PA03, Tucson, AZ, USA) and
a unity-gain buffer (Linear Technologies LT1001, Milpi-
tas, CA, USA).
The applied potential is under software control (custom
JAVA interface on an IBM 6889 PC running Windows
NT) via a data input/output board (National Instruments
PCI-MIOl6XE-10, Austin TX, USA). The board also
serves to record cell current, cell potential, film to refer-
ence potential and the film potential drop. The magnitude
of applied potential, V, the number of cycles, the cycle
period, T, and the threshold voltage, VT, are all input to
the software. At the start of a run, the film to reference
potential is increased by V and the resulting current is
recorded. As discussed, the current, I, is used to estimate
cell resistance, R. The subsequent values of applied poten-
tial, V, are then adjusted such that V = IR + VT once
V - IR > VT. Voltage is stepped to negative V after time
0.5T, and again the potential is shaped to compensate for
the IR drop. The process is repeated up to the specified
number of cycles, during which cell potential, current,
reference potential drop and polymer to reference potential
are recorded every 10 ms. The shape of the resulting
potential profile is seen in Fig. 9. Note that the resistance,
R, is likely overestimated because the interval between
samples provides time for some double layer charging to
occur.
Cantilever deflections are observed using a digital video
camera (Sony DCR TRV900, video available from the web
[22]). Strain and strain rate are determined by measuring
changes in the beam angle. The power to mass ratio is
calculated from the product of the gravitational force and
the velocity. The gravitational force on the beam is rela-
tively constant, producing static stresses on the film of
between 1.5 and 1.8 MPa, depending on beam angle.
Gravitational force dominates until the resonant frequency
is approached, at which point energy accumulates over
about 10 cycles, amplifying strain rates. In determining
power to mass near resonance, data is taken from the first
cycle, before the stored energy becomes significant.
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Fig. 9. Potential applied to the polypyrrole linear actuator (top) and the
resulting current (center) and film potential drop (bottom).
4.2. Results
Fig. 9 shows the typical form of the applied potential,
and the resulting current and film potential drop. Note that
the drop across the film accounts for roughly 3/8ths of the
total potential difference. The threshold voltage is set at
0.7 V and the magnitude of the applied potential is 4 V. At
a 1-Hz frequency the film strain reaches 1.1%, with a peak
strain rate of 3.2% s-i, and a peak power to mass ratio 39
W kg- . The strain rate is roughly 10 times higher than
any previously reported. The power to mass ratio ap-
proaches the 50-100 W kg-' of mammalian skeletal
muscle [14]. At 2.5 Hz, near resonance, strain rates reach
9.7% s-' after 10 cycles. 1050 cycles were applied at
frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 3 Hz without any observ-
able degradation in response. The applied potential was
then raised to 10 V, at which point rapid degradation was
observed.
The degradation at 10 V is likely the result of too slow
a sampling rate, either because the voltage compensation
does not occur rapidly enough or due to the overestimation
of cell resistance. Ideally, the sampling should occur at
about 100 kHz. Further work is also needed to determine
the influence of threshold voltage on lifetime.
5. Discussion
The use of unusually high applied potentials clearly
leads to an increase in the strain rate and power to mass
achievable from polypyrrole actuators of a given thickness.
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Much of the applied potential is initially across the solu-
tion, and not the polymer/electrolyte interface, explaining
why there is no rapid polymer degradation at short times
despite high potentials. As in a typical electrochemical
reaction, a change in the applied potential leads to a
charging of the double layer between the electrolyte and
the electrode. However, this double layer charging is un-
usually slow. Normally, the product of the electrolyte
resistance and the interface capacitance governs the charg-
ing time. The charging time can be estimated for the
polymer/electrolyte interface given its area, the electrolyte
resistance and the fact that double layer capacitance is
typically between 0.1 and 0.4 F m 2 [18]. For the linear
actuator, this time is estimated to be I ms or less, two to
three orders of magnitude shorter than the time scales over
which voltages are applied in this study.
The slow charging time probably results from simulta-
neous polymer/electrolyte interface discharging as dopant
ion/polymer charge pairs diffuse into the bulk polymer.
This would also explain the seemingly diffusion limited
response of bilayer deflection, and is consistent with the
behavior of polypyrrole in the pseudo-capacitive regime
[24]. Higher applied potentials lead to greater charge accu-
mulations at the polymer/electrolyte interface and hence
faster diffusion and strain. Alternatively, the porosity of
the polypyrrpole may provide additional surface area, in-
creasing charging time.
6. Conclusion
Increasing applied potential is found to increase strain
rates in polypyrrole actuators. Providing that the potentials
are applied over relatively short periods of time, less than
1 s for the actuators observed here, little or no degradation
occurs, and actuators may be cycled for over 120,000
cycles at potentials up to 7 V. Strain rates of 3.2% s' and
power to mass ratios of 39 W kg- are achieved in 40 sLm
thick polypyrrole films. Such strain rates are an order of
magnitude greater than have been previously reported,
while the power to mass ratio is nearly equal to that of
mammalian skeletal muscle. Fast deflections are observed
both in and out of a liquid environment using linear and
bilayer actuators. A method of shaping potential similar to
IR compensation is suggested in order to reduce degrada-
tion at longer times while maintaining fast response.
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Chapter 8: System Identification and Modeling
of Key Actuator Properties
Based on experimental findings presented in previous chapters, polypyrrole actuators
exhibit the following properties:
" At low frequencies, and long times, the impedance is capacitive, with the
capacitance being on the order of 107-108 F-m-3.
* At high frequencies the impedance appears to be primarily resistive.
" The polymer exhibits visco-elastic behavior, with a stiffhess immersed in
electrolyte, of E - 0.6 GPa.
* Strain is proportional to charge transferred, relatively independent of load to >30
MPa, via a strain to charge coefficient, a- 1 x 1010 m3 -C~1. Equivalently, the stress
is proportional to charge at fixed length, via the constant of proportionality aE,
such that: c= - +a -p, where p is the charge per unit polymer volume.
E
" Strain appears to be diffusion limited at intermediate frequencies.
" The impedance appears to be linear (i.e. obeys scaling and superposition) over a
range of applied potentials of several volts over short periods, and of about 1 V at
long times.
" Strain rate and power to mass are increased by applying shaped potentials that
compensate for electrolyte resistance.
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0 The polymer has a high electrical conductivity, o-1-4x 104 S-m1.
These observations are now incorporated into a model that explains and predicts
conducting polymer performance. The model predictions are then compared with
experimental results obtained from swept sine linear system identification techniques.
The model and the experimental results provide insight into a number of important
questions: What are the physical mechanisms responsible for electrical to mechanical
energy transduction? What performance can be obtained currently, and what are the
ultimate stresses, strains, power to mass ratios and efficiencies that can be expected? Is it
possible to develop analytical models of actuator response such that a designer can
predict behavior under a variety of conditions and optimize the actuator configuration of
meet performance specifications?
Chapter 8 presents a combined physically-based/empirical theory that explains and
predicts the relationship between inputs (voltage/charge) and outputs (stress/strain). An
analytical expression results, which relates the stress, strain, strain rate, power to mass
and electrical to mechanical energy conversion efficiency to current or voltage input,
given polymer dimensions, the electrolyte and contact resistances, the double layer
capacitance at the electrolyte-polymer interface, the ionic diffusion coefficient within the
polymer, and the strain to charge ratio. In the model, known as the diffusive-elastic-
metal model, the polymer is treated as a three dimensional electrochemical capacitor,
which is charged and discharged via the diffusion of ions from the adjacent electrolyte.
Alternative models are also presented, and their predictions discussed.
Chapters 9 and 10 describe the experimental apparatus employed, and present the results
obtained from linear system ID. For each polymer strip the electrical admittance and the
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transfer function between strain and current at constant stress are measured. In some
films the transfer function relating stress and current and the stress/strain relationship are
also recorded. The model is fit to the admittance data to obtain estimates of the ionic
diffusion coefficient for dopants within the polymer matrix. The strain to charge ratio is
estimated from the strain to current data. From these, strain rate, power to mass, and
efficiency are calculated and modeled.
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8.1 Polymer Electro-mechanical Modeling: The Diffusive-Elastic
'Metal'.
In order to understand the ultimate performance limits of conducting polymer actuators,
and to predict their response for design purposes, it is important to have models that
describe actuator behavior, and provide physical insight into the underlying physical
mechanisms of electro-mechanical coupling. The aim is to describe and preferably
understand the process of electrical to mechanical energy transduction. In this chapter a
model is proposed, in which the actuator is treated as an electrolytic capacitor with the
unusual feature that charging occurs throughout its volume. The rate of charging is
limited by the rate of ionic diffusion into the polymer. An expression for electrical
admittance is derived, which, when combined with the assumption of a fixed
proportionality between strain and charge, enables the prediction of stress, strain, strain
rate, power to mass and efficiency as a function of input voltage or current and the
applied load. Other candidate models are also put forward, and their predictions
compared. Subsequent chapters then compare model predictions with experimental
results.
8.2 Background
In previous chapters, experimental results presented suggest that:
" Polymer expansion is associated with ion insertion;
* Strain is directly proportional to charge and independent of stress up to 30 MIPa or
more;
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* At long times (after several hundred seconds), voltage is proportional to the
charge transferred over a range of 1 V;
" At short times (< 10 ms) the current is proportional to applied potential;
* Superposition and scaling of between input voltage and output current are
observed;
* The magnitude of strain as a function of time/frequency suggests that diffusion is
a rate-limiting factor.
These results suggest that a linear, time-invariant model is suitable to describe both the
relationship between current and voltage (admittance) and between current/voltages and
stress/strain. Furthermore, the impedance should look purely resistive at high
frequencies, be diffusion limited at intermediate frequencies, and appear capacitive at low
frequencies.
The proposed mechanisms involved in polymer charging are outlined in Figure 8.1 (a)
through (d), which depicts a polymer electrode, an electrolyte phase and a counter
electrode to each side of the polymer. Potential between the polymer and a reference
electrode is set via a potentiostat. It is assumed that only anions are able to penetrate into
the polymer, due to their smaller size. The application of the theory to the case of small
cations and excluded anions, both ions excluded or only anions excluded is
straightforward.
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Figure 8.1: Model of polypyrrole charging and Swelling. (a) A polypyrrole film of
thickness, a, immersed in an electrolyte containing small anions and bulky cations that
cannot penetrate the polymer, is at equilibrium, at an applied voltage, VeG.
When a voltage is applied between the reference and the working electrode, Figure
8.1(b), ions within the electrolyte are transported by electrophoretic force, with anions
and cations traveling parallel to the applied field and in opposite directions. The initial
impedance is resistive in nature, and no changes in strain or stress are expected in the
polymer. As depicted in Figure 8.1(c), these charges concentrate at the
polymer/electrolyte interface. As the ions approach the interface, the polymer surface
charges electronically, thereby preventing electric field from penetrating the polymer
surface. The ions and charges form what is known in electrochemistry as a double layer
capacitance. The spacing between ions and electronic surface charges, 3, is typically less
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Figure 8.1: Model of polypyrrole charging and Swelling. (b) A potential difference,
V, is applied, generating an electric field across the electrolyte. Ions migrate within the
electrolyte and the device behaves like a resistor.
than 30 nm in electrolytes of moderate concentration, leading to very strong fields with
typical capacitances (Bard and Faulkner 1980) of between 0.1 and 0.4 F-m2 . The
polymer is assumed to have a much lower electronic resistance than the ionic resistance
of the electrolyte and the field at its surface is assumed to be uniform, such that charging
is uniform.
The polymer is assumed to be porous at the molecular scale, enabling ions and solvent of
sufficiently small size to enter and leave. The electronic conductivity of the polymer
prevents fields from arising within the polymer, and thus, unlike in the electrolyte, there
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Figure 8.1: Model of polypyrrole charging and Swelling. (c) The migration of
anions, A-, and cations, C+, leads to a build-up of ionic charge over a distance, , at the
polymer/electrolyte interface, balanced by electronic charge, +, and forming a double
layer capacitance, C. Some anion/charge pairs diffuse into the polymer, discharging the
double layer and swelling the polymer.
is no electrophoretic force on ions, and convection is not possible, so any dopant
transport must occur by diffusion.
The potential difference at the polymer/electrolyte interface makes the insertion or
removal of dopant/charge pairs energetically favorable. The energetics of insertion is
assumed to be capacitive in nature, with the number of charges inserted proportional to
the change in double layer potential. The dopant flux alters the concentration of
dopant/charge pairs at the polymer surface, creating a concentration gradient within the
material, which, in turn, leads to diffusion of ion/charge pairs into the polymer, Figure
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Figure 8.1: Model of polypyrrole charging and Swelling. (d) Diffusion slows as the
concentration of ions within the polymer becomes uniform at a time tD >> a2 -(4-D)-1,
where D is the anion/charge diffusion coefficient. The entire voltage drop is across the
interface, but the charge is stored within the polypyrrole volume, leading to a very large
effective capacitance, Cv.
8.1 (c). Strain rate is assumed to be directly proportional to the diffusion current. Thus,
at short times/ high frequencies, strain rate is high, but drops over time, as concentration
gradients are reduced. Eventually, diffusion currents permeate the entire polymer, the
concentration becomes uniform and diffusion ceases, Figure 8.1 (d). The polymer is fully
charged or discharged, and the full strain has been achieved for the given change in
voltage.
The model provides qualitative explanations for all of the observations. At high
frequencies and short times the behavior is resistive, owing to the solution resistance. At
longer times, the double layer begins to charge and ions diffuse into the polymer.
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Current and strain rate are controlled by the rate of diffusion, and the extent of double
layer charging. At long times, the thermodynamics determine the state, producing a
capacitive response, and strain proportional to applied potential. The quantitative
predictions are now investigated.
8.3 Theory
The equations representing the diffusive-elastic-metal model are now derived. The
model name stems from the assumptions that mass transport is limited by molecular
diffusion within the polymer, that the polymer expands in response to ion insertions in an
elastic manner, and that the polymer has a negligible electronic resistance compared to
the rest of the cell, and is thus metal-like. The mechanisms of polymer electronic
conduction need not be truly metallic in nature.
8.3.1 Assumptions
The challenge is now to represent the phenomena mathematically. The configuration to
be modeled is as shown in Figure 8.1. A strip of polymer has a length, 1, a width, w, and
a thickness, a, in contact with an electrolyte over a surface area A=2xwxl, and is
mechanically connected at each end. It is assumed that w>>a<<l. The mechanical
connections either provide a constant force (isotonic condition) or sit a fixed distance, 1,
apart (isometric condition). Electrical contact is also made with the polymer. Voltage is
applied and measured relative to an ideal voltage source also in the electrolyte (in
practice provided by a combination of a reference electrode and a potentiostat).
Furthermore, several assumptions are made about the nature and properties of the
polymer and the electrolyte:
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1. The polymer is porous, allowing ions and molecules to diffuse within it;
2. Convection and migration of ions and solvent within the polymer are negligible,
(contradicting several models, as is discussed below);
3. Electrical contact with the polymer is characterized by a contact resistance, R,.
This resistance represents the electrical impedance arising from contact between
the polymer and a metal electrode used to make electrical contact between the
polymer and the potentiostat;
4. Potential drops within the polymer are negligible compared with the applied
reference to polymer voltage difference;
5. The impedance of the electrolyte is characterized by a resistance, R,. Effects of
ion depletion near the polymer interface are considered to be negligible, since
mass transport in the polymer is assumed to be much slower than in the
electrolyte;
6. The double layer capacitance, C, is described by a parallel plate model, with
surface area, A, dielectric constant, k and separation, 5;
7. The internal capacitance per unit volume of the polymer is equal to the double
layer capacitance per unit volume, C.A-1 35, for reasons discussed below;
8. No electron transfer (Faradaic reaction) takes place between the electrolyte and
the polymer;
9. The polymer mechanical constitutive relations are assumed to be linear elastic,
with strain, e, directly proportional to the extent of polymer charging, p, at
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constant stress, a. All strains are assumed to be small and creep/stress relaxations
are neglected. Stiffhess is assumed to be independent of oxidation state;
10. Negligible mechanical coupling exists between the polymer and the electrolyte;
11. Only a small part of the total electrical energy input creates mechanical work; and
12. All processes are linear and time invariant.
These assumptions will not hold when the polymer is in an insulating state, and thus only
apply over a limited potential range. In 11, it is assumed that the electrical impedance
can be modeled without regard for the coupling to mechanical energy being expended.
Number 7 implies that not only are the energies per charge in the double layer and within
the polymer the same, as required by thermodynamics*, but so is the second derivative of
energy with respect to charge. Why should the double layer capacitance be so closely
tied to the volumetric capacitance? Double layer charging is the surface manifestation of
the effect of inserting charge within the polymer, so there is no doubt that the physics of
the two situations are related. There is also a large solvent content within the polymer, in
the case of PPy(PF6 ~)t in propylene carbonate, providing a similar dielectric environment.
However, there is also a clear anisotropy at the polymer surface that is not present within
the bulk. How this manifests itself will depend largely on the relative placement of
charges, and solvent molecules. The symmetry of the two cases suggests that the ratio of
* Interactions between particles both within the polymer and the double layer are assumed
to determine the population of states, with entropy playing a minimal role. The presence
of very strong electrostatic forces and the capacitive behavior observed over potential
ranges of more than 1 V are used to justify this assertion in further discussions below.
I Represents polypyrrole doped with hexafluorophosphate anions used in this study.
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bulk to surface capacitance will be between 1 and 2. As a first modeling attempt, the
capacitances are assumed equal, thereby reducing the model complexity by one
parameter, and requiring that changes in ion concentration at the double layer be matched
one to one in the polymer. The assumption is tested by direct measurements of double
layer capacitance. Future refinements may involve adding a factor to account for the
differences in capacitances.
Several of the assumptions are not in agreement with models and results that are
presented in the literature. These models and results are discussed in more detail at the
end of this chapter, and differences in predicted behaviors are listed, which are then
compared with experimental findings in subsequent chapters.
8.3.2 Model derivation: The Diffusive-Elastic 'Metal'.
The current in response to a step change in voltage between the polymer and the
reference electrode is now determined, from which the admittance transfer function
(inverse of the impedance) is obtained. Next the strain in response to applied
current/voltage is determined, and finally an expression is derived for the electrical to
mechanical efficiency.
The electrolyte and metal-polymer contact act as a resistance, R=R,+R,, and the interface
between the polymer and the electrolyte as a double layer capacitance, C. Current, I,
passing though the cell must traverse the electrolyte. The current charges the double
layer capacitance, which is simultaneously discharged by diffusion of ion/electronic
carrier pairs into the polymer. Diffusion is driven by concentration gradients, whereas
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ionic currents and double layer charging are driven by potential gradients. These 'forces'
are now related, and an expression for the admittance, Y, is obtained in terms of:
" Circuit resistance, R=Rs+Rc,
" Double layer capacitance, C,
" Polymer thickness, a,
* Polymer surface area, A=2xwxl,
" Coefficient of ionic diffusion in the polymer, D,
" Double layer separation, 1,
" and the Laplace variable, s.
Intermediate variables and constants include:
" the double layer charging current, I,
" the diffusion current, ID,
" the ionic concentration within the polymer as a function of position and time, c(x, t),
" and the Faraday constant, F = 9.64846- 104 Coulombs per mole.
Figure 8.2 is a schematic of the model circuit, including ZD, the diffusion impedance for a
film of finite thickness.
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Figure 8.2: Equivalent circuit model of the actuator impedance. V
represents an external voltage source, C the double layer capacitance,
R the electrolyte/contact resistance, and ZD, the diffusion impedance.
The total cell current, I(t), is the sum of the diffusion and double layer charging currents:
I(t) = Ic(t)+I , 1
and the total potential drop is:
V(t)= I(t)- R + -fIc (t)dt . 2
0
The diffusion current, ID, at the polymer/electrolyte interface is given by Fick's first law:
ID(t)=-F-AD- (x, t) , 3
x=0
where x is position within the polymer, with x==O at the polymer/electrolyte interface, and
x increasing normal to the interface and into the polymer. The double layer charging
current is:
Ic (t) =F-IA---(xt) .4
at X=O
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In this last equation the double layer is described as having a thickness, 8, and an area, A,
in which the average ionic concentration is varying in time.
One more equation is required, which must relate concentration gradient at the interface
to the time rate of change in concentration. The relationship between the two is obtained
by convolving the response to a step change in concentration at the boundary with the
rate of change in surface concentration. The concentration profile as a function of time,
in a film of thickness, a, in response to a step change in concentration, c0, at x=O and x=a,
is:
c(x, t) 4. sin(;r -(2-n+1)- x -a-')- exp(-_r 2 .(2.n+1) 2 -D_-t -5 t
=0  L = .+1)B(x,t). 0, 7C ,, . 2-n+1
To obtain this result, the initial concentration profile (constant concentration across the
film, zero at the edges) is expanded as a Fourier series. Separation of variables is
employed to solve the one-dimensional diffusion equation given the boundary and initial
conditions.
Next, the superposition principle is applied in the form of the convolution integral such
that the concentration profile can be obtained for a nearly arbitrary choice of boundary
concentrations with time:
8Bcx, T -r)
c(x, t)= c(O' - B(x,r)dr . 6
The use of the step response rather than the impulse response in the convolution integral
eliminates the appearance of troublesome singularities later in the derivation.
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According to Fick's First Law, the diffusion current is proportional to the gradient in
concentration, which, at x=0 (or equivalently x=a) is:
4 c(0,t-) * -2-(2- +1) 2 -D-ra(0~) 4 ta(, t) - - - exp( (2 )D- d-r. 7
&x a n = ,O a
This system of equations (1,2,3,4,7) is transformed into the Laplace domain:
I(s) = Ic (s)+ID(s), 8
1V(s)=I(s)-R+ -IC(s), 9
s-C
ID(s)= -F -A -D -- (X,) , 10
x=O
Ic(s)=F-A -,-s-c(O,s), and 11
ac 4 1
s -(0,s) 4.c(0,s)s - 7 .(2 1) 2  12
ax a n= 7C r2(2n+1)- D
S+ 2
-~ a2
Solving for the admittance, Y(s), as a function of the Laplace variable, s, the material
thickness, a, the diffusion coefficient, D, the electrolyte and contact resistance, R, the
double layer capacitance, C and the double layer thickness, c, yields:
Y(s)-R 1 I(s).R 13
1+ 1 V(s)
R.~sl+4 -D *11
a -+ ., s-c 2 (2-n+1)2 -D -a-2
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Making use of the expansion*:
tanh - 1
12 x-X 14
4* xEs , s r 2-(2-n+1) 2 .X
leads to the relationship:
tanh( - )
Y(s) -R = s 2 15
v-+ S31 + -- .s -tanh(- a
R-C 8 2 D
In this form there are four parameters to be determined, namely the capacitance, C, the
diffusion coefficient, D, the double layer thickness, 6, and the resistance, R. The double
layer capacitance, C, can be approximately related to 5 by assuming a parallel plate
capacitor, of area, A, dielectric constant, k, permittivity of free space, g, and plate
spacing, 6:
= k -co .A 16
C
As discussed in Chapter 3, a parallel plate model of double layer capacitance (Helmholtz
plane) generally provides a good approximation (Bull and others 1982) at electrolyte
concentrations above 0.1 M in high dielectric constant solvents. The dielectric constant
is taken to be that of the electrolyte. Film dimensions are readily measured. The
The algebra involved in simplifying the preceding equation is tedious and was done with the help of
Mathcad 2000 Professional, from MathSoft Inc., Cambridge MA, USA, www.mathsoft.com.
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unknowns are now reduced to three: the resistance, R, the double layer capacitance, C
and the diffusion coefficient, D.
Experimentally, the resistance, R, is estimated by measuring the current and the potential
drop across the electrolyte, to find R., and adding the measured contact resistance, R.
The double layer capacitance is likely in the range of 0.1 to 0.4 Fm-2 (Bull and others
1982). Independent measurements of volumetric capacitance can be used to estimate C,
via the relationship in assumption 7 above. If the R -C charging time is short compared to
the time taken to initiate diffusion into the bulk, YD-', then the capacitance is readily
determined from the admittance. This leaves the diffusion coefficient as the one free
parameter. The upper bound on the diffusion coefficient is 10 10 m2-s, a typical value for
ions in water, and reported diffusion coefficients of various ions in polypyrrole are in the
range of 1011 to 10~" 5m2 -s 1, obtained by fitting models to impedance data.
Dimensional analysis reveals three time constants that determine the dominant rate
limiting process at a given frequency or time:
a 2
TD = D, the diffusion time in the polymer, beyond which diffusion is mostly4 -D'
complete, and below which diffusion appear spatially semi-infinite,
iRc = R -C, the double layer charging time, and,
32
TC = , the double layer diffusion discharging time. At times less than rcD
diffusion currents are negligible. The time constant rc represents the time taken for
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dopants to cross the electrolyte-polymer interface, and become incorporated into the
polymer, and is thus the minimum diffusion time*. At times shorter than the minimum
diffusion time, no polymer strain is observed, because no dopant ions have entered or left
the polymer. At times greater than rD, diffusion comes to completion. Therefore, any
changes in applied voltage or current that take place on longer time scales, will result in a
uniform charging of the polymer, and therefore appear capacitive. At times shorter than
chc the double layer is uncharged, the admittance is due to cell resistance, and no polymer
strain is observed.
The admittance may be re-expressed in terms of these time constants:
1 -tanhl( s- V+ S
Y(s)-R=s- - . 17
+sC 1 -s-tanh( s-Ir)
rRC
This form of the equation is helpful in describing the predicted frequency response.
Figure 8.3 is a plot of admittance gain and phase, Y(s), as a function of frequency (Bode
plot) for several values of the double layer charging time constant, Thc. In all cases
shown, rD>> Tc and D >> rc, as is expected experimentally, and C=106 F. At low
Scan be interpreted as the typical distance by which dopants must 'hop' during diffusion to reach another
site of local minimum energy, applicable both within the polymer and at the electrolyte interface. The
model estimates 5- 2 nm (Chapter 10), while x-ray diffraction (Nogami, Pouget and Ishiguro 1994) and
elemental analysis of dry polymer estimate inter-dopant spacing as -1.3 nm and -1.7 nm, respectively.
The latter number is calculated from the doping level of -0.3 found by Yamaura (Yamaura, Hagiwara and
Iwata 1988b), which indicates the ratio of monomers to PF6- within the polymer, and using the density(1300 kg.m 3) to estimate average PF6~ spacing.
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frequencies and long times (time > VD), the three dimensional capacitance, Cv, dominates
the admittance. Indeed the limiting admittance as frequency tends to zero is:
aY(s)= s. C. (- +1)= s -C,, or in terms of the time constants, 18
2.3
Y(s).R=s-C.R(a +l)=s-Rc( -r J)D+
2-5 Jc
Note that the three dimensional capacitance is directly proportional to the double layer
a
capacitance, via the relationship C, = C -( +1) as set in assumption 7 above. At
2-,3
higher frequencies, the nature of the response falls into several categories.
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Figure 8.3: The effect of double layer charging time and electrolyte
resistance on the admittance of the polymer/electrolyte cell. The
resistance, R, is set to 1.0 0, except where noted.
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Case I: TRc << zc (Red Curve in Figure 8.3).
At high frequency, electrolyte and contact resistances dominate the admittance, as is
predicted and expected in all cases except when R=O. At frequencies that are lower than
the double layer charging frequency, zRc 1 > , but higher than the double layer diffusion
discharge frequency, O-rc1 , the double layer charges fully, and the phase approaches
900, as the capacitance dominates admittance. Once diffusion is underway, at times > -rc,
or angular frequencies lower than -c', semi-infinite planar diffusion becomes the rate
limiting factor. The Cottrell equation* (Bull and others 1982) tells us that in this case
current is proportional to the inverse square root of time, or, equivalently, to the square
root of frequency. This square root dependence leads to a 450 phase and a slope of 1/2.
Finally, at low frequencies, with angular frequency, co < TD 1 , the diffusion current
penetrates the finite polymer thickness and the entire polymer volume is charged, giving
the capacitve response predicted by equation 18. In this low frequency regime, the
thermodynamics alone determine the admittance.
Actuation is assumed to occur in response to insertion or removal of charges from the
polymer. Thus, actuator bandwidth is set by the minimum diffusion time, -rc. At angular
frequencies below zc, most of the current is directed to within the polymer, and hence
strain rate is limited by the rate of diffusion. Because strain is proportional to the integral
of current, the strain amplitude is predicted to increase with decreasing frequency, at a
The Cottrell equation predicts the current, I, as a function of time resulting from planar diffusion into a
semi-infinite space: I = F -A -C -V t in response to a step change in concentration, C, at a surface of
area A. F is the Faraday constant, the charge produced by a mole of fundamental charges.
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slope of - 1/2, until diffusion slows. Below rD-1, the diffusion is essentially complete, and
the applied voltage, independent of frequency, determines the strain amplitude.
Case H: rRc = rc (Blue Curve in Figure 8.3).
When the double layer charging time, zRc, is equal to the double layer diffusion discharge
time, zc, the double layer does not fully charge, and therefore the characteristic 90* phase
and -1 slope are not observed at high frequency. Planar diffusion dominates in the
intermediate frequency regime due to its higher admittance, which has an d/2 rather than
an al frequency dependence. Thus the portion of the current passing through the
diffusion impedance (Figure 8.2) becomes increasingly large as frequency is reduced, the
phase tends to 45 degrees and the slope to , until near co = rD 1, where the finite
thickness of the film is relevant, and mass transport is no longer rate limiting. Once
again, strain rate is proportional to the admittance at angular frequencies below rc .
Case I: rRc >> rc (Green Curve in Figure 8.3).
Situations in which diffusion discharge of the double layer appears to be much faster than
double layer charging until fairly low frequencies are the most commonly observed, as
shown in Chapter 10. In this case, the double layer is not able to charge until frequencies
that are much lower than hc-1 , and rc-1. As a result, resistance dominates the admittance
over a large portion of the frequency range. There is a gradual transition to diffusion-
dominated behavior with decreasing frequency, as seen by the slow phase shift from 0* to
450. Note that the rapid double layer discharge makes it impossible to directly measure
the double layer capacitance.
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Case IV: R=O (Magenta Curve in Figure 8.3).
The double layer charges instantly when no resistance is present. At low frequencies the
current required to charge the double layer is small compared to the diffusion current, but
as frequency approaches the double layer diffusion frequency, 'rc 1 the double layer
charging increasingly dominates admittance, the slope changes from 1/2 to 1, and the
phase shifts from 45' to 90*. Since strain is proportional to current into the polymer, the
model predicts that above Z1c.6, where the diffusion current is negligible, the observed
strain will also be negligible. Thus, the diffusion discharge frequency, rc-, is an upper
bound on actuator bandwidth.
Achieving zero resistance is equivalent to having a superconducting electrolyte and
polymer, an unlikely occurrence. However, it can be recreated to some extent by
compensating for voltage drops across the electrolyte and contacts, as is demonstrated in
Chapter 7 with the aim of maximizing strain rate. In this technique, the IR drop is
estimated, and added to the voltage output, such that the effective double layer potential
drop is held constant.
Summary of Cases
The case analysis shows that at high frequencies the resistance determines the
admittance. At intermediate frequencies the double layer charging time, diffusion, or a
combination of the two can limit it. The low frequency response is capacitive in nature.
Strain rate (at fixed load) is proportional to admittance at frequencies below the
maximum diffusion frequency, rc1. where current into bulk of the polymer dominates
over surface charging. Strain rate is limited both by diffusion, and by cell resistance.
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8.3.3 Discussion and Implications of the Model Admittance
Equations 15 and 16 describe the polymer admittance expected from the diflusive-elastic-
metal model. It assumes that the polymer acts as a capacitor whose charging is limited
by diffusion and resistance. There are four distinct features that differentiate this new
model from those in the literature. First, it accounts for the finite thickness of the
polymer, allowing impedance at times both short and long relative to the diffusion time
constant, TD, to be predicted analytically. Secondly, it includes the effect of electrolyte
resistance. Adding electrolyte resistance is easy to do, but is also very important because
large difflusion currents can persist even at times much longer than the double layer
charging time, TRc. Thirdly, the double layer capacitance is related to the volumetric
capacitance. Finally, it assumes diffusion is due to movement of dopant ions between
polymer chains and not through electrolyte filled pores.
A review of the literature shows that several models have been proposed to explain the
impedance of polypyrrole in various oxidation states. The most common is the "porous
metal" model (Mao, Ochmanska, Paulse and Pickup 1989; Posey and Morozumi 1966).
In this model, the polymer is assumed to have supermolecular-sized, electrolyte filled
pores. As in the diffusive-elastic-metal model (DEM), the polymer electronic
conductivity is assumed to be much higher than the electrolyte ionic conductivity. A
change in applied potential leads to a wave of charging as electric field gradually
propagates into pores, charging the electrolyte/pore interface in the process. The
charging is modeled as a semi-infinite (Bull and others 1982), or finite transmission line
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(Posey and Morozumi 1966; Mao, Ochmanska, Paulse and Pickup 1989). The
mathematical form produced by the model is a solution to the diffusion equation, making
it difficult to distinguish experimentally from a similar model that assumes diffusion
through supermolecular-sized pores, and double layer charging of the pore walls
(Amemiya, Hashimoto and Fujishima 1993). Low frequency capacitance is a result of
pore wall charging. The rate of charging or discharging is a function of electrolyte
concentration, since the pores are filled with electrolyte, and the electrolyte conductivity
is also a function of ion concentration.
Penner, Martin and Van Dyke (Penner, Van Dyke and Martin 1988; Penner and Martin
1989) propose a model in which changes in conducting polymer oxidation state are
limited by the rates of ionic diffusion. Their model is aimed at explaining the rate of
change in oxidation state of a neutral, non-electronically conductive polymer undergoing
doping. They therefore assume that all electron transfer occurs at the interface between
the polymer and the metal electrode in contact with it. The charge transfer is Nernstian,
creating a "pseudo-capacitance" in response to small amplitude (10 mV) perturbations.
Penner and colleagues also include in their model a resistive term to account for kinetics-
limited charge transfer. They treat the limiting cases of semi-infinite diffusion, and
steady-state, finite diffusion, but not the transition from one to the other. Their model
predicts that polymer capacitance is a function of applied potential, as given by the
Nernst equation, and is therefore easily distinguished from the diffusive 'metal'* model.
Whether or not conducting polymers, even those of very high conductivity, can be considered metals is
still the subject of debate. The polypyrrole(PF6) used in this study has finite conductivity down to liquid
helium temperatures, and likely below, thereby meeting a minimum requirement.
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Ho, Raistrick and Huggins (Ho, Raistrick and Huggins 1980a) propose a model intended
to describe the impedance observed during intercalation of ions into electronically
conductive and porous electrodes. They assume diffusion limited behavior, and obtain an
analytical expression for admittance as a function of frequency in a material of finite
thickness. Unlike the diffusive metal model, Ho et. al. assume a Nernstian charge
transfer, do not include the effect of electrolyte resistance or surface charging, and add a
resistive term in series to account for kinetics.
Finally, it has been proposed that convection in pores may speed mass transport within
polypyrrole. In this model(Mazzoldi, Della Santa and De Rossi 1999), convection occurs
in response to changes in internal stress resulting from changes in doping state. The
model has been applied to explain creep, but it is at least conceivable that the rate of
convection of electrolyte in pores could determine admittance. The convection is
modeled as a finite transmission line, with resistance to flow along pores and a
capacitance within the pore as it is expanded or contracted. Once again, the mathematical
form is a solution of the diffusion equation. Methods of distinguishing between models
are discussed at the end of this chapter.
What are the implications of the diffusive metal model for actuator design? In previous
chapters it is shown that strain rate is proportional to current below the minimum
diffusion time, -rc. The R=O case, depicted in Figure 8.3, shows the maximum current
that can be expected for a given double layer capacitance, applied potential, and diffusion
coefficient. Given that strain rate under fixed load is proportional to current, eliminating
resistance maximizes strain rate. However, the resistance need not be reduced to zero in
order to obtain the maximum strain rates. One approach is to increase the applied
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potential. This can be done up to a point, but eventually parasitic reactions will occur,
which will decrease efficiency and may irreversibly change the polymer, degrading
performance. However it is the double layer potential drop that drives parasitic reactions
and not the total potential drop. At high frequencies a large portion of the total drop is
across the solution and the contact resistance. By measuring the resistance (i.e. by
determining the admittance at high frequency/short times), the proportion of the total
potential drop that is across the double layer can be determined. The applied potential
can then be increased at intermediate and high frequencies/ short times, such that the
double layer potential drop reaches, but does not exceed, a limiting potential. This
technique, known in the electrochemical literature as electrolyte resistance compensation,
enables the current to be maximized (as given by the R=0 curve), and hence strain rate
and mechanical power to mass ratio to be maximized. A drawback of this approach is
that electrical to mechanical energy conversion efficiency is reduced. The
implementation of this procedure to obtain high strain rates is described in Chapter 7.
What are the implications for efficiency? As an electrostatic energy storage device, the
model predicts that the inverse of the diffusion time constant, rD', sets the bandwidth. At
higher frequencies, losses associated with resistance and diffusion reduce the efficiency
of electrical energy storage. The efficiency of storage approaches 100 % for operation at
angular frequencies of less than p5'. If the efficiency of electrical energy storage is close
to 100 %, where is the energy to perform mechanical work? A limitation of the model is
clear - there is no pathway for electrical to mechanical energy transduction. It has been
assumed that the mechanical coupling is negligible. Data in previous chapters shows that
generally less than 1 % of the electrical energy input produces mechanical work.
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However, at low frequencies the admittance predicts that all energy input is stored
electrically and can be recovered. The issues of mechanical to electrical coupling are
now presented.
8.3.4 Electro-Mechanical Coupling
The relationship between electrical input and mechanical output is central to the
performance of conducting polymers actuators. As a first step, the induced strain is
assumed to be proportional to the charge transferred. Electrical to mechanical conversion
efficiency is predicted from this initial model, which further assumes that in general the
mechanical energy created is small compared to the electrical energy input. Using this
assumption allows Equation 15, the admittance expression, to be used to relate current
and voltage in calculating efficiency, as it assumes that electrical to mechanical coupling
is negligible. The latter assumption is shown to be generally valid, apart from at low
frequencies where the model admittance becomes largely capacitive, and hence no energy
is dissipated, and at very high applied loads, where mechanical work becomes significant.
Admittance is modified to take electro-mechanical coupling effects into account. Finally,
predictions are made as to the efficiency of conducting polymers as electrical generators.
8.3.4.1 Electro-mechanical Coupling
Strain, e, is assumed to be proportional to charge per unit volume, p, via the strain to
charge coefficient, a, such that e = a -p. In the Laplace domain, given a polymer of
volume, V the relationship between current and strain is:
6(s) = a .(s) 19
s -V1
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The strain to current transfer function is therefore very simple in form, the gain having a
slope of -1 and the phase an angle of -90 degrees. This relationship only applies at
angular frequencies below the maximum diffusion frequency, Zcj'=D .2, where most of
the charge is related to diffusion of ions into the polymer matrix, rather than surface
charging.
Equation 19 is empirically derived. However, it provides some insight into the
underlying mechanisms responsible for electro-mechanical coupling. Consider a polymer
matrix that expands isotropically, with small deformations. The change in volume per
unit charge density is:
A Vf 36 =3-a. 20
Vf - Pp
Thus 3-a provides a measure of change in volume induced per unit charge, and is
observed to be -1.5x10-10 m3-C~ 1 for polypyrrole doped with hexafluorophosphate in
propylene carbonate. Expressed in terms of elementary charge, the volume change is
7x 1029 m 3 per charge transferred, or 0.07 nm3. A sphere of equivalent volume has a
diameter of between 0.5 and 0.6 nm. The diameter* of the PF6~ anion is roughly 0.5 nm.
This observation suggests that the strain to charge ratio, a, is directly proportional to
dopant ion volume. Interestingly, the strain to charge ratio observed in a
* Van der Waals diameters are estimated from CambridgeSoft's CS Chem3D Pro Version
4.0, C 1997, www.chemoffice.com.
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tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate solution in water is roughly double, as shown
in Chapter 5*.
The electrical to mechanical conversion efficiency can now be determined in terms of the
admittance and the strain to charge ratio. Efficiency is the ratio of mechanical work done
to electrical energy input. The electrical energy expended, we, in a given time, T:
T
We V(1)-I(t)-dt, 21
t=o
and the mechanical work, wn, is:
T T
Wm =V,-fc-de=f--a-I(t)-dt. 22
0 0
The efficiency is thus:
So-a -I(t )-dt
e = t3 23
TfV(t )- I(t) - dt
t=0
From expression 23 it is easy to see that the efficiency in response to a step voltage input
at constant load is:
e=o--a. 24
V
This expression predicts that large loads and high strain to charge ratios will maximize
efficiency, as will low voltages. The product of the stress and the strain to charge ratio
It may be that water molecules are entrained with dopant ions. If so, the diffusion coefficient in aqueous
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produce a 'mechanical voltage', Vm=cr-a. This product is 0.15 mV at 1 MPa and 4.5 mV
at 30 MPa, given a typical strain to charge ratio of 1.5xl.10 m3 C" found in Chapters 5
and 10. Applied potentials typically range from 100 mV to 2000 mV, so that, in general
the 'mechanical voltage' is less than 5% of the electrical potential, V and the work done
is less than 5% of the total electrical energy input. Thus the assumption that mechanical
coupling can be neglected in describing admittance, as used in deriving Equation 15, is
justified. Furthermore, if polypyrrole actuators in their current forms are to compete with
other actuator technologies on the basis of efficiency, some of the input electrical energy
will need to be recovered*. Note that the expression breaks down at small applied
potentials. Modifications to handle the low voltage case are made in the next section.
The next step is to combine the relationship between current and voltage in Equation 15
with the general efficiency expression in Equation 23 to determine efficiency for any
input voltage waveform. To do this, efficiency is found as a function of frequency.
Finding efficiency for a given waveform is then a matter of integrating the frequency
dependent efficiency, weighted by the input power spectrum, and dividing by the total
power. iEfficiency equations can be derived in the time domain, but, due to the infinite
series expansions that arise in converting the admittance Equation 15 to the time domain,
involve tedious infinite series that are unwieldy, and therefore more difficult to interpret.
electrolyte is expected to be lower than in propylene carbonate.
Efficient energy recovery will require a custom circuit to extract and store electrical energy from the
actuator.
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At a given angular frequency, , over one cycle of period, T, the electrical energy
expended is:
T
W(CO)= f V-cos(wi-t)-V- Y -cos(wc-t+ZY(iw)).dt =V2 -Re(Y(ic))-c -o-,
t=O
or
w(CO) =V -|Y(iO) I -cos(ZY(iw)) - r -o-'. 25
When the admittance phase, Z, is 90 degrees, as is predicted for frequencies < TzD, the
energy expended per cycle is zero, assuming that stored energy is recovered. At
frequencies greater than the inverse double layer charging time, mrci, the phase is zero
and all input energy is expended.
In calculating mechanical work, the case of constant load is treated, as it will be
compared with experimental results obtained under isotonic conditions, Chapter 10. At
constant load, the mechanical work, w, is simply the product of the force and the
amplitude of the displacement. This can be expressed in terms of stress, , strain, , and
polymer volume, V:
WM =-6-Vf. 26
The work done expressed as a function of frequency, and assuming that none of the
mechanical energy is converted back to electrical energy, is:
,--a -V-|IY(ico) 1-2
wm =o--a-JI(t)-dt=o-a-V.IY(i )fjcos(w-t+ZY(ico))-dt= V- .27
0)
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Integration is performed over the positive half of the cycle. The electrical to mechanical
energy efficiency, e, is the ratio of the work performed, w, divided by the electrical
energy consumed (Equation 25), we:
e =- 2 - --a .28
r.-|V I-cos( ZY(ico))
This expression makes intuitive sense, as low voltage, high stress and high strain per unit
charge all increase efficiency. If none of the electrical energy input is recovered, the
efficiency becomes:
e= 2-o-a 29
1 V I-ZY00j))
The y term accounts for the fact that the amount of energy expended changes depending
on the relative phases of the input voltage and the resulting current. Its value ranges from
7c when the admittance phase is zero, to 1 when the phase is 90*. When the phase is
between zero and 90*, yis given by the expression:
= cos(ZY)-(180-ZY)+sin(ZY). 30
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What is the maximum conceivable efficiency obtainable from polypyrrole actuators,
without recovering electrical energy? Tensile strengths exceed 400 MPa in stretch
aligned conducting polymer fibers (Baughman, Shacklette and Elsenbaumer 1991).
Optimistically assuming that the strain to charge ratio does not decrease for such fibers,
the 'mechanical voltage' reaches 60 mV, so that the predicted efficiency reaches 24% for
a +1 V applied potential, and is even higher at lower applied voltages. Under such
circumstances the assumption that the work performed is a relatively insignificant part of
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the total energy input is invalid. (The assumption is used in deriving the admittance
expression, Equation 15, and is generally valid because electrical energies are much
greater than the magnitude of mechanical work done). This limitation in the model is
also apparent for the case in which stored electrical energy is recovered, Equation 26. At
low frequencies the modeled electrical behavior is purely capacitive, the phase is 90, no
energy is dissipated, and the predicted efficiency becomes greater than 1. The next
section presents an approach for incorporating electro-mechanical coupling into the
admittance relationship, so that efficiencies can be estimated at all frequencies.
8.3.4.2 Modified Impedance: The Diffusive-Elastic-Metal
How should the admittance be modified to account for electro-mechanical coupling?
Experiments show that there is a link between charge and strain. In a departure from the
model presented up to this point, it is now proposed that voltage and stress are related.
The relationships derived in this section are not yet experimentally verified. This is
because the electro-mechanical coupling forms a relatively small portion of the total input
energy. Further experiments are required which investigate low frequency and low
voltage electromechanical response. At low frequencies, net external mechanical work
done should appear as a reduction in measured phase of the admittance, due to the fact
that not all input electrical energy is stored. At low voltages, and high stresses, the work
done will be a relatively large fraction of the total energy input, as predicted by Equations
28 and 29, and hence contributions the electro-mechanical coupling contribution will be
observable. The equations presented next form a set of predictions used to guide further
experimentation.
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8.3.4.2.1 Free Expansion
Consider the case of a free-standing polymer film, into which charge is injected in order
to induce expansion. No external forces are applied to the polymer. Electrostatic energy
is being expended to change polymer dimensions. The molecular mechanisms involved
are unclear, and difficult to probe directly due to the relative disorder of the material, and
the minor fraction of total input energy converted to mechanical work. A simple model is
therefore proposed, namely that the internal forces that must be overcome are the same as
those that resist deformation upon the application of an external load, namely:
a-= E.e = E -a -p, 31
leading to a change in internal mechanical energy density, u,n, of:
u, =/-.E.& 2 =1-. E-a2 .,2 32
where E is the polymer modulus of elasticity. Similarly, the inclusion of each additional
increment of charge into the polymer matrix requires an increased energy that is
proportional to the total charge present:
V = -, so the electrical energy density, ue, is: 33
Ce
2
Ue =Y.2'-- 34
C,
where Ce is the capacitance per unit volume. The energy is divided between mechanical
work and electrostatic charging. The total potential energy density is the sum of the
electrostatic and elastic energies:
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U=Y- + Y2-E-a'-2. 2 .2.i+I ,35
C, C, CM
where the mechanical 'capacitance' per unit volume is defined as C. =(E -a2 )1. The
'mechanical capacitance', Cm, is in series with an electrical capacitance, Ce, so that the
total capacitance is:
1 1 21 1
----+E-z ==_+-. 36
C C Ce C,
The approximate magnitudes of these capacitances can now be estimated by inserting
typical values of E (~0.6 GPa), a (-1.5 x 100 m3 .C-'), and of the volumetric capacitance
obtained from data in Chapters 5 and 10. The mechanical capacitance is expected to be
1011 F.m 3 , while the total volumetric capacitance is on the order of 5. 107 F-m 3 , as
observed in Chapters 5 and 10. These estimates indicate that the mechanical energy
density is -2000x lower than the 'electrostatic' energy density. Note that these
calculations assume that the actuator is operated at low enough frequencies that mass
transport does not play a role. Later the effects of mass transport are incorporated.
What are the implications for efficiency? Work is done on the surroundings when the
polymer expands. If this work is done against atmospheric pressure, or is used to deform
a surrounding material with much greater stiffness than that of the polymer, the work
performed is negligible. However, from a matched load (same stiffhess), half of the work
can be extracted, namely:
w= -. E -a2 .p2. 37
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If the stored energy is not recovered, then the electrical to mechanical efficiency is:
2 
-E-a2 2 1 Ce e- - -p-~ - .
1 jP2 C 2-Cm
- + -p 2- + IC, CMn C,
38
The predicted efficiency is -2x1i0 4 . Thus only 0.02% of the input energy performs
mechanical work. An impressive 99.9 % of the input electrical energy must be recovered
if a 20 % efficiency is to be obtained. The efficiency is lower than those estimated in the
previous section because the film is initially unloaded in this case. The case of a loaded
film is now examined.
8.3.4.2.2 Applied load and 'mechanical potential'
In the previous section it is suggested that the
Next, consider the case of an applied load.
polymer. If charge is transferred while the load
capacitance has a mechanical component.
The load creates a stress, q; within the
is applied, a change in work density of
AWm =a--c=o-.a-Ap. 39
In general the work done on an external load resulting from charge-induced swelling is:
wM =a--a -dp. 40
The applied stress acts as a voltage source, or a 'mechanical potential', Vm, defined as:
VM= o- -a. 41
This expression predicts that stress inhibits the insertion of charge, and assists in its
removal. The sign of the potential changes as the sign of the strain to charge volume
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changes; In other words if the strain is induced by the insertion of cations rather than
anions, the sign of Vm is reversed. As discussed in previous sections Vm is expected to be
between 0.15 to 4.5 mV in polypyrrole given the range of stresses and strain to charge
ratios found. The modified equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 8.4, with the voltage
source, V,, representing stresses applied to or by the system and the source, V,
representing an external voltage source.
VM
Figure 8.4: Polymer modified electro-mechanical circuit at angular
frequencies < rA- =D/(2a)2 . V represents an external voltage source,
VO=u-a an external stress, C, stored electrostatic energy, and, Cm,
stored mechanical energy.
Note that Figure 8.4 does not include mass transport effects. How can the equivalent
circuit in Figure 8.4 be modified to cover time scales shorter than the diffusion time
constant, zD? The mechanical voltage, V, represents the additional energy per unit
charge required to insert dopants into the polymer as a result of the external load. It
therefore belongs in series with the polymer impedance, as shown in Figure 8.5.
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VM
Figure 8.5: Modified polymer/electrolyte equivalent circuit V
represents an external voltage source, Vm an external stress, C the
double layer capacitance, R the electrolyte/contact resistance, and
ZD, the diffusion impedance.
Suppose that electrical to mechanical energy transduction is one way, so that mechanical
energy input will not result in significant electrical generation. In this case, net
mechanical work is done on the surroundings each half cycle. In the load is constant, the
work iswm = o-- a -p-Vf =2. o- a -Q, (recall that V is polymer volume, Q is charge) and
the electrical energy expended is w, = f(V - V.) -I(t)- dt . The term involving V has
already been solved for as a function of frequency, as shown in Equation 25:
w,(w)=V 1.2 Y(iw) -cos(ZY(iW)) _ C o-' = V. cos(ZY(i)) -,
where the fact that charge is the integral of current is used to obtain the expression on the
right hand side. The V, term, at constant load, is simply V,-Q = 2- a aQ. The ratio of
mechanical work done to electrical energy expended is then:
e = 2-- -a-a .42|V |-g-cos(ZY)+2.-c-a
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When no electrical energy is recovered, Equation 29 is modified to become:
e= 2-a--a 2-V 43
VI-y+2.o--a |VI\r+2-V
where y is defined in Equation 30, and is between 1 when the admittance phase is 900 and
7u at 0*. Given an applied voltage of 0.1 V, a load of 15 MPa and a strain to charge ratio
of 1.5x101 0 m3-C1 , the predicted efficiency without recovery is 0.05. Note that the
efficiency approaches 1.0 as the applied voltage tends to zero, which is not the case in
previous expression (Equations 24, 28 and 29).
Increasing applied potential increases strain but reduces efficiency. This is because the
insertion of additional charge into the polymer results in a fixed amount of work (given
constant stress), but requires an incremental increase in voltage (due to the capactive
nature of the impedance). In contrast, if the stress is proportional to strain, then the
efficiency is independent of applied voltage, as described by Equation 38.
8.3.4.3 Electrical Generation
Suppose that mechanical energy is input from the surroundings. How much electrical
energy can be generated? In the best case, the mechanical energy input equals the
electrical energy output over a cycle. The predicted maximum voltage generated is
VmOmax-a, is obtained under open circuit conditions, or when the strain is ramped rapidly
compared to the RLoad-C charging time. An upper bound on the voltage is set by the
polymer's tensile strength. In polypyrrole(PF6) used in the experiments presented here,
the 50 MPa is the maximum achieved to date. Given the measured strain to charge ratio
of a-1.5x1010 m3-C', the maximum voltage generated is expected to be about 8 mV. In
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polyacetylene fibers tensile stresses of 900 MPa are achieved (Baughman and others
1991). Optimistically assuming that the strain to charge ratio remains constant at such
high stresses, and that there is little plastic deformation, the maximum voltage that might
be expected using existing materials is 0.15 V. Conducting polymer actuators operate at
low voltages but involve large charge transfers. Similarly, as generators, the expected
voltages are low but charge transfer is high. Piezo-electric generators have the opposite
behavior, producing large voltages but transferring very little charge.
8.4 Summary: Diffusive-Elastic Metal
The 'diffusive-elastic metal' model presented aims to describe the observed electro-
mechanical response of polypyrrole actuators. At low frequencies, the model predicts a
capacitive response, at intermediate frequencies a diffusion limited behavior, and at high
frequencies a purely dissipative character, as observed experimentally. Insertion of ions
into the polymer occurs in response to changes in dopant concentration at the
polymer/electrolyte interface. Polymer charging time is determined by the rate of dopant
diffusion within the polymer. Strains are proportional to charge transfer. Finally, the
model predicts that electrical energy can be generated from mechanical work input.
The fundamental equations governing diffusive elastic metal behavior are 15 and 16,
representing the admittance, and 19, the relationship between strain and charge. These
relationships apply in cases where the applied voltage, V is much greater than the product
of the stress and strain per unit charge, V >> V,=o-a. The electromechanical conversion
efficiency under constant load is given by Equations 42 or 43, both assuming that
mechanical energy is not converted back into electrical energy. V, is predicted to be the
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maximum voltage that can be generated through the input of mechanical work. The
diffusive-elastic-metal model is the first to quantitatively relate electrical impedance and
mechanical response. Before comparing the model with experimental results, further
comparisons are made with other impedance models.
8.5 Other Models
A number conducting polymer impedance models (Otero 1997; Della Santa, De Rossi
and Mazzoldi 1997; Della Santa, Mazzoldi, Tonci and De Rossi 1997; Pei and Inganas
1992; Ren and Pickup 1995; Kim, Amemiya, Tryk, Hashimoto and Fujishima 1996;
Feldberg 1984; Posey and Morozumi 1966; Penner and others 1988; Penner and Martin
1989; Yeu, Nguyen and White 1988; Tanguy, Mermilliod and Hocklet 1987; Amemiya
and others 1993; Mazzoldi, Della Santa and De Rossi 1999; Pei and Inganas 1992; Mao,
Ochmanska, Paulse and Pickup 1989; Ho, Raistrick and Huggins 1980; Bull, Fan and
Bard 1982) and mechanical property models (Otero 1997; Mazzoldi and others 1999;
Della Santa and others 1997; Pei and Inganas 1992; Ren and Pickup 1995) have been
proposed. Modeling is made more challenging by the diversity of behavior observed in
polypyrrole and other conducting polymers. Most obviously, conducting polymers have
a continuum of oxidation states, so that they may behave as electrical insulators (Penner
and others 1988; Penner and Martin 1989), semi-conductors and 'metals' (Mao and
others 1989; Yeu and others 1988; Ho and others 1980; Bull and others 1982; Posey and
Morozumi 1966; Tanguy and Hocklet 1987) even in the course of an experiment.
Furthermore, the dopants, solvents and temperatures employed during synthesis have a
major effect on morphology and conductivity (Bull and others 1982; Ho and others 1980;
Tanguy and others 1987; Yeu and others 1988; Posey and Morozumi 1966; Mao and
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others 1989; Yamaura, Hagiwara and Iwata 1988; Menon, Yoon, Moses and Heeger
1998; Kohlman and Epstein 1998). Polymers may act as gels, increasing in volume by an
order of magnitude in response to a change in oxidation state, or only by a few tenths of a
percent, with no solvent incorporation (Baughman, Shacklette and Elsenbaumer 1991).
As a result, many models have been proposed, but few predict properties well over more
than a limited potential range. Some of the potential model variations are presented, and
the behavior they predict noted, so that the validity and uniqueness of the model
presented above may be better evaluated.
8.5.1 Admittance/Impedance Models
It is easy to imagine a number of variations on the 'diffusive metal' model presented. So
far it is clear that at low frequencies/long times the polymer/electrolyte impedance
appears capacitive. At intermediate times, is characteristic of diffusion, and at short
times/high frequencies resistance is expected to dominate the cell impedance. A number
of candidate models simulate such a response, based on different modes of mass
transport, and thermodynamics. Could there be a Nernstian component to the impedance
that appears capacitive? Might ions migrate, convect or diffuse through pores in the
polymer rather than diffusing through intermolecular spaces, and if so, how do
predictions change? Could electronic and not ionic mobility be the rate-limiting factor?
Some of the more likely alternatives are presented or discounted, and means of
experimental differentiation are revealed.
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8.5.1.1 High Frequency Response and Solution Resistance
The modeling of the high frequency behavior of electrochemical cells by circuit
resistance is well accepted, and it is common practice to represent the electrolyte as a
resistance. If the rates of mass transport in the electrolyte are comparable or slower than
those in the polymer, then the model is inappropriate. At very high frequencies, typically
> 40 MHz, the apparent resistance of the electrolyte drops as ion travel is no longer
retarded by the solvation sphere (Atkins 1990). In the cases dealt with here, the diffusion
coefficients in the electrolyte are two orders of magnitude higher than those in the
polymer, and the frequencies are well below those at which the reduction in solvation
drag becomes relevant*. (No such reduction is observed in solution conductivity
measurements made over a frequency range of 1 to 10 MHz).
8.5.1.2 Ionic vs. Electronic Mobility
Could the ionic mobility be higher than the electronic conductivity and mobility? Given
that the ionic and electronic carriers are equal in number within the polymer, higher ionic
mobility will lead to the build-up of ionic charge at the polymer/metal interface at short
timescales. In order to produce the conductivities observed in polypyrrole, the dopant
mobility would have to be at least four orders of magnitude larger than the typical ionic
mobility in liquid propylene carbonate - a situation that is highly unlikely. In conducting
polymers with low conductivities, larger ionic than electronic mobility may occur
(Penner and others 1988; Penner and Martin 1989; Mao and others 1989).
* The Debye-Falkenhagen effect.
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Figure 8.6: Diffusion represented by a transmission line model. The resistors may
represent solution resistance, or fluid drag, and the capacitors double layer charging or
electrolyte storage.
8.5.1.3 Diffusion, Migration and Porosity
It has been assumed that diffusion is a major rate-limiting factor. As will be seen, the
diffusion model appears to describe the observed impedance effectively. However, there
are several ways in which a diffusion-like response can arise. One is simply that ions and
perhaps some solvent diffuse through the polymer matrix (Penner and others 1988;
Penner and Martin 1989; Amemiya and others 1993). A second is that the diffusion
occurs mainly within electrolyte filled supermolecular-sized pores inside the polymer
(Yeu and others 1988; Tanguy and Hocklet 1987). Finally, migration within a 'porous
metal' can be represented by a transmission line model whose equivalent circuit, Figure
8.6, is a solution to the diffusion equation& (Posey and Morozumi 1966; Bull and others
1982; Mao and others 1989).
SS -C~ -a28 The diffusion time constant for a porous metal is -Z = , where A is the pore
o-. A
cross-section, S is its surface area per until length, C is the capacitance per unit surface
area, o-is the electrolyte conductivity and a is the pore length.
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There are several means of distinguishing between the possibilities. One is by analyzing
cross-sections of the polymer under an electron microscope, and estimating pore sizes. A
second is via elemental analysis, in order to determine the relative concentrations of
anions, cations, polymer and solvent. If anions are not present in the reduced polymer
then there is no electrolyte present. A third is to try various sizes of anions and cations as
dopants. If the impedance in the presence of large anions and cations increases much
more than their relative diffusion coefficients in liquid electrolyte would suggest, then
they likely do not fit into pores, or any pores present are not contiguous. Therefore a
pure diffusion model applies, rather than two-phase diffusion or migration models.
Finally, the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient may indicate the nature of the mass
transport, with high diffusion coefficients (10- - i0~ 0 m2 s') suggesting the presence of
electrolyte within the polymer. Unfortunately, low diffusion coefficients do not
necessarily imply the absence of contiguous electrolyte pores within the polymer because
pore paths may be tortuous (Yeu and others 1988; Mazzoldi and others 1999).
The fact that polypyrrole, albeit synthesized under different conditions than the material
used in this study, is impervious to anions and cations that are beyond a certain
dimension, and is useful as a molecular filter (Qiu and Reynolds 1991; Pei and Inganas
1992), is evidence that in many cases the polymer matrix does not contain super-
molecular pores that determine mass transport.
Drying of polypyrrole previously soaked in electrolyte or pure propylene carbonate leads
to changes in mass of up to 30 %, indicating that there is up to one propylene carbonate
molecule present within the polymer per monomer unit. During intake of the solvent the
polymer stiffness decreases by a factor of 2. If the bulk of the solvent remains in pores,
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then one would expect the engineering modulus (i.e. not accounting for changes in
volume upon swelling) to remain constant, but this is not the case.
Finally, the porous metal model suggests that the very large capacitance observed at low
frequencies (7x1i0 7 F-m3 Chapter 7, 5-40x 10 7 F-m 3 (Arbizzani, Mastragostino and
Scrosati 1997; Tanguy and Hocklet 1987; Bull and others 1982; Feldberg 1984)) is due to
the charging of an enormous electrolyte/polymer contact area within the polymer. By
geometrical arguments, assuming the pore walls possess a typical double layer
capacitance of 0.2 F- 2 , the average pores are less than 3 nm in diameter. Bearing in
mind that the diameters of water, propylene carbonate and hexafluorophosphate ions are
roughly 0.26 nm, 0.5 nm, and 0.65 nm respectively, any pores present appear to be at the
molecular scale. (Similar arguments and results are found if one assumes that the
polymer is inhomogeneous, containing many small regions of high order and high
conductivity where surface charging could occur.) The porous metal model and related
models, suggest that electric field gradually penetrates pores, increasingly charging their
walls as time proceeds. It seems very unlikely that a continuous representation of
electrical field lines, as used in the derivation, applies to pores whose sizes are hardly
larger than an ion diameter. The results of this calculation suggest that solvent filled
pores alone do not account for mass transport and capacitance in polypyrrole employed in
this study.
In summary, several observations suggest that migration through electrolyte filled pores,
whose surfaces are charged and discharged, does not fully describe polymer behavior.
The fact that the engineering elastic modulus decreases by a factor of two upon
immersion in propylene carbonate (PC) electrolyte implies that at least some of the
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adsorbed PC is plasticizing the polymer by interacting directly with the polymer chains.
Secondly, if double layer charging of pores is to account for the observed volumetric
capacitance, the pores size is likely to be 3 nm or less. At such a size, roughly 5
propylene carbonate diameters, a continuum model of the electric field distribution is
inappropriate. Finally, other researchers have shown, by combined quartz crystal
microbalance experiments and cyclic voltammetry (Baker and Reynolds 1988; Pei and
Inganas 1992; Qiu and Reynolds 1991), that large ions do not appear to enter polypyrrole.
8.5.1.4 Diffusion vs. Convection
The porous metal model assumes that convection within the pores is negligible. If large
pores exist, could they form a circulation system, through which fresh electrolyte is
transported, thereby replenishing depleted electrolyte whose ions have been incorporated
into the polymer phase? If so, what drives the circulation? De Rossi and his colleagues
(Mazzoldi and others 1999; Della Santa and others 1997; Mazzoldi, Degl'Innocenti,
Michelucci and De Rossi 1998) include a fluid convection term in their "poro-elastic"
model. The rate of fluid flow is assumed to be proportional to a hydrostatic pressure
gradient within the polymer, scaled by a fluidic resistance. The pores may become more
or less engorged, depending on the direction of fluid flow, creating a fluidic capacitance.
Finally, the stress and hence the hydrostatic pressure are assumed to be proportional to
charge transferred. The model is only partially solved by De Rossi and colleagues.
However, once again a transmission line model applies, Figure 8.7, with fluid storage
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capacitance acting in parallel with a fluidic resistance*. In the continuum limit, the
process is governed by the diffusion equation. The mathematical form of the response is
not sufficient to distinguish between molecular diffusion and fluidic convection
mechanisms.
As before, there are a number of ways of deciding between molecular diffusion and
electrolyte convection. The arguments presented in the preceding section strongly
suggest that contiguous, electrolyte-filled pores are not present within the polymer, and
therefore that significant convection is unlikely.
The poro-elastic model is numerical and as yet unsolved, so it is difficult to compare the
predictions quantitatively.
8.5.1.5 Kinetics Limited Response
Electrons are transferred to and from the polymer via a metal electrode. Is the rate of
electron transfer rate limiting? Are electrons transferred between the polymer and the
electrolyte limiting response? Theoretical treatments of kinetics-limited behavior
generally begin with the assumption that in order for electrons to be exchanged, the
occupation of intermediate electronic states, whose energies are higher than those of the
initial and final states, is required. The intermediate states are said to provide an
activation barrier, and the probability of overcoming the barrier is given by a Boltzmann
distribution. The Butler-Volmer equation predicts that under such circumstances the
* (1 +v).-(1-2.-v).-f -a2The predicted poro-elastic diffusion time constant is -rD= 2Th C= 7r 
-E2 .(1-v)
wheref is the fluidic resistance, and v is the polymer Poisson ratio.
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current is directly proportional to overpotential (the deviation in potential from
equilibrium) for small voltage drops (less than about 10 mV), and rises exponentially in
voltage at large overpotential (greater than ~ 0.1 V) (Bard and Faulkner 1980) at room
temperature. An exponential rise in current as a function of overpotential is thus a strong
indication of kinetics-limited behavior.
In Chapters 5 and 10 it is shown that the response to voltage steps and sinusoidal inputs
scales linearly with potential over potential ranges from 0.01 to > 1V. These data provide
strong evidence that electron transfer kinetics are not a major rate limiting factor.
Another means of testing whether kinetics limit charge transfer at the metal/polymer
interface is to pass large currents through a metal/polymer interface, and observed the
voltage drop. Four point probe resistance measurements indicate that the metal/polymer
interface generally dominates the total resistance, so it is relatively easy to produce large
potential drops (tens of volts) across this interface. Even at such high potentials the
behavior is ohmic, indicating that kinetics are not significantly rate limiting in the
polypyrrole employed. Note that the Ohmic response indicates that the electron transfer
is not dominated by Nernstian thermodynamics. On the other hand, pressure and contact
area have a large influence on contact resistance, suggesting that the number of
metal/polymer electrical contact points limits current at a given voltage.
8.5.1.6 The Thermodynamics: Nernstian vs. Interacting Particles
The Nernst equation describes the thermodynamics of many interactions involving charge
transfer. The thermodynamics of polypyrrole charging are described in the diffusive-
elastic-metal model by a capacitance, based on observations of the long time/low
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frequency response. Can a capacitive response be simulated by a Nernstian allocation of
states? In analyzing this question, insight is gained into the nature, though not the precise
mechanism, of charge transfer.
The Nernst equation provides a relationship between the population of two states, such as
the ratio of concentrations of charged, [P'], to uncharged, [P], monomer units on the
polymer backbone, in terms of applied potential, E, and the relative potential energies of
each state, E,:
R-T a-[P']E-E =R [In 44
F [P]
where a is the activity coefficient, F is number of coulombs per mole of fundamental
charges, T is temperature and F is the number of coulombs per mole of fundamental
charges. Since the concentration of monomers, N, is fixed, [P+] +[ P] = N. Capacitance
is the change in voltage, E, per unit charge, which is proportional to the change in voltage
resulting from a change in concentration of P+:
aE R-T R.T 45
a[P* ] F -[P* F-(N -[P*I a]) ns
The concentration is equal to the charge per unit volume scaled by Avogadro's number,
L, and hence Equation 44 describes a Faradaic 'pseudo-capacitance' per unit volume,
C.
aE R-T( I' 1 _,V-m'a= .__ P - - ~F . 46
8p F2K[P.] N-[P+],CF C2
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The value of C. is estimated to be 1010 F-m 3 . The Faradaic pseudo-capacitance is three
orders of magnitude larger than the observed volumetric capacitance. In other words, the
real system requires a potential difference that is 1000 x greater than that predicted by the
Nernst Equation to achieve the same charge transfer. The Nernst equation similarly
predicts that nearly all charge transfer occurs over a roughly 200 mV range of potential
about E0, and that the observed pseudo-capacitance over this range of potentials varies
enormously. The response could be a superposition of a number of Nernstian governed
charge transfers, but this seems unlikely. Some other mechanism is dominating the
energetics of charge transfer.
The Nernst equation assumes that particles do not interact. As the polymer tends from a
neutral to a charged state, however, interactions between charges become increasingly
strong. These are shielded by the presence of dopants and solvent, but once the
concentration becomes sufficiently high the interactions will be important, and may either
prevent or encourage charge transfer. Such interactions are disregarded by the Nernst
equation. At what level of charge concentration might Nernstian behavior become
invalid?
In water, interactions between dissolved ions become significant at concentrations as low
as 0.01 M, and dominant above ~0.2 M (Atkins 1990). The concentration of dopants in
polypyrrole is roughly 3 M, and is a lower dielectric constant environment than water, so
shielding of charges will be lower than in aqueous solution. Thus, based on electrostatic
interactions alone, the assumption of non-interacting particles is clearly invalid. Initial
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calculations of the magnitude of electrostatic interactions* show that these equal or
exceed the expected energies of hydrogen bonding, and therefore play an important role
in determining molecular structure. This should not be surprising, as electrostatic
interactions are critical in determining the forms and solubilities of many charged
polymers, including proteins and DNA.
A review of the literature shows that authors tend to consider the mechanisms of charge
transfer Nernstian when the polypyrrole is in its reduced, neutral state (Penner and others
1988; Penner and Martin 1989), and metallic in the oxidized, highly doped state (Bull and
others 1982). A number of authors have attempted to describe the transition from neutral
to doped states as a superposition of the Nernstian and capacitive behaviors (Mao and
others 1989; Feldberg 1984), with the extent of volumetric capacitance being
proportional to the charge transferred. A complete thermodynamic description of charge
transfer in conducting polymers requires knowledge of the available energy levels and the
interaction between them. For the purposes of this study, the capacitive model presented,
Equation 15, is taken as sufficient to describe behavior over the range of potentials
employed. It seems unlikely that this response is the result of Nernstian behavior.
8.5.2 Models of Electro-Mechanical Coupling
It has been assumed that polymer swelling is due to ion insertion, and thus is likely
proportional to ion size plus any entrained solvent. De Rossi and his colleagues
These calculations use techniques developed in solid state physics to explain the cohesion of salts. The
relative disorder in polymers makes it difficult to make quantitative predictions, but rough calculations
guided by x-ray diffraction data may provide some further insights into the factors, electrostatic and
otherwise, that determine polypyrrole molecular structure, and actuation.
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(Mazzoldi and others 1999) have proposed an alternative model, in which internal stress
is a function of charge. The internal stress in turn leads to a convective flow of
electrolyte, resulting in volume changes. This "poro-elastic" model was first used to
describe the swelling of gel elastomeric actuators, into which there clearly is a substantial
solvent flux. If rate of convection is assumed to determine the impedance, as well as
limiting strain rate, then the form of the poro-elastic model cannot be distinguished from
the diffusive-elastic metal picture. For reasons described above, it appears that this
model does not apply to polypyrrole as synthesized for the studies presented in this
thesis.
Attempts have been made to observe changes in molecular structure as a function of
doping level (Lee 1999). Unfortunately, changes in structure are too small to be observed
by x-ray diffraction, due to the broad diffraction peaks. These result from the relatively
small domain sizes in polypyrrole, ~2 nm (Pouget, Oblakowski, Nogami, Albouy,
Laridjani, Oh, Min, MacDiarmid, Tsukamoto, Ishiguro and Epstein 1994; Lee 1999;
Kohlman and Epstein 1998).
Investigations of strain to charge ratio as a function of dopant size and solvent may
provide some insights. However, it is not a straightforward matter to choose appropriate
dopants. Factors other than size, such as the presence of hydrophobic side chains,
reactions with the polymer and electrochemical degradation of the dopant complicate the
experiment (Yamaura, Hagiwara and Iwata 1988). Determination of the strain
mechanisms is left to future work.
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8.5.3 Model Uniqueness
A number of mechanisms produce a diffusion-like behavior. Comparing model
predictions with observed admittances is therefore an insufficient basis on which to
determine the mechanism of mass transport. Indications are that mass transport occurs by
molecular diffusion through the polymer phase, and not in electrolyte filled pores, but
further verification is required.
The molecular origins of the volumetric capacitance and of charge-induced strain remain
unclear. However, electrostatics and possibly steric interactions are likely to play a role
in both. Work by Pei and colleagues show that direction of charge induced strain
depends on whether cations or anions are inserted in order to balance charge, with strain
always increasing when dopants are inserted (Pei and Inganas 1993). Their results
suggest that ion size may play a role. In Chapter 5 it is shown that solvent also plays a
role, with strain to charge ratio doubling when an aqueous electrolyte is used instead of
PC.
8.6 Model Variable Evaluation
The diffusive-elastic metal model presented in this chapter, represented by equations 15,
16, and 19, has six independent variables. The strain to charge ratio, a, is experimentally
determined via the strain to current transfer function, as are the polymer dimensions.
This leaves the electrolyte/contact resistance, R, the diffusion coefficient, D, and the
double layer capacitance, C, to be determined. Ideally at least two of these variables can
be independently determined.
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Electrolyte conductivity can be measured independently. From the cell geometry it is
then possible to determine upper and lower bounds on the electrolyte contribution to
resistance. The solution resistance can also be measured by passing current between the
film and the counter electrode, and measuring the potential drop between the reference
electrode and a probe near the film surface. The contact resistance is also measurable,
and therefore it is possible to determine R independently.
Unfortunately, apparently due to large diffusion currents which discharge the double
layer, it is not a simple matter to measure double layer capacitance, C. Double layer
capacitance is expected to be between 0.1-0.4 F-m2 (Bard and Faulkner 1980). It is a
function of surface area, the electrolyte, and the electrode surface texture. The
volumetric capacitance, however, can be independently measured by, for example,
injecting constant current and measuring response, as is done in Chapter 5. The double
layer capacitance is then determined from the volumetric capacitance via Equations 16
and 18. It should be possible to measure double layer capacitance directly by placing a
reference electrode very close to the polymer surface, thereby reducing double layer
charging time to below the minimum diffusion time, -c. As discussed in Chapters 9 and
10, very close is likely a few micrometers. Such a measurement would allow the
assumption of capacitance per unit volume in the double layer and the polymer to be
tested.
There are a number of methods of measuring the diffusion coefficient, D. However, most
involve some assumptions about the nature of the double layer, and the modes of ionic
and electronic charge transport within the polymer. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
offers an elegant means of determining diffusion coefficients directly from molecular
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motions in solids and liquids$. So far attempts to measure the diffusion of PF6~ ions in
polypyrrole using NMR have been unsuccessful. Thus, the diffusion coefficient is left as
a free parameter. A number of authors have reported diffusion coefficients, or presented
data from which diffusion coefficients can be calculated. In polyaniline, values for
various ions range between 0.2x10- 2 and 50x1012 m2.s 1 (Herod and Schlenoff 1993;
Kaneko, Fukui, Takashima and Kaneto 1997; Kaneto, Kaneko, Min and MacDiarmid
1995; Kaneto, Kaneko and Takashima 1995), while in polypyrrole diffusion coefficients
are reported between 0.02x10- 2 and 50x10 12 m2 -s 1 (Penner and others 1988; Penner and
Martin 1989; Burgmayer and Murray 1984; Pei and Inganas 1992; Mao and others 1989;
Amemiya and others 1993). The values vary greatly, and so only provide very rough
bounds on the expected value of D. This variation can be explained by the variety of
synthesis techniques, electrolytes, doping levels, and measurement techniques employed.
The electrolyte and synthesis conditions that are most similar to those employed in this
thesis suggest that D ~ 1-20x10" m2-s- (Penner and others 1988; Penner and Martin
1989; Burgmayer and Murray 1984).
$ In this method, strong pulsed field gradients are used to set nuclear spins rotating at a frequency which is
a function of position. After a period of time, T, the pulsed gradient is reapplied to set the spins rotating in
the opposite direction, but with the same spatial frequency variation. If the particles being measured have
not moved, the spins all realign at time 2-T. Diffusion leads to a reduction of the signal, which is related to
D. Standard techniques are used to account for other (TI, T2) spin loss mechanisms. Of course, the
diffusing specied must posses a nuclear moment.
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8.7 Conclusion
The electromechanical response of polypyrrole actuators is modeled. Based on empirical
evidence, the strain is assumed to be proportional to charge transferred to the polymer,
Equation 19. Double layer charging and diffusion limit the rate of charge transfer,
Equation 15. The polymer itself is treated as a porous capacitor. The model predicts that
polypyrrole may act as a generator, with applied stress creating a voltage proportional to
applied load and the strain to charge ratio. Electromechanical conversion efficiencies are
also predicted, Equations 42/43.
Other potential models are discussed. It is shown that diffusion in the polymer is the
most likely rate limiting factor in the polypyrrole employed, and not diffusion, migration
or convection through electrolyte filled pores, as has been suggested by others. Also,
models relating charge transfer to the Nernst equation are shown to be inadequate, and it
is suggested that in the highly conductive, and oxidized state, electrostatic and other
interactions likely dominate the thermodynamics.
Finally, methods are discussed by which the model parameters can be independently
determined.
The next chapter describes experimental methods used to measure impedance and strain
to charge ratios.
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Chapter 9: Experimental Methods
A model of actuator behavior is derived in the previous chapter. The task is now to
compare actuator response with model predictions. The apparatus and methods
employed are described in this chapter and the results presented in Chapter 10. The
procedures are very similar to those employed in Chapter 5, except that swept sine
voltage inputs are used instead of stepped potential or current. Polypyrrole films are held
under isotonic conditions (constant force). The admittance, and strain to current transfer
functions are measured. With the film at constant length (isometric) the stress to current
transfer function is recorded. The modeled transfer functions are fit to the data to obtain
estimates of the diffusion coefficient and the strain to charge ratio. Electromechanical
efficiency is calculated from the data and compared with theory.
Section 9.1 provides a general discussion of types of signals employed to measure
transfer functions of dynamically linear systems, explaining why swept sine analysis is
chosen. The sections that follow describe the experimental apparatus in detail and the
measurement procedures. Figure 1 is a diagram of the entire apparatus, whose
components are summarized at the beginning of Section 9.2.
9.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Swept Sine Analysis
A number of standard waveforms are used in linear system identification, including
impulses, steps, white noise, pseudo-random binary sequences, and swept-sine. The type
of signal used is justified on the basis of measurement time, noise levels, the need to
determine the extent non-linearities and convenience.
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Swept sine analysis has several advantages. Sine waves are a natural choice of
waveform, since they are eigenfunctions of every linear equation. Thus, if a system is
linear, a sinusoidal input will result in a sinusoidal output of the same frequency, but
shifted in amplitude and phase. This allows noise and non-linearities to be readily
identified given the power spectra of the input, Gi and output, G22 and the cross-
spectrum, G1 via the coherence sqaured function, /:
7 2(f) =Re(G12(f )) 2 +Im(G 12(f )) 2
G1 (f)-G22(f)
The portion of the coherence squared due to uncorrelated noise is identified by averaging,
enabling the extent of non-linearities, appearing for example as harmonics of the input
frequency, to be identified.
Scaling between input and output is a characteristic of all linear systems. If a system is
linear the scaling of inputs of any form must lead to an output whose magnitude is
changed by the same factor. Usually the range over which scaling applies is limited,
either by the system, or the measuring device, and these limits may be a function of
frequency. Sine wave analysis allows the input signal to be maximized at every
frequency such that signal to noise levels can be maximized. Similarly, measurement of
the output can be optimized at each frequency by, for example, using auto-ranging on the
analog to digital converters, as is done in obtaining some of the frequency response data
presented in Chapter 10.
A further advantage of swept sine analysis is that the frequency intervals are readily
chosen. In the experiments presented here, a logarithmic frequency scale is used.
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Figure 2a: A photograph of the bath in which electrical and mechanical tests of polypyrrole films are
performed, and of the stepper motor and linear stage used to apply displacements to the film. A second
counter electrode, placed symmetrically about the film relative to the first, is not shown.
Figure 2b: A closer view of the bath, showing the positioning of the clamps, the reference electrode and
the film. A second identical counter electrode on the near side of the film has been removed.
The primary disadvantage of swept sine analysis is the length of each measurement,
particularly if high frequency resolution and spacing is required at low frequencies. If the
system under test exhibits time-dependent behavior, then swept sine analysis may in fact
be unusable. The speed disadvantage is compensated for by the fact that commercial
instruments are available to automate swept sine system identification.
Swept sine analysis has thus been chosen for this study because it enables ready
identification of noise and non-linearities, maximization of signal to noise as a function
of frequency, and ready use of a logarithmic frequency scale.
9.2 Description of the Apparatus
The aim is to measure the impedance, strain to charge, and stress to charge transfer
functions of polypyrrole films. These experimental results will then be compared to
model predictions. The impedance measurements are performed with the film held at
constant force and bathed in electrolyte. Swept sine potentials are applied to the film
relative to a reference electrode, and the resulting current is recorded. During the strain
to charge and stress to charge measurements, a swept sine voltage is applied to the film,
and current is recorded, as is either strain or stress. In the stress to charge case, the film is
held at constant length (isometric), while the strain to charge is performed under isotonic
conditions. A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1, a photo of the
electrochemical-mechanical cell is shown in Figure 2 and the electrical circuit diagram is
shown in Figure 3. The apparatus consists of:
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" the cell, comprising of a bath in which the polymer film is tested, including
clamps to mechanically and electrically contact the film, a counter electrode, and
a reference electrode;
* a potentiostat for applying potentials to the film relative to a reference electrode;
" a load cell and amplifier for measuring force on the film;
" a stepping motor, motor controller and linear stage for applying displacements to
the polymer film;
" a data acquisition card including an analog to digital (A/D) channel used to input
the force to a computer, and a digital output used to send step and direction
commands to the stepper motor;
" a computer running a custom Java application, that reads in force levels and
outputs motor displacement commands so as to maintain constant force on the
film (isotonic mode) or measure the polymer stress/strain curve;
" a dynamic signal analyzer (HP3562A) that outputs swept sine waves, measures
the system response, and computes the transfer functions; and
" a second computer that interfaces to the HP3562A, and which, via software,
controls the frequency range, resolution and other features of the transfer function
measurement, and records the output data.
The subcomponents of the apparatus are now described in detail, followed by a
description of the experimental procedures.
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9.2.1 The Electrochemical-Mechanical Cell
Figure 2 shows the bath in which electrical and mechanical tests are performed on
polypyrrole films. The bath is the electrochemical cell, including the polymer/working
electrode, a reference electrode and a counter electrode, immersed in electrolyte. It is
also the mechanical test platform, including a load cell that measures force applied to the
film, clamps through which force is transmitted, and a shaft by which displacements are
applied. The bath is bolted to a stainless steel optical table, which sits on air bearings to
provide vibration isolation.
9.2.1.1 The Nylon Bath
The bath itself is a nylon block (50 mm high x 160 mm long x 90 mm wide), as seen in
Figure 2, into which a 40 mm deep, 70 mm wide and 140 mm long well has been
machined. The nylon bath is bolted to the optical table at the four corners. It serves to
contain the liquid electrolyte in which the polypyrrole film is immersed.
9.2.1.2 Electrical and Mechanical Contact with the Polypyrrole Film
Polypyrrole films are clamped at either end within the bath, as shown in Figure 2.
Electrical and mechanical contact is made via the two clamps, which have vertical slots
into which the film is placed. The clamps are polyacetal, 40 mm high, 20 mm wide,
parallel to the film, and 15 mm thick. In fact the 15 mm thick section consists of two, 7.5
mm thick pieces that are bolted together using stainless steel M3 screws. The polymer
films are sandwiched between the plates. Platinum coated stainless steel sheet is also
placed within the slots to provide electrical contact with the polymer. A stainless steel
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M3 screw is threaded vertically into each clamp to electrically contact each stainless steel
sheet.
Two 6.31 mm diameter solid aluminum shafts transmit force beyond the bath. One shaft
is 35 mm long, and connects with a load cell, described below, and then on to an
aluminum L-bracket (6 mm thick x 100 mm high x 50 mm wide) that is bolted to the
underlying optical table. The second shaft, visible in Figure 2, is used to impart
displacement. It is 145 mm long, and is bolted to the linear displacement stage.
9.2.1.3 The Reference Electrode
Either aqueous calomel, as shown in Figure 2, or a silver/silver perchlorate reference
electrode is placed next to the film.
The glass body, silver wire, tetrafluoroethylene cap and Vycor@ (www.corning.com)
plug of the Ag/AgClO4 reference are purchased from Bioanalytical Systems,
www.bioanalytical.com (MF-2062 Non-aqueous ref kit). The glass tube is 5.6 mm in
outer diameter, 80 mm long, and tapers at the bottom to a 4 mm diameter Vycor@ plug,
fixed on with heat shrink tubing. A 60 mm long, 500 tm diameter silver wire is centered
within the glass body via a polytetrafluoroethylene cap. The silver wire is soldered to a
brass pin, to which a coaxial cable is in turn soldered. The coaxial cable is connected to
the reference electrode port on the potentiostat. The glass tube is filled with 0.01 M
AgClO 4 and 0.05 M (C2H5) 4N C104 in propylene carbonate, following the methods of
Courtot-Coupez and L'Her (Courtot-Coupez and L'Her 1970). The Ag/Age reference is
measured to sit at a potential of 0.716 V vs. a standard aqueous calomel reference at room
temperature.
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The calomel electrode (Accumet model 13-620-79, www.fisherscientific.com), has a
glass body 10 mm in diameter, and 42 mm long. The tip has a 1.3 mm diameter porous
ceramic plug.
The three key properties of a reference electrode are its stability, accuracy and
impedance. The impedances of the calomel and the Ag/AgClO 4 references are shown in
Figures 4 and 5, as measured using an HP 4194A impedance analyzer. Stability and
accuracy are judged in two ways. Two Ag/AgClO4 reference electrodes are used during
the initial experiments, enabling the two references to be compared. They remain within
5 mV over a period of several days. Also, once every 48 hours, the reference potential is
compared with that of the calomel reference. The values remain within 10 mV. Such
stability proves to be ample given that the impedance and strain to charge are
dynamically linear over a range of at least 0.5 V. The calomel electrode experiences
significant salt draining when immersed in propylene carbonate-based electrolytes for
more than 20 hours. Its much lower impedance proves useful in making accurate high
frequency measurements, and therefore it is used for some measurements over periods of
several hours, after which the saturated potassium solution is replenished.
9.2.1.4 The Counter Electrode
Two 100 mm x 100 mm glassy carbon plates, one of which is shown in Figure 2, are
employed as the counter electrodes. They are placed 65 mm apart, symmetrically about
the clamped film, with the bottom 35 mm immersed in electrolyte. The symmetrical
placement is important to ensure that nearly equal currents flow in either side of the
polypyrrole film.
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Figure 4: Impedance of a Ag/AgC1O 4 reference electrode. A 10 mV applied potential is used to
measure the impedance against a 50x50 mm stainless steel electrode placed 10 mm from the reference
tip, and all immersed in 0.3 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate.
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Figure 5: Impedance of a calomel reference electrode. A 10 mV applied potential is used to measure
the impedance against a 50x50 mm stainless steel electrode placed 10 mm from the reference tip, and
all immersed in 0.3 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate.
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9.2.1.5 The Electrolyte
The electrolyte is 0.05 M, 0.3 M, or 0.37 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate
(Aldrich 43,411-6, 99% pure, www.aldrich.com) in propylene carbonate (Aldrich,
31,032-8, 99.7 %, packed under N 2), unless otherwise noted. Both reagents are used as
shipped, and employed immediately after opening. Nitrogen is bubbled through the
solution before use. The electrolyte is chosen because it produces very low background
currents (Bard and Faulkner 1980), thereby minimizing parasitic reactions. Also, it
employs the same electrolyte and dopants used during synthesis, thereby minimizing the
number of variables.
9.2.1.6 The Film under Test
Polypyrrole films doped with hexafluorophosphate anions and grown as described in
Chapter 4 are tested. They are cut into strips of between 50 mm and 80 mm in length,
and between 2 mm and 10 mm in width. Film thicknesses range from 8.5 2 Im to 51 3
ptm. Polypyrrole films synthesized in this manner are used because of their outstanding
conductivity* ( up to 4.5x104 S.m 1 ), large strain to charge ratio (~1 5x10-10 m'-C-1 ), and
relatively high tensile strength ( 30 to 70 MPa).
9.2.1.7 Nitrogen Atmosphere
Experiments are performed under a nitrogen atmosphere. A positive pressure of nitrogen
gas is maintained within a 50 mm long x 26 mm wide x 31 mm high glass enclosure.
* Polypyrrole films synthesized in this manner are exceeded in conductivity amongst polymers at room
temperature only by polyacetylene, which is unstable (Kohlman and Epstein 1998).
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9.2.2 The Dynamic Signal Analyzer
The HP3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer (DSA) (www.agilent.com) provides a
logarithmic swept sine voltage output to the potentiostat, and records the resulting current
to voltage transfer function (admittance), current to strain, or current to stress. The
circuit used to record admittance is shown in Figure 3. The frequency range employed is
100 pHz to 100 kHz. The input impedance is 1 MQ and < 100 pF. Each input has a
common mode rejection ratio of 104 . A 14 bit auto-ranging A/D samples the inputs at
256 kHz. The inputs are digitally filtered and fast Fourier transformed (FFT). The power
spectrum of channels 1 and 2, Gil and G 22, are found by multiplying the Fourier
transformed data by their complex conjugates. The cross-power spectrum, G1 2, is
calculated by multiplying the FFT of input 1 by the complex conjugate of the FFT of
input 2. During a swept sine measurement, the HP3562A outputs frequency,f, channel 1
power spectrum, GI(J), channel 2 power spectrum G2 2(f), the real part of the cross-
spectrum, Re(Gj 2(f)) and the imaginary part of the cross-spectrum, Im(Gl2()) from which
the transfer function, H(f) and variation accounted for /f() functions are calculated:
IH(f)J= Re(G,2 ) 2 + 2m(G,2 )2
Gil
(Im(G1 2 )'ZH(f) =arctan R(G 2 ) 3(Re(G,2))
2(f) =Re(G12 ) 2 + Im(G2)2
The accuracy in phase is 2.5 V per channel, and in magnitude is determined by the 14
bit A/D, plus an additional uncertainty of 0.025% of input range. The DSA auto-ranges
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down to 10 mV full scale. Frequency response channel matches are specified to be
within 0.1 dB and 0.5*. Auto-ranging is used in the experiments presented down to a
frequency of -20 mHz. At lower frequencies it becomes very slow, and ranging is
performed manually, keeping signal level above 1/2 of the input range where possible.
In order to perform swept sine analysis using the HP3562A a number of parameters must
be specified, including the frequency range, input amplitude, frequency resolution, and
number of averages. In the experiments that follow these are provided to the HP3562A
DSA via IEEE 488 link with a PC, as now described.
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Figure 6: The HP VEE program used to control the dynamic signal analyzer, acquire data, and
compute gain, phase and variation accounted for.
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StartFreq l
WRITE TEXT"ESQW' EOL
WRITE TEXT "SSIN" EOL
WRITE TEXT "LGSW' EOL
WRITE TEXT "AB" EOL
WRITE TEXT "FRSP" EOL
WRITE TEXT"FRQR" EOL
WRITE TEXT 'SF"
WRITE TEXT StartFreq
WRITE TEXT "HZ' EOL
WRITE TEXT "SPF"
WRITE TEXT StopFreq
WRITE TEXT "HZ" EOL
WRITE TEXT"RES"
WRITE TEXT ResPerDec
WRITE TEXT "PIDC" EOL
WRITE TEXT "SRLV'
WRITE TEXT SignalLevel
WRITE TEXT "V' EOL
WRITE TEXT "AU1" EOL
WRITE TEXT "AU2" EOL
WRITE TEXT "A" EOL
WRITE TEXT "MGLG" EOL
WRITE TEXT "1" EOL
WRITE TEXT "SWDN" EOL
WRITE TEXT "PHSE" EOL
WRITE TEXT "AB" EOL
WRITE TEXT "XASC" EOL
WRITE TEXT "YASC" EOL
WRITE TEXT "NAVG"
WRITE TEXT Averages EOL
WRITE TEXT "STRT" EOL
WRITE TEXT "SSWP" EOL
READ TEXT I REAL ARRAY:5
Figure 7: The code used to set-up and begin the HP3562A measurement. (Top left icon in Figure 6).
4 StopFreq
ResPerDec2
Averages
SignalLevelI
W'11RITE TE. T "RS':-T" E L Reset
Enable Sweep Service Request (Interrupts during measurement for data transfer)
Swept Sine mode
Log sweep mode
Display two plots
Measure frequency response
Display Frequency Response on HP3562A Screen
Input Start Frequency
Start Frequency Value (From test box)
Units of Hertz
Input Stop Frequency
Stop Frequency Value (From text box)
Units of Hertz
Input Frequency Measurement Resolution
Start Frequency (From text box)
Units of points per decade
Input Signal Level
Value of Signal Level (From text box)
Units of Voltage
Auto-scale channel 1 up and down
Auto-scale channel 2 up and down
Highlight Figure A on the Display
Choose units of Log Magnitude for Display A
Highlight B
Scan Frequency from High to Low
Display Phase in Degrees on B
Choose both A and B
Autoscale the X-axes of Displays A and B
Autoscale the Y-axes of Displays A and B
Input the Number of Averages
Write Value (From text box)
Start the Frequency Scan
Send First Data Point
Read First Data Array of Length 5
1
i
hp3582Allename.d
P Clear File At PreRun & Open
WRITE TEXT" "
WRITE TEXT Phase
WRITE TEXT" "
WRITE TEXT Gain
WRITE TEXT" "
WRITE TEXT G2 EOL
Write a space
Write Phase to file as text
Write a space
Write Gain to file as text
Write a space
Write Variation Accounted For to file as tex, New Line
To File:
-I Fain
F
G2 02
Figure 8: The code used to write frequency, gain, phase and variation accounted for to file in HP VEE.
9.2.3 The Dynamic Signal Analyzer: Settings and Data Retrieval
Measurement parameters are uploaded to the HP3562A from a notebook PC (IBM iSeries
2611-552, Running Windows 98, www.ibm.com) via an IEEE 488 interface (National
Instruments N1488-2 PCM-CIA to GPIB card, www.natinst.com). This is done via HP
VEE 5.0, (www.agilent.com) the Hewlett Packard/Agilent Technologies visual
programming language designed to control interactions between computers and
instruments for measurement, data analysis and data storage.
The program is shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 shows the overall flow diagram of
the program, with the blocks titled HP3562A indicating interactions with the DSA.
Figures 7 and 8 show the commands of code used to set up the DSA for measurement,
found in the HP3562A block at the top right of Figure 7, and the code used to write to
file, bottom right. Start and stop frequencies, the number of data points per decade, the
number of averages, and the peak signal level are all specified by the user in the text
boxes at the top left. These are input to the HP3562A, which is set for logarithmic swept
sine frequency response measurement with auto-ranging and so on, as shown in Figure 7.
The command is also given to start measuring frequency response.
As data are collected and computed for each point in the frequency scan (f, Gi, G22 ,
Re(G]2 ), Im(G12 )), they are stored in a buffer on the HP3562A, ready for transmission to
the computer. The total number of data points to be output is computed (Number of
Counts Box), and a loop is started in which one data point is collected for each cycle, the
total number being displayed in the For Count box. A cycle is completed when a break is
reached. The break occurs when data are read (lower right HP3562A box). First
however, the program checks every 0.2 s to see if new data from the next measured
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frequency is ready. If new data are ready then gain, IMH, phase, H, frequency, f, and
coherence squared, /, are written to file, with computations being done as explained in
the previous section, using the relationships: f < x[4], G 1 <= x[0], G2 2 <* x[1], Re(Gn)
* x[2], and Im(Gj2 ) * x[3]. The data obtained are then read by Mathcad 2000
Professional (www.mathsoft.com), where they are plotted and manipulated.
9.2.4 The Potentiostat
A potentiostat applies current between the working electrode (polymer film) and the
counter electrode such that the working to reference electrode voltage difference matches
an input command potential. The potentiostat circuit employed is shown in Figure 3, and
is similar to circuits described by Bard and Faulkner (Bard and Faulkner 1980). It
includes an adder, such that two inputs (e.g. swept sine and an equilibrium offset) can be
summed, and, to improve reference voltage stability, a current buffer. The voltage drop
across a resistor, Ri, in series with the output, is used to measure current, and applied
work to reference voltage is measured at the output of the current buffer.
Some key properties of a potentiostat are the maximum voltage and current that can be
output, how well and over what bandwidth the output potential matches the command
voltage, and the accuracy of electric current measurement. Essentially, the potentiostat
has a bandwidth of 100 kHz, a maximum output current of 1 A, and a cell potential range
of 20 V. However, these properties are functions of the cell impedance, the impedance
of the current measuring device, and the extent of any parasitic capacitances to ground as
now discussed in detail. Equations are developed that successfully predict response as a
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function of cell impedances, parasitic impedances and measurement device properties, as
listed in Figure 9. Skip to Section 9.2.4.3 for a brief summary.
9.2.4.1 Limits on Potentiostat Current and Voltage Output
The maximum work to reference voltage, V, that can be generated is a function of either
the maximum voltage output of the power amplifier or its maximum current, at a given
frequency. It is also a function of the test cell impedances, Z, and Z,, and the size of the
current measuring resistor, R,, shown in Figure 3. Z,, Z, and Zr represent reference to
working electrode, counter to reference, and electrolyte to reference impedances,
respectively, as shown in Figure 3. The product of the peak output current and the test
cell's work to reference impedance, Z, provides one limit on maximum output voltage.
The second limit on peak work to reference voltage, V,, is determined by the product of
the maximum output voltage and the ratio of Z., to the sum of the real parts of R, Z, and
Z:
Vma=V m. Z . 5
'" R+Z,+Z,
The maximum cell voltage and current are determined by the performance of the PA07
power operational amplifier (Apex, Tucson, AZ, USA), which can output a maximum of
45 V and 5 A. However, in the experiments conducted here, an HP E3631A triple
output DC power supply provides 25 V to the PA07 and is current limited to 1 A, so
that the maximum PA07 output is 20 V, and 1 A. The maximum voltage output, VM,
drops at frequencies above 15 kHz, to VM = t6 V at 100 kHz. Thus, in order to follow an
input, V, up to 100 kHz, two conditions must be met. Firstly, the current must be high
enough to generate the desired voltage drop. The magnitude of the product of maximum
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Figure 9: Equations describing the effects of
parasitic admittances and finite operational amplifier
gains on potentiostat output. The circuit diagram at
left defines the variables employed.
Y ~ Z(: Z,. Z"
- R
R
Vi
V2(f)~f -G -V(A(f).Yp(f) + B(f)).Ypr(f) + C(f)-Yp(f) + 2(Zw(f) + Zc(f) + Ri)-(1 + Gb(f)) + Zw(f)-Gp(f)-Gb(f)
A(f) 2-(Zw(f)-Ri-Zc(f) + Zc(f)-Ri-Zr(f) + Zr(f)-Zw(f)-Ri).(1 + Gb(f))
B(f) 2.(Zw(f).Ri+ Ri.Zr(f) + Zc(f)-Zr(f) + Zc(f).Zw(f) + Zw(f)-Zr(f)).(1 + Gb(f))
C(f):= [2.(Zw(f) + Zc(f))-Ri(1 + Gb(f))]
Ird(f):= (Zw(f) + Zr(f)).(1 + Gb(f)) [2.V2(f)-(1 + Gb(f)) - Gp(f)-Yp(f)-Zw(f)-Gb(f)-(Vi+ V2(f)) ]
V5(f) := V3(f) - Ird(f)-Ri - Ird(f) - (Vi+ V2(f))
- -Gp(f)-
[2-Gbf)-(1 + i-Y p~f))-LWf)]
- Ird(f)-Ri]-YP(f) -Zc(f)
(Vi+ V2(f))V3(f):=-Gp(f). 2
2
V6(f) :=V2(f)- (I + Gb(f))
Gb(f)
Iw(f) 5f
ZW(f)
V
[IJD~(1 + K1XTPIt)*LWIkI)]
I
IP
current, Im, available and the work to reference impedance, must be greater than the
desired voltage, V: IZw,-IM > V, so that I Z, I > V,/1.0 Amp. Secondly, the available
voltage must be high enough to generate the desired voltage drop between the working
and reference electrodes, creating the condition: IR, + Z, + ZJI.6 Volts > ZI- V,.
9.2.4.2 Potentiostat Voltage Tracking, Current and Admittance Measurement
Ideally the output work to reference voltage, V, is equal in amplitude and phase to the
input voltage, V, and the current is simply I=Z,,-V1 . Assuming that the op amp outputs
are not being saturated, there are six primary sources of error:
1. The gains of the operational amplifiers are finite;
2. Bias currents create offsets in the applied potential;
3. Input impedance and common mode rejection ratios (CMRR) of the voltage
measuring devices are finite;
4. Stray capacitances lead to an overestimate of current;
5. Offsets arise due to differences in resistance between R1, R2 and R3 used in the
adder portion of the circuit shown in Figure 3;
6. There are sources of noise, both internal (e.g. thermal noise) and external (e.g. 60
Hz coupling).
These factors are now considered, and their predicted effects used to explain the ratio of
measured to command voltages (Figure 10), measured vs. actual currents (Figure 11), and
measured vs. predicted admittance (Figure 12). In performing the characterization, a test
circuit is chosen whose impedances are similar in magnitude to those expected in the real
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Figure 10: Ratio of actual output potential by the potentiostat to command input. The blue dots
indicate measured values, while the red line is the response predicted using the equations in Figure 9,
which account for the finite gains of the operational amplifiers used in the potentiostat, and for parasitic
impedances.
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blue dots indicate measured admittance values, while the red line is the predicted response, which
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test cell, with Z,=20.1 Q+(-&o-94.3pF)', Z,=100.46 Q, R1=99.6 K and Z,=102.68 kM.
The circuit is tested using short leads and again using the same electrical connections
used in making contact with the electrochemical bath. In all cases 0.4 V swept sine
inputs were applied using the HP3542A Dynamic Signal Analyzer, connected as depicted
in Figure 3, which also measures and computes the current to voltage transfer function.
Figure 10 shows the ratio of actual work to reference voltage, V, to command input, V,.
Figure 11 shows the ratio of current through the working electrode to current through Ri,
and Figure 12 depicts the measured admittance. All measurements, represented by the
blue dots, are taken using the test circuit with the leads and connectors used in the
electrochemical test cell. The red lines are model predictions, accounting for finite gains,
input impedances and parasitic capacitances. These equations are listed in Figure 9,
along with the equivalent circuit used to obtain them. The influence of the various
sources of offset and error are now discussed.
9.2.4.2.1 Effect of Finite Operational Amplifier Gain
The operation amplifier gains are functions of frequency, as given in their specification
sheets (www.lineartechnology.com, and www.apexmicrotech.com). At a given
frequency, the Apex PA07 has a gain of Gp, and the LT1028 has a gain of Gb. Inspection
of the circuit diagram, Figures 3 and 9, leads to a relationship between the output voltage,
V0, and input voltage, V,:
V GP-- = 6
v G,.Gb 2-(R,+Z,+Z )
(l+Gb) Z,
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where Zr, Ze, and Z, are the reference, counter and working electrode impedances of the
cell under test. As Gp and Gb tend to infmity, the output, V,,, approaches the magnitude
and phase of the input, Vi.
Measured values of V1/V and those predicted by Equation 6* are plotted in Figure 10.
Note that the actual voltage is less than half the command potential at 100 kHz. In cases
where the precise magnitude of the applied voltage is important, this effect must be
compensated for at frequencies of greater than 10 kHz. Providing that the system being
tested is dynamically linear, the increased output voltage will be compensated by an
increased current, thereby leaving the gain and phase unaffected, as is observed in the
admittance data of Figure 12.
9.2.4.2.2 Offsets due to Bias Currents
The operational amplifier inputs act as current sources or sinks, producing bias currents,
Ab. In the PA07 this current is 50 pA at most (www.apexmicrotech.com), while in the
LT1028 it is typically 30 nA and can reach 100 nA (www.lineartechnology.com). The
PA07 bias produces a negligible voltage offset through the 10 kQ resistors. The LT1028
bias current drops across the reference electrode, creating an offset of Zr-Ib. Given the
Ag/AgClO 4 reference electrode has an impedance of 7.104 Q, the offset is less than 7
mV. The bias current will also create a potential drop between the reference electrode
and the working electrode, and increase the actual current to the working electrode by its
* The LT1028 voltage gain is 3 107 at frequencies below 1 Hz. At higher frequencies the log gain has a
slope of -1 with log frequency, dropping one decade for every decade in frequency, up to 100 kHz. The
gain at 100 kHz is Gb=1000. The PA07 gain is 105 below 10 Hz, and drops off with a slope of-1, so that at
100 kHz the gain is G,=10. The phase is -90 degrees between 100 Hz and 100 kHz, as confirmed by
measuring the small signal frequency response. See data sheets (www.lineartechnologv.cor,
www.apexmnicrotech.com).
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value. This has a negligible effect unless high work to reference impedances or very low
applied potentials are used.
9.2.4.2.3 Effects of Stray Capacitances
Stray capacitance provides parallel paths to ground, as shown in Figure 12, represented
by admittances YiQ and Ypr-', and in Figure 3 by C, and C, They often result from wires
passing close to a ground plane, grounded coaxial cables (-90 pF.m1), grounded
connectors (-0.06 pF coax to BNC) and finite input impedances. There are two points in
the circuit at which stray capacitance can compromise potentiostat performance.
Parasitic capacitance occurring at points between the working electrode and the current
measuring resistor, R,, provides an alternate current path to ground, so that the actual
current to the working electrode is less than the measured current. The effect on current
measurement for a capacitance, C,, is negligible providing:
ZO+Z,<< 7
j -a>-C,,
The effect of stray capacitance increases with frequency. Stray capacitance between the
reference electrode and the input to the LT1028 can cause offsets in both the measured
voltage and current. This stray capacitance acts along with the reference electrode to
form a voltage divider, correspondingly reducing the measured voltage. The offset is
avoided providing that:
Zr << 8
If the reference electrode impedance is comparable in magnitude to the working
electrode impedance, then a significant portion of the current can leak through the
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reference. This can be a problem if a current buffer is not used, or stray capacitance
reduces the effective reference impedance.
Figure 11 shows the ratio of 'actual' to measured currents in the test circuit. The
measured current, Ird in Figure 9, is measured across R,, while the 'actual' current is
measured across the 20.1 Q test circuit resistor that forms part of Z,. Equation 7 allows
the determination of an upper bound on this parasitic capacitance, and suggests that Ci, <
200 pF. Deviation at low frequencies is a result of the finite common mode rejection
ratio of the DSA, as discussed in the section that follows.
Stray capacitance between the reference electrode and the current buffer, C, in Figure 3,
creates a voltage divider. Since the work to reference voltage is measured at the current
buffer output, the voltage is underestimated if the reference admittance is large relative to
the magnitude of the capacitor admittance, w.C,,. This effect results in a rise in
admittance gain and phase at high frequency. Figure 12, depicting the test cell
admittance, shows slight increases at frequencies above 10 kHz, where the test cell is
expected to show a purely resistive response, given that the frequency is well above the
R C time constant. These offsets are the result of stray capacitances in the grounded
coaxial cable connector, measured to be 100 pF. The red curves in Figure 12 are model
predictions, using the equations in Figure 9, which include the effect of coaxial connector
capacitance and finite gain. The model and observations agree, suggesting that parasitic
impedances can be accounted for, providing the magnitude of the capacitance is known.
The same connectors used in the test circuit measurement are employed in the
electrochemical cell, and again are found to be the primary source of stray capacitance.
Thus the stray capacitance can be accounted for in interpreting polymer admittance data.
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9.2.4.2.4 Effect of Finite Voltage Measuring Input Impedances and Common Mode
Rejection Ratios
In order to measure small currents, it is tempting to increase the size of the current
measuring resistor, R,, shown in Figure 3. This leads to measurement errors if the input
impedance of the measuring device becomes significant relative to Ri-1. Input impedance
is generally characterized by a capacitance, C,, in parallel with a resistance, Rn, as in
Figure 3, in which the input impedances to the DSA are shown. The maximum value of
R, for a given acceptable error, e, in current measurement is determined by:
R, <e-R,,, R1 < e 9
(max CInput
R, should not exceed 150 n to ensure an offset of less than 1% at 100 kHz when the DSA
(Ci, <100 pF) is employed to measure current. Instrumentation amplifiers are used to
isolate the circuit from the DSA input if higher current sensitivities are required.
A second source of error is the finite common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of the inputs.
Since the current measurement is not taken with respect to ground, the common mode is
often a significant fraction of the applied potential. The error in the measurement of
current magnitude, ecmR, for a given common mode voltage, V, and current, I, is:
e = V .CMR R CMRR -V CMRR -(Z,+Z,+R,) 10
I -A I ~Y I|-V - P IY I-RA -ZW
The DSA CMERR is 1 0 -, and explains the deviation from the expected behavior below
100 mHz observed in Figures 11 and 12. The CMRR offset is largest when impedance is
high and currents are small. The effects of common mode rejection ratio and finite
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measurement device input impedance are readily determined and modeled, allowing them
to be distinguished from the electrochemical cell response.
9.2.4.2.5 Amplitude Offset due to Resistor Mismatch
If the resistors R1, R 2, and R3, used in the adder portion of the circuit shown in Figure 3,
are not perfectly matched, the output voltage, V, will differ from the desired input
voltage, V, and the second imput, Veq, according to the equations:
v v R R 13 = -- +V --3-.
VO 'Vq R1 ' R2
The carbon resistors are selected to match within 0.5 %, leading to correspondingly small
offsets.
9.2.4.2.6 Noise
The use of swept sine analysis enables signal to noise levels to be readily identified via
the coherence squared (/), Equation 4. The coherence squared is consistently above 0.99
from 0.1 mHz to 100 kHz in measurements of the admittance transfer function.
Measurements of strain and stress to current transfer functions are limited by noise.
Averaging of up to 1000 samples per frequency is used in these measurements. The
measured / associated with these data are presented in Chapter 10.
9.2.4.3 Summary of Potentiostat Properties
The potentiostat is capable of voltage outputs of up to 20 V and currents as high as 1
A. The power supplies used limit these maxima. The accuracy with which
measurements are made depends on frequency, load, measuring device input impedance,
common mode rejection, and the magnitudes of parasitic impedances. Equations which
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account for the finite gains of the operational amplifiers, the impedances of the test
circuit and the parasitic impedances, are given in Figure 9, enabling these factors to be
compensated for in analyzing measured admittance data.
9.2.5 Load Cells and Amplifier
Two load cells are employed to measure force on the polymer film, the choice of load
cell depending on the expected forces and bandwidths. For larger forces a 10 N load cell
is used (Omega Engineering, Model LCFD1KG, www.omega.com), and for small forces
a 0.5 N cell (Omega, Model LCFA50G). These cells have four 350 Q foil strain gauges
that are mounted so as to reject off-axis forces and thermal expansion when configured
electrically as a full Wheatstone bridge. Both cells displace by roughly 100 micrometers
at full load, from which their stiffnesses can be estimated as 5x 103 N-m 1 (LCFA50G)
and lx105 N-m' (LCFD1KG). The mass of the clamp and shaft that mechanically
connect the load cell to the film are 28.8 g and 1.8 g respectively. The LCFA50G 0.5 N
cell with the shaft and clamp attached resonates at 23 Hz, as determined from the output
power spectrum when the resonance mode is excited. The LCFD1KG 1 kg cell with the
shaft and clamp attached is expected to resonate at about 250 Hz, as predicted from the
mass and stiffness (frequency = mass112 stiffness- 2).
The load cells are wired to an instrumentation amplifier (Vishay, Model 2311 Signal
Conditioning Amplifier, Raleigh, North Carolina) which provides an excitation voltage of
10 Volts to the strain gauges, balances the bridges, and provides an amplified voltage
output proportional to force. The force output can be low-pass filtered with cut-off
frequencies of 10 Hz, 100 Hz or 1 kHz.
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The load cells are calibrated using a series of known masses. The LCFA50G has a
sensitivity of 44.6 mV-N1 , and the LCFD1KG sensitivity is 1.18 mV-N 1 at a 10 V
excitation.
9.2.6 The Stepping Motor, Controller and Linear Stage
The stepping motor serves to apply displacements to the film in order to maintain
constant force. It also provides displacement during passive stress/strain measurements.
The stepping motor is a Compumotor 57-51-MO with 200 steps per revolution
(www.compumotor.com). It is driven by a Compumotor LN-Drive, set to microstep at
100,000 steps per revolution. The motor drives a New England Affiliated Technologies
LM-50 precision linear stage (www.neat.com), with a 50 mm travel, a lead of 2 mm per
revolution, a repeatability of 3 pm, and an accuracy of 15 pm.
The drive accepts digital signal inputs for step, direction and power. Each time the step
input is pulsed high, the motor is advanced one microstep, producing a displacement of
20 nm. Displacements over long travels are accurate and repeatable to better than 10 pm,
as determined by performing twenty consecutive 30 mm displacements, which are
measured with a digital calipers having a 10 pm resolution. The fihns measured are all >
20 mm long, so the applied strain is accurate to better than 0.0005.
9.2.7 Data Acquisition and Output
During isotonic measurements the load cell is used to measure force. The magnitude of
the force is an input to a Java program that outputs commands to the stepper motor. The
program also computes the applied strain and outputs a signal proportional to strain that
is read by the DSA in measuring the strain to current transfer function. A National
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Instruments PCI-MIO16XE-10, (www.natinst.com), installed in the PCI slot of the
computer, and attached to a breakout board (BNC-2090, www.natinst.com) with BNC
connections, provides the analog to digital, A/D, digital to analog, D/A and digital output
required. The A/D is configured for 10 V inputs, has an input impedance of 100 Gn in
parallel with 100 pF, and samples at up to 100 kHz, at 16 bit resolution (0.15 mV).
Similarly the D/A has outputs 10 V at up to 100 kHz, at 16-bit resolution (0.15 mV).
The digital I/O outputs zero or 5 V at up to 20 MIHz.
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experiments, and maintain isotonic conditions.
9.2.8 The Computer and Graphical User Interface
The computer used to control the applied force is an IBM 6889 PC running Windows NT
4.0 (www.ibm.com). A custom JAVA interface, depicted in Figure 13, is used to control
film length in order to maintain constant force on the film, compute and output film
strain, and perform stress-strain measurements, recording stress in response to applied
strain. It is also used to set film length. The user inputs the measured length in the box
indicated by 1 in Figure 13, width in box 2, and thickness of the film under test in 3, the
force per unit voltage of the load cell/amplifier combination in 4 and the filename to
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which any data generated is to be saved in 5. Commands may then be executed as
follows.
9.2.8.1 Applying Film Displacements
Displacements are applied by first specifying the desired displacement in millimeters 6
(Figure 13 label) and the rate in steps per second 7. Clicking the MotorInit button 8
causes the number of steps necessary to produce the desired displacement to be
calculated, and the direction of displacement to be determined. Step commands are then
sent to the motor controller via the digital output at time intervals determined by the
specified step rate 7, until the specified displacement 6 is completed. Step commands are
sent one step at a time, so the maximum step rate is limited by the closed loop response
time of the application/operating system/board, which is 2 ms on average. The maximum
strain rate is then ~ 5x10~4 s- given the 20 nm per step size.
9.2.8.2 Stress-Strain Measurements
To perform a stress/strain measurement, the change in stress (in Pascals) 9 (label in
Figure 13) and the strain rate (in strain per second) 10 are provided by the user. Clicking
the StressStrain button 11 leads to a ramp in strain at the specified strain rate 10. The
ramp reverses itself once the maximum stress changes by the set amount 9, displacing the
motor at the same rate in the opposite direction, and over the same number of steps. The
film stress is recorded during this cycle. When the ramps are completed, time, strain and
stress data are saved in the file name specified 5.
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9.2.8.3 Isotonic Experiments
In order to hold films under isotonic conditions the stress 9 (label in Figure 13), force
tolerance 12, and duration of the experiment in seconds 13 are specified. Clicking the
test button causes strain to be ramped at the a prescribed rate 10 until the stress level is
reached 9. Thereafter, until the experiment duration has expired 13, stress is
continuously recorded, and strain is ramped up or down, as is appropriate, until the
desired stress level 9 is reached. A step counter is maintained from which net strain is
calculated. Time, stress and strain are recorded at specified intervals 14, and saved to file
5 at the end of the experiment. A voltage proportional to strain is output during the
experiment via the D/A, the voltage being updated at the same intervals 14.
9.3 Measurement Procedures
Films are grown as described in Chapter 4, either on glassy carbon plates or crucibles.
They are then cut to 50 mm long, and 2-10 mm wide strips. The dimensions and mass
are measured and density is calculated. Resistance is then determined using a four
contact probe*, and conductivity is calculated. Films have conductivities in the range of
2-4.5x10 4 S-m'l at room temperature.
Films are then clamped at either end, ready for mounting into the bath, as shown in
Figure 2, ensuring that electrical contact is made. The distance between clamps is
measured, as is the electrical resistance end to end. Contact resistance is also measured.
* The probe built by Peter Madden, consists of two copper clamps that press films down onto cigarette
paper. The clamps are 40 mm apart and provide electrical contact with the film. Two parallel brass sheets,
held 25 mm apart by a polyacetal spacer, are placed on the film, with the sheets parallel to the clamps and
perpendicular to the film direction. Sense wires are connected to each of the brass sheets, and resistance is
measured using an HP3458A multimeter.
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The end to end resistance is measured periodically throughout the course of the
measurement process, and is found to change by little more than is expected given the
gradual increase in dimensions due to film creep.
Concentrations of 0.050 M, 0.30 M and 0.37 M tetraethylammonium
hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate are prepared. The electrolyte is purged with
nitrogen gas for ten minutes and stored under nitrogen until use.
The film and clamps are mounted in the bath, as shown in Figure 3. Stress-strain data are
taken. The film is then held under isotonic conditions, typically at 1 MPa, and electrolyte
is added to the bath. The reference, counter and working electrodes are connected, with
electrical contact being made with the film at both ends. The potentiostat is set to an
output voltage equal to the open circuit potential, referred to as the equilibrium potential,
Veq. The apparatus is then placed in a glass box in which a constant positive pressure of
nitrogen is maintained. Film strain is recorded under isotonic conditions over a period of
ten to twenty hours after the addition of electrolyte to determine the extent of swelling.
In some cases the admittance is also measured during swelling.
Stress/strain measurements are performed on the film. The film is always pre-stressed to
-3 MPa during these measurements. If the stress-strain relationship is measured from
zero force, even slight misalignments of the film leaves portions of the film untensioned,
and the stiffness appears non-linear.
Admittance is recorded under isotonic conditions. Otherwise, at constant length, film
expansion can lead to buckling and a change in the film to reference distance, which in
turn changes the magnitude of the solution resistance. Fixed voltage amplitude,
logarithmic swept sine frequency signals are input to the potentiostat by the HP3 562A.
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The work to reference voltage is input to HP3562A, as is the current, from which the
admittance calculated. Typically the voltage amplitude is 0.1 V peak about the
equilibrium potential. However, up to 1.4 V are applied to demonstrate linearity and to
maximize strain rate.
The solution resistance is found by placing a cylindrical stainless steel probe next to the
film under test at various points along the length. The probe consists of a stainless wire
shielded by heat shrink, having a total diameter of 1.35 mm. A swept sine is then
produced, but instead of recording the reference to film voltage as an input to the
Dynamic Signal Analyzer (DSA), the voltage difference between the stainless probe and
the reference electrode is recorded. An instrumentation amplifier (Analog Devices
BD524 at lIx gain, www.analogdevices.com) is used to increase the effective input
impedance of the DSA. The probe has a finite diameter so the resistance between the
probe and the surface must be added to the total. Since the probe diameter is small
compared with the film width and length, the remaining resistance is calculated from the
electrolyte conductivity* (0.53 S-m' at 0.3 M, 0.13 S-m' at 0.05 M), the film width,
length and the probe half diameter, assuming uniform current flow to both sides of the
film. Moving the probe along the surface of the film also indicates whether or not there
is a potential drop along the length of the film. Such a drop along the film length
complicates data interpretation and is not accounted for in the model presented
* The electrolyte conductivity is measured by filling tubing with electrolyte. Stainless steel electrodes are
placed at either end of the tubing and the impedance is measured using the HP4194A. The relatively high
aspect ratio means that the impedance is purely resistive and constant between 100 Hz and 100 kHz.
Conductivity is then easy to calculate given the resistance, and the geometry. (Length is measured and the
average cross-sectional area is determined from the distance between electrodes and the mass (volume) of
water held within the tube). The result is also compared with the conductivity estimated by comparing the
ratio of resistance measured to that obtained from a KCI standard solution.
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previously. In the experiments presented, the differences in potential drop as a function
of position are less than 10 % of the total drop.
The strain to current transfer function is similarly determined, except that current and
strain are the DSA inputs, with voltage being output. The stress to current transfer
function is obtained under isometric conditions, with the stress and current being input to
the DSA. For all transfer functions the magnitude of the swept sine voltage is changed to
ensure that scaling is obeyed and hence the material behavior is dynamically linear.
The transfer functions are plotted in Mathcad 2000 Professional (www.mathsoft.com).
The electrical to mechanical efficiency transfer function is calculated from the admittance
and strain to charge data.
The diffusive-elastic metal model is then fit to the data. The double layer capacitance, C
is calculated using the relationship between it and volumetric capacitance, Cv, obtained
a-Cfrom Equations 16 and 18 in Chapter 8, Cv = C -( +1), in which the
2-k .60 *A
volumetric capacitance is determined from constant current measurements in Chapter 5
(7-10' F-nf), k is the dielectric constant of propylene carbonate, go is the permittivity of
free space, a is the measured film thickness, and A is the measured surface area. The
resistance, R, is the sum of the measured solution resistance, the measured contact
resistance and the calculated probe to film resistance. The model admittance is then
compared with the data and the diffusion coefficient is adjusted to determine the range of
values over which the model curve fits the measured response within experimental error.
Strain to charge ratio is obtained by fitting to the measured strain to current transfer
function.
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9.4 Summary
The apparatus to perform swept sine measurements of admittance, strain to charge and
stress to charge of free standing polypyrrole films in tetraethylammonium
hexafluorophosphate salt solutions in propylene carbonate have been described. Figures
1, 2 and 3 show the elements of the apparatus used. A model of potentiostat response is
also presented in Figure 9, which enables effects of stray capacitance, finite gain, limited
input impedance and finite common mode rejection to be distinguished from the
electrolyte and film response. Finally, the measurement and model fit procedures have
been outlined. In Chapter 10 the results of swept sine analysis are presented, and the
diffusive-elastic-metal model is fit to the data.
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Chapter 10: Experimental Results
Electrical energy is input to the polypyrrole/electrolyte system, resulting in mechanical
energy output. The primary aim of this chapter is to characterize the electromechanical
behavior of polypyrrole films. Linear system identification techniques are employed to
measure the polymer electrical admittance (inverse impedance), the strain to charge
transfer function, and the stress to charge transfer function. The magnitude of the
admittance reveals the rate of charge transfer that can be achieved as a function of
frequency, which in turn impacts on the strain rate and power to mass. The phase of the
admittance indicates the relative magnitudes of electrical energy dissipation and storage
mechanisms as a function of frequency, with implications for electrical to mechanical
conversion efficiency. The strain and stress to charge ratios are measures of the
electrical to mechanical coupling.
The results are employed to calculate efficiency of electrical to mechanical energy
conversion, the strain to charge coefficient, a, power to mass ratio and other important
figures of merit. The "diffusive-elastic-metal" model presented in Chapter 8 is fit to the
results, and used to interpret frequency response.
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10.1 Polypyrrole Sample Properties
Some basic properties of the films employed in the experiments presented are
summarized in Table 1. Uncertainties are largely due to uncertainties in measured film
dimensions. The current densities and temperatures at which the films are grown are
1.1 0.2 A-m-2, -45 4*C (8.5 ptm film), 1.7 0.2 A-m-2, -37 3*C (12 and 44 pm films) and
2.0 0.3 A--f 2, -32 3*C (51 pm film). Note that film conductivity increases as synthesis
temperature is reduced, as has been observed previously (Yamaura, Hagiwara and Iwata
1988). Film age is found to be important, with older films losing the ability to actuate.
Film Thickness Conductivity Modulus Modulus Density Date Date
(pm) (kS-m') Dry Wet Dry Grown Measured
(GPa) (GPa) (kg-m-)
1. 8.5 2 43 5 1.4 0.1 0.7 0.2 1800 200 1MarOO April-
JunO0
2. 44 2 32+5 0.73 0.04 4FebOO 18AprOO
3. 51 3 22 5 1.8 0.1 0.72 0.04 1500+200 1Dec98 Feb99 &
I I_ Apr00
4. 12 2 35 4 0.8 0.2 2FebOO 18MarOO
Table 1: Basic electrical and mechanical properties of the films tested.
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10.2 Polymer Solvent Content
Soaking of films in electrolyte and pure propylene carbonate results in solvent insertion,
and, as will be shown, swelling, a reduction in film stiffness and little change in
conductivity. It will also be shown in a later section that admittance increases
significantly during swelling. These findings have implications for the mechanisms
involved.
Immersion of the 8.5 ptm thick polymer into 0.3 M (C2H5)4NPF6 in propylene carbonate
(PC) leads to an increase in polymer mass of 25 3%. Soaking the film in pure propylene
carbonate leads to a mass change of 21 3%, suggesting that most, if not all, of the mass
change observed is due to solvent insertion. Drying the unsoaked film at 90 *C in a
nitrogen atmosphere leads to a mass loss of 21.7 %, as shown in Figure 1*. The rate of
mass loss, also shown in Figure 1, is consistent with a diffusion limited process. Drying
of a pure PC soaked film under vacuum at 90*C leads to a mass loss of 41 3 %. These
results suggest that the 40 to 50 % mass difference between dry and wet is due to solvent
content. The effect of this flux on mechanical properties is now examined.
* The mass loss is measured using a Perkin Elmer TGA7 thermal gravimetric analyzer
(www.perkinelmer.coin).
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Figure 1: Drop in mass as a function of time in an as grown 8.5 ptm thick polypyrrole film. The 2 slope
in the log-log plot at the bottom suggests that mass loss is diffusion limited. The blue points in the top
figure show the actual measured mass loss, while the red line is the corrected mass loss, accounting for
the dropping of two polymer flakes from the weighing pan.
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Figure 2: Strain induced in an 8.5 pm thick film held at 3 MPa upon soaking in 0.3 M
tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate. Creep tests performed on
previously soaked films produce an extension of less than 2 % over the same time period, indicating
that most of the observed strain upon soaking is a result of contact with the electrolyte. During the
swelling admittance measurements were made, as shown in Figure 10, about an equilibrium potential
of 0.43 V vs. SCE (saturated calomel electrode).
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Figure 3: Stress/strain curves in an 8.5 mm thick film before and one day after immersion into 0.3 M
tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate. The strain rate is 4.8x10-4 s-1, and
the wet stiffness was taken at V,,= 0.43 V vs. SCE.
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10.3 Passive Mechanical Properties
Polypyrrole passive constitutive response (no applied current) and tensile strength are
important to their use. The magnitudes of creep/stress relaxation, plastic deformations,
and of the ultimate tensile strength will all place limits on the actuator applications.
Changes in response between dry and wet states provide some insight into polymer
structure.
10.3.1 Dry to Wet Transition
Immersion of polypyrrole films into 0.3 M (C 2H5)4NPF6 in propylene carbonate (PC)
leads to film stretching and to a decrease in stiffhess. Figure 2 shows the extent of
stretching of a film held at 3 MIPa. The creep observed over a similar time scale in a wet
film is less than 2 %. Immersion also leads to a drop in stiffness from 1.4 GPa to 0.7
GPa*, as shown in Figure 3, calculated to produce < 1 % strain, so that the total stretching
attributable to soaking is -12 %. If swelling is isotropic the calculated volume change is
-40 %. The 25% mass change upon swelling suggests a volume change of -38 %,
assuming that PC is causing the mass change, and that its density its maintained upon
insertion into the polymer. Thus the observed extent of swelling is consistent with the
mass increase due to propylene carbonate insertion.
Over a period of 40 hours after soaking, during which the force on the film is held
constant, 20 % extension in length is observed, accompanied by a rise in film end to end
resistance from 45.4 92 to 50.4 0. The polypyrrole film resistance rises by 15% (after
* Changes in film width and thickness as a result of immersion in solvent have not been accounted for in
calculating the wet modulus.
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accounting for the contact resistance of 11.7 92). Interestingly, despite polymer mass
increase, film conductivity is not greatly affected.
Does the solvent fill pores, the spaces between molecules or 'both? This question is
relevant to the understanding of mass transport of solvent and dopant ions into the
polymer. Given that propylene carbonate accounts for 40-50 % of the total mass of the
wet polymer, there is roughly one propylene carbonate molecule for every pyrrole unit.
If solvent primarily fills pores then the force required to produce a given film
displacement is not expected to decrease. However, if the solvent is affecting
intermolecular interactions, thereby plasticizing the polymer, a large reduction in stiffhess
is expected. The observed halving of film stiffhess upon soaking strongly suggests that
propylene carbonate is affecting intermolecular interactions by penetrating between
chains or filaments, and thus at least some of the solvent is reaching inter-chain spaces,
and is not simply stored in pores.
If solvent is invading the intermolecular spaces, rather than pores, it might be anticipated
that conductivity would decrease, given the close correlation between polymer
conductivity and structure (Kohlman and Epstein 1998). Surprisingly, conductivity is
virtually unaffected at room temperature. Kohlman and Epstein suggest that polypyrrole
has an inhomogeneous structure, with crystalline regions that are roughly 2 nm in
diameter, making up roughly 50% of the polymer in PF6~ doped material. These ordered
regions are thought to be primarily responsible for the metal-like conductivity, and are
surrounded by disordered zones lacking chain orientation. It may be that the large influx
of propylene carbonate solvates the incoherent regions. This would explain the large
influx of solvent, the negligible change in conductivity on swelling, the decrease in
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stiffness, and the observations that large anions do not penetrate the polymer (Pei and
Inganas 1992).
10.3.2 Stress-Strain Curves
Figure 4 shows the stress strain curves obtained from a 8.5 pm thick film at strain rates of
4.8x10~ 4 s', 2 .8xl104 S-1 and 9.8x10-5 s. Strain is shown as a function of time in Figure
5. The data shows that on timescales of several hundreds of seconds the stiffness varies
by only about 10%, and thus, to first order, can be modeled as a purely elastic material.
Some creep is observed, which is not surprising given that the stresses approach the
material tensile strength of-50 MPa.
A linear viscoelastic model consisting of a spring, El, in series with a parallel spring, E2,
and dashpot b has been fit to the data in Figure 5. The good fit suggests that the
behavior is dynamically linear over the timescales tested. Further experimentation is
required to determine stress-strain relationships at longer times scales.
Do the mechanical properties of polypyrrole show a dependence on the oxidation state*?
No significant change in stiffness is observed when the equilibrium potential is stepped
between -0.66 V, -0.26 V and 0.14 V vs. Ag/AgCIO 4. In this experiment step changes in
oxidation state were made on a 12 ptm thick film. Stress-strain measurements were
obtained 2000 s after the step changes. Film resistance also remained essentially
constant, as expected for polypyrrole over this potential range (Feldman, Burgmayer and
Murray 1985).
* Variable stiffness is a key characteristic of mammalian skeletal muscle, very useful in picking up and
catching objects.
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De Rossi and colleagues have reported that polypyrrole stiffness changes by 50 % over a
potential range of -1 V to 1 V vs. calomel (Della Santa, Mazzoldi, Tonci and De Rossi
1997), (-1.7 to +0.3 vs. Ag/AgClO4). The larger potential range involves large changes
in conductivity and oxidation state (Feldman, Burgmayer and Murray 1985), the latter
being associated with increased polymer hydrophobicity (Doblhofer and Rajeshwar
1998). Changes in hydrophobicity may drive out solvent, leading in turn to increased
stiffliess.
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Figure 4: Stress/strain curves in an 8.5 pm thick film in 0.3 M tetraethylammonium
hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate, indicating the apparent visco-elastic nature of the
polypyrrole samples. Strain rates are 4.8x10-4 s-' (red), 2.8x10-4 s-1 (blue), and 0.98x10-4 s-I(green).
The applied potential, Vq is 0.43 V vs. SCE.
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Figure 5: The stress strain data from Figure 4 is replotted in time. Strain rates are 4.8x1O-4 s-I (red),
2.8x10-4 s-I (blue), and 0.98x1 0-4 s-I (black). A visco-elastic model (solid lines) has been fit to the data,
suggesting linear response over the range of time scales investigated. The model parameters have
values of E,=0.83 MPa, E2= 1.1 GPa, and b=300 GPa-s.
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10.4 Admittance
The aim of this section is to find the current to voltage relationship, which provides
insight into mechanisms of electrical energy storage and loss, as well as being linked with
strain, strain rate, power to mass and efficiency. Linear system identification techniques
have been chosen to analyze the polymer/electrolyte cell admittance. The first task is to
demonstrate that scaling applies, a necessary characteristic of a linear dynamic system.
Next, it is shown that the measured admittances result from current into the polymer
films, and are not due to the clamping methods, or parasitic impedances. It is also shown
that during the initial immersion of films into solution, the admittance is time-dependent,
suggesting that large increases in mass transport rate within polypyrrole result from
solvent insertion. Finally, it is shown that mass transport is significantly lower in old
films. The slow mass transport in older films allows their double layer capacitance to be
estimated. The estimated double layer capacitance is consistent with the predictions of
the diffusive-elastic-metal model, which relates volumetric and surface capacitances.
The diffusive-elastic-metal model proposed in Chapter 8 is fit to the measured
admittances to obtain estimates of diffusion coefficient in several films.
10.4.1 Linearity
Figure 6 shows the measured admittance at 0.1 V and 0.5 V peak swept sine amplitudes.
Scaling is obeyed over nine decades in frequency. The linear behavior over a range of 1
V suggests that the electron transfer kinetics and Nernstian reactions are not playing a
significant role in the response over the frequency range probed. At sufficiently high
amplitudes and low frequencies the polymer degrades, with black streaks of material
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Figure 6: Polypyrrole film admittance measured using swept sine amplitudes of 0.1 V (blue) an
(black) peak about. The red line is a model fit. The film employed is 8.5 ptm thick in 0.37 M
tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate. Veq=-0.20 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4.
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being ejected from the polymer surface. These become obvious at applied potential
amplitudes of greater than 2 V over time scales of more than 20 s in 8.5 pm thick films.
Further experimentation is needed to characterize the degradation, and determine its
effect on actuation and cycle life.
10.4.2 Surface/End Currents
Does a significant portion of the current flow through the clamped ends, bypassing the
portion of the polymer film exposed to the solution? Are there parasitic admittances
through which a significant portion of the current flows, or which modify the expected
applied voltage (e.g. voltage drop across the reference electrode)? Also, how much of the
admittance is due to interactions at the polymer surface as opposed to within polypyrrole?
The contributions of surface and end effects are estimated by comparing polymer
admittance with the admittance obtained using a stainless steel electrode of similar width
and length.
After measuring polypyrrole admittance, the film is cut and removed from solution, such
that only the clamped sections remain. Next, a 'dummy' stainless steel electrode, having
the same width and length as the original polymer film, is inserted in the clamps and
electrically connected, with the ends of polymer remaining. The admittance of the
dummy configuration is then taken, and the two admittances are compared.
At high frequencies, where the solution resistance is expected to dominate response, the
two admittances should be very similar. However, diffusion is expected to dominate
polymer response at intermediate frequencies, producing much higher admittances than
obtained from the dummy electrode.
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Figure 7 compares the admittance of an 8.5 pm thick, 50 mm long, and 2.1 mm wide
polypyrrole film held between clamps 30 mm apart, with admittances from a stainless
steel electrode of the same width and length, and having the 10 mm clamped sections of
the polymer film still present. As expected the admittance is nearly identical at high
frequencies. At intermediate frequencies the dummy electrode has a much lower
admittance, suggesting that surface and end effects represent a small part of the total
polymer current in this range. Below 10 mHz the dummy electrode current is significant
relative to the polymer current. The phase of the polymer admittance begins to drop in
the same frequency regime, contradicting model predictions that it remain purely
capacitive. Thus surface and end effects appear to influence polymer admittance at low
frequency. However, over most of the range tested, the clamping method and surface
interactions (other than double layer capacitance at high frequency) play a negligible part
in determining the measured polymer admittance.
10.4.3 Admittance During Swelling
Polypyrrole films clearly absorb propylene carbonate. How does this uptake affect
admittance? Figure 8 compares the admittance taken soon after soaking in electrolyte
with that taken 13 hours later. The response is identical at high and low frequencies, but
clearly admittance increases at intermediate frequencies. An admittance time sequence
taken during the swelling described in sections 10.2 and Figure 2 is shown in Figure 9.
Note that the change in admittance essentially ceases after about 9000 s, which
corresponds to the time at which the rate of length change, Figure 2, drops dramatically.
The simultaneous changes in polymer mass, length and admittance strongly suggest that
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Figure 8:Admittance upon immersion of a 12.5 pm thick film into 0.3 M electrolyte (red)
taken 13 hours later (blue), indicating a time-dependent response. Vq=-0. 2 V vs. Ag/AgCl
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Figure 9:Admittance progression as a function of time after immersion of an 8.5 pm thick film into 0.3
M (C2H5)4NPF6 in propylene carbonate. Solid curves represent data competed at 10, 20, 42, 68, 74, 81,
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arrows. The dashed lines are first order models displayed for comparison. 0.1 V amplitudes are
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increases in admittance are due to increased current within the polymer. Is the internal
current limited by mass transport, kinetics, or thermodynamics?
Kinetics limited behavior is expected to be independent of frequency and to increase
exponentially with applied potential - clearly not the case here. If the thermodynamics
dominate, the state of charge must be a function of the potential alone, and the current
will therefore increase in direct proportion to frequency. Such behavior is observed at
low frequencies, where the response appears capacitive, but not at intermediate
frequencies. Therefore, mass transport into the polymer is the rate-limiting factor at
intermediate frequencies and the inclusion of solvent is facilitating mass transport.
10.4.4 Estimating Double Layer Capacitance: Swelling and Aging
The high electronic conductivity of polypyrrole, and the expected low rate of dopant
mass transport compared with that in the liquid electrolyte, suggest that double layer
charging of the polymer electrolyte interface will occur. The diffusive-elastic-metal
model (presented in Chapter 8) predicts that the double layer capacitance, C, and
volumetric capacitance, Cv, are related:
C,=C.( a-C +1). 1
Confirmation of the model would be obtained if this relationship can be shown to hold.
The admittance data does not show an RC charging curve that allows double layer
capacitance to be clearly identified. This is likely due to high rates of mass transport into
the polymer, which act to discharge the double layer. Two effects enable estimates of
double layer capacitance to be made. Immediately after immersion in electrolyte, rates of
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mass transport are relatively small, presenting an opportunity to measure double layer
capacitance. Secondly, it is found that in older films, mass transport into the bulk is
negligible, allowing the extent to surface charging to be measured.
Figures 9 and 10 show an attempt to fit a first order model to the unswollen polymer.
The first order model, represented by the dashed lines, represents a capacitance of
0.6 F-m-2 . However, as is particularly evident from the linear plot in Figure 10, it is not
obvious how to fit, or even if the fit is valid. This is not terribly surprising, since the
outer polymer volume likely becomes infused with solvent more rapidly than the
measurements can be made. Only the slight rise in phase near 3 kHz provides a clue that
diffusion has become dominant.
The admittance of a 51 3 pm thick film grown on the 1 ' of December 1998, and stored
in an airtight polyethylene bag for 1 year and four months, is shown in Figure 11. The
rapid drop in admittance below 100 Hz, as opposed to 10 mHz in the other films shown
so far, suggests that mass transport into the polymer is limited. Also plotted in Figure 11
is the admittance of a stainless steel dummy electrode, scaled in amplitude and shifted in
frequency to fit the polymer film admittance. The two data sets match very closely,
suggesting that the observed polymer admittance is indeed primarily due to surface
effects. Finally, no perceptible strain or stress is observed in response to applied voltage,
again indicating surface rather than bulk activity. The same form of response is found in
two other films of similar age.
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On the strength of these findings, a first order series R, C model is fit to the admittance
data, as depicted by the red line in Figure 11. Note that the frequency responses of both
the stainless steel electrode and of the polypyrrole do not have the expected slope of 1
decade/decade in the log/log plot at low frequencies. This may be due to surface
reactions, or end charging effects. Whatever the reason, these additional effects will
serve to increase the admittance. The resistance is fit to the high frequency data, and the
capacitance is chosen such that model magnitude is always less than or equal to the
measured value and the model phase equals or exceeds the measured phase. The
resulting fit suggests that the double layer capacitance is 0.3 F-m 2 . Step current
measurements show that a 2 month old film taken from the same sample has volumetric
capacitance of 7+1x107 F-Mn 3, which corresponds via Equation 1 to a predicted double
layer capacitance of 0.28 0.06 F.m-2 . The diffusive-elastic-metal model prediction is
reasonable.
What is the polymer aging process and how are properties other than admittance
affected? This question is important in helping determine the limits on actuator shelf life.
The film conductivity is 2.2 0.5x,04 S-mf after 1 year and 4 months in storage,
essentially unchanged from that measured 2 months after synthesis of 2.4 0.5x,04 S-mf.
The density is also found to be unchanged, at 1.5 x 10 kg.m 3, as is the stiffhess in the dry
state, at 1.8 GPa. However, while the young film expands by more than 7.5 % upon
immersion in electrolyte, the older film shrinks by 1%. No charge induced strain is
observable in the aged film, while the two month old film actuated readily with a strain to
charge ratio of 1.3x10' 0 C-nf 3 .
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Aging affects the ability to absorb solvent, limiting mass transport, but leaves
conductivity, density and dry elastic modulus unaffected. More work needs to be done to
identify the cause of the drop in permeability, and to determine whether or not it is
reversible or preventable. If it cannot be reversed, or prevented, by, for example storage
in solvent, then there is clearly a major limitation on polymer actuator shelf life. It is
encouraging that conductivity does not decrease, suggesting that no major changes in the
polymer chemistry have occurred.
10.4.5 Comparison of Modeled and Measured Admittances
The next stage is to fit the model presented in Chapter 8 to the data, and compare
responses. Two approaches are taken. In the first, measured values of volumetric
capacitance and resistance are used. The diffusion coefficient, D, is then found which
best fits the data. In the second approach, in cases where the solution resistance has not
been measured, resistance, R and diffusion coefficient, D, are adjustable, and used to find
the best fit. It is demonstrated that the diffusive-elastic-metal model is able to fit the
admittance data within experimental uncertainty, providing an excellent parametric
description over most of the frequency range tested.
10.4.5.1 Will a simpler model work?
The model in Chapter 8 is a function of film surface area, film thickness and three
additional variables (diffusion coefficient, D, double layer capacitance, C, and resistance,
R). Before fitting it, is interesting to investigate a description with only two additional
variables - namely resistance, R2, and capacitance, C2, in series. At first glance, a high
pass filter seems to exhibit the same frequency response, namely high frequency
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admittance that is constant and real, and low frequency admittance that is capacitive.
Simplicity is this model's advantage.
Figure 12 is a comparison of the first order model response and admittance data from an
8.5 prm thick film. The resistance used in the model is the sum of the measured
electrolyte resistance, the metal-polymer contact resistance and the calculated probe to
polymer resistance. (The latter is used to account for the finite size of the probe used in
measuring the solution resistance.) The measured solution resistance is 28 3 E2, and the
contact resistance is 3.0 0.5 , yielding a total cell resistance R=31+4 Q. The effective
volumetric capacitance obtained from step current measurements is 7 2x107 F-m 3 , as
presented in Chapter 7, with the error term accounting for differences between films and
uncertainties in the measurement of film dimensions. The resulting first order model is
shown in red, with error bars representing the uncertainties in measured R and C. The
model predicts the response within experimental uncertainty at high and low frequencies,
but provides a poor description between 10 mHz and 10 Hz. For some applications and
on some time scales the first order model may be sufficient. It represents a limiting case
of Equation 17 in Chapter 8, in which R-C >> a2 .(4 D)1 - the double layer charges much
more slowly than diffusion time constant.
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10.4.5.2 Fitting the Diffusion Coefficient
The next step is to fit the full model of admittance, Y:
- tanh( 
- )+S
Y(s)-R=s 2 2
R -C + s + s-tanh( -- S)
RCS 2D
where R is the reference to working electrode resistance, including the resistance of
contacts and leads, D is the polypyrrole ionic diffusion coefficient, a, is the film
thickness, C, is the double layer capacitance, s is the Laplace variable and 5 is the
estimated double or Debye layer thickness, expressed in terms of dielectric constant, k,
surface area, A and permittivity of free space, 6.:
k 
= k3- A 3 C
At low frequency, Is << a2 D', and Is <<R-C the admittance is purely capacitive:
Y(s)=s.C.( a+J)=s.C, 4
2.
All the variables are measured directly, except the double layer capacitance, C and the
diffusion coefficient, D. The double layer capacitance is calculated using Equation 1 and
the volumetric capacitance, Cv, measured in Chapter 5 (Cjr=1.3 0.2x108 F.nf). The
diffusion coefficient is left as a free parameter. The range of diffusion coefficients is
found which allows the model and measurements to fit within experimental uncertainty.
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Figure 13 shows the results of fitting the model (central red line) to the data (blue dots).
The enveloping red lines represent extrema of model prediction based uncertainties in the
measured parameters. The following measured values are employed:
" Film thickness, a=8.5 2 pm;
" Double layer capacitance, C=28 5 pF;
" Resistance, R=31 4 C.
The diffusion coefficient is 2.1 0.7x 1012 m2 - 1 . Differences between the model fit and
the data are less than 14 %. The model form and measured response are somewhat
different at the frequency extremes. Below 1 mHz the phase drops. This is likely due to
surface and end effects, as discussed in section 10.4.2. Above 10 kHz there is a slight
rise in phase, which is corrected by accounting for the non-ideal response of the
potentiostat (Chapter 9), as can be seen in Figure 14. There is also a gradual rise in
admittance above 100 Hz that is not accounted for by the model or the potentiostat
corrections. The rise is also seen in measurements made of the counter electrode to film
admittance*, and the measured stainless steel electrode admittance, both shown in Figure
14. The differences may be the result of non-uniform charging of the polymer/electrolyte
interface at high frequencies, with the film edges charging before the remainder of the
polymer surface.
* The counter to polymer admittance measurement is made using an HP4194A impedance analyzer. The
low frequency portion of the response, where counter electrode impedance is significant, is not shown.
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10.4.6 Effect of Ion Concentration
A number of models predict a diffusion-like response, but are based on transport through
electrolyte filled pores rather than diffusion between polymer chains. The most popular
is the porous metal model, in which capacitance is due to double layer charging of
electrolyte filled pores within a highly conductive solid, and mass transport within the
pores is driven by electric fields (Bull, Fan and Bard 1982; Mao, Ochmanska, Paulse and
Pickup 1989; Amemiya, Hashimoto and Fujishima 1993; Posey and Morozumi 1966).
Diffusion-like behavior is the result of a combination of charge migration into pores and
double layer charging of the pore walls, forming a transmission line. Could the apparent
diffusion observed be the result of charging pores? A simple means of distinguishing
between pore charging and other forms of 'diffusion' is to change electrolyte
concentration. Lowering concentration lowers pore conductivity, increasing the diffusion
time constant. Diffusion rates that are independent of electrolyte concentration indicate
that pore charging is not significant.
The admittance measurements described in the previous section are repeated using 0.05
M instead of 0.3 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in propylene carbonate.
The resulting admittance is shown in Figure 15. Also shown are two model curves. The
red curve assumes that the diffusion coefficient is unchanged from the 0.3 M case,
whereas the black curve uses a diffusion coefficient that is reduced by the ratio of
electrolyte conductivities. The relatively good correspondence obtained using the same
diffusion coefficient, and the poor agreement using the reduced diffusion coefficient are
strong indications that pore charging does not explain the observed admittance.
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Figure 15:Admittance and electrolyte concentration. Admittance of an 8.5 [tm thick polypyrrole film
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10.4.7 Effect of Film Thickness
The diffusive elastic metal model predicts that the time scale of the transition from a
diffusion limited regime to a volumetric capacitive regime, r, is a function of film
thickness, a, and of the diffusion coefficient, D, namely m=a2.(4.D). As an initial
check on the validity, the model is fit to the admittance of a 44 pm thick film. Figure 16
shows the results of fitting the model (red lines) to the data (blue dots). The red lines
represent the mean and the extrema of model prediction based uncertainties in the
measured parameters. The following measured values are employed:
" Film thickness, a=443 pm;
" Double layer capacitance, C=28 5 pF;
" Resistance, R=41 4 f.
The diffusion coefficient is estimated to be 6 2x 101 m2*s1, where the range indicates
values that enable the modeled and measured gains and phases to agree within
experimental uncertainty. The bottom plot is the magnitude of the difference between
predicted and measured admittances relative to the measured values.
The fit is poor in the top and bottom decades in frequency. The systematic offset in the
top decade is a result of the 100 pF input capacitance of the HP3562A dynamic signal
analyzer, combined with the 100 pF capacitance of the coaxial cable attached to the
reference electrode, and the 69 kQ impedance of the Ag/AgCIO 4 reference. These effects
are added to the model shown in Figure 17, providing a very convincing match to the
observed admittance.
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Figure 16: Admittance of a 44 pm thick polypyrrole film in 0.3 M tetraethylammonium
hexafluorophosphate electrolyte (blue dots), and model fit with diffusion coefficient D=0.6x10-12 m2 -s-1.
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The poor fit below 1 mHz is likely due to sources of current not accounted for by the
model, including surface electrochemical reactions, losses to mechanical work, and
current flow into. the clamped polymer ends. The admittance was measured with the film
cut, leaving only the clamped ends. The resulting admittance is subtracted from the
original observed admittance and plotted in Figure 16 (green dots), resulting in an
improved match in gain and phase between 0.1 and 1 mHz. Thus end effects may play a
large role in the drop in phase and the flattening in gain at low frequency.
The corrected curve fits very well over the entire frequency range. The difflusion
coefficient is a factor of 3 smaller than is estimated for the 8.5 pm thick film.
Figure 18 shows the measured and modeled admittances from a 53 ptm thick film in 0.05
M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate. The measured admittance transfer
functions are obtained by taking the fast Fourier transform of the current observed in
response to a 0.2 V step about an equilibrium potential of -0.19 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4,
sampled at 10 Hz, the and at 100 Hz. The solution resistance is not measured, so both the
diffusion coefficient and the resistance are fit, and found to be D=7 2x10- 2 m2 -s1 and
R=180 30 n. The uncertainties are chosen such that the model forms an envelope about
the 10 Hz data. The form of the response over 4 orders of magnitude again provides
strong evidence behavior governed by the diffusion equation. The rise in phase below 10
mHz is an indication that the diffusion time constant has been reached. The estimated
diffusion coefficient is once again significantly different from those estimated in the other
films.
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The model provides a good description of the admittance in 8.5 pm and 44 pim thick
films with one adjustable parameter, and for the 51 pm thick film with two adjustable
parameters. The next question is, do the parameters reflect the underlying physical
mechanisms?
10.4.8 Discussion of Admittance Model
The general form of the model matches the admittance response within experimental
error over nine orders of magnitude in frequency. The most significant deviations from
the model behavior occur below 1 mHz and above 1 kHz. The former appear to be due to
end effects and possibly surface reactions, and the latter are likely due to variations in
resistance as a function of position along the film. These can be resolved by making
measurements in better-defined geometries, in which the current density at the film
surface is uniform. This may require that measurements be made with the polymer
attached to a conductive substrate.
If it is accepted that the mathematical form of the model is correct, the question still
remains as to whether the assumptions on which the model is built are correct. Diffusion
coefficient and double layer capacitance need to be measured independently. Diffusion
coefficient may be measured using NMR techniques, for example. If the measured
dopant diffusion coefficient matches that estimated by the model, it provides a strong
affirmation. If the diffusion coefficient is similar to that of dopants in propylene
carbonate, then migration, diffusion and convection through pores may play a role.
Direct measurement of polymer double layer capacitance is difficult because mass
transport across the double layer appears to simultaneously discharge this capacitance
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while charging is underway. In order to observe double layer charging directly, the
model predicts that the R C time constant must be smaller than the double layer diffusion
discharge time constant, 2-D-1, where 3, is the double layer thickness. The most obvious
approach to obtaining small R C charging times is to reduce the reference electrode to
polymer surface distance. Given the solution conductivity of 0.5 S-m and typical double
layer capacitances in the range of 0.1-0.4 F-mf2, diffusion coefficients on the order of 10-
12 m2 -s, and double layer thicknesses of 1 nm (estimated using equation 3), the reference
to polymer distance will have to be less than I pm* in order to overcome the effects
diffusion discharge, and allow double layer charging to be directly observed.
The estimated diffusion coefficients are quite different from film to film, ranging from
0.6x10-12 m2 .s-1 to 7x10~ 2 m2 -s'. If the model is to be believed, then these differences
may be the result of differences in synthesis conditions, extent of exposure to water, the
length of immersion in solution, or some other variables. It will be important to
determine which factors influence the apparent diffusion coefficient, because strain rate is
proportional to current, and current is in turn limited by diffusion.
* The reference could be a thin wire rather than a standard electrode such as calomel, Ag/AgCl or
Ag/AgClO 4.
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10.5 Relationship between Strain and Charge
Is the strain proportional to the amount of charge per unit volume transferred to or from
polypyrrole, as has been suggested in Chapter 5, and how is the strain to charge ratio
affected by the applied voltage and load? In order to investigate the effect of charge on
strain, films are held under isotonic conditions and swept sine potentials are applied
between polymer films and reference electrodes. The transfer function between strain
and current is recorded, from which the strain to charge ratio is determined.
The diffusive-elastic-metal model presented in Chapter 8 predicts that strain, ., in
response to an electrical stimulus applied to a polymer of volume, Vf; is proportional to
charge transferred, Q:
a Q ,5
Vf
where a is the empirical constant of proportionality known as the strain to charge ratio.
Transforming Equation 5 into the Laplace domain, and re-expressing it in terms of
current, yields:
6= a 6
I s-V,
Equation 6 defines the strain to current transfer function, which may also be expressed in
terms of current per unit volume:
6 a7
-=. 7
ps
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isotonic conditions (1 MPa). Red lines represent a fit assuming a constant strain to charge ratio.
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10.5.1 Linearity of the Strain to Charge Ratio
Figure 19 shows that the strain to current transfer function in an 8.5 ptm thick film held at
1 MPa follows has the form of Equation 6. Furthermore, the response is unaffected by
the magnitude of applied potential, suggesting that the system is dynamically linear. The
measured range of linear response is -0.7 to +0.3 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4 at frequencies
between 200 pfHz and 1 Hz and -1.2 to +0.8 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4 between 8 mHz and 2 Hz.
At frequencies below 8 mHz, degradation in response is noticeable when 1 V is applied.
The strain to charge ratio, a, of 1.2 0.3x 1010 m3-C' agrees within experimental error
with those estimated using step response methods, presented in Chapter 5. The total
strain at 1 V (2 V peak to peak) is 1.8 %, and represents a change in oxidation state of
roughly 1 charge for every 8 monomers.
10.5.2 Strain to Charge and Film Thickness
Figure 20 shows the measured strain to current transfer function from of 8.5 pm, 12.5 pm
and 44 pm thick films, and all held under between 1 MPa and 4 MPa force per cross-
sectional area. The strain to charge ratios are in the range of 1.0 0.4 m3-C 1 . Strain to
charge ratio is independent of film thickness. The strain to charge ratios are nearly
independent of frequency, except in the case of the 12.5 pm film, held at 4 MPa, which
appear to undergo a transition in strain to charge ratio between 10 mHz and 100 mHz.
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10.5.3 Load Dependence of the Strain to Charge Ratio
Figure 21 shows the strain to charge ratio as a function of applied stress in a 12.5 Im
thick film. The strain to current transfer function is taken at 4 MPa, 30 MPa and 40 MPa.
The strain to charge ratio is 1.5 x 100 m3 -C for all loads at frequencies above 100 mHz.
However, it drops between 10 and 100 mHz, with the extent of the shift increasing with
load, such that at 40 MPa the strain to charge ratio is 0.4x10'0 m3-C 1 below 10 mHz.
The phase also undergoes a transition between 10 and 100 mHz. The phase shift away
from the predicted --90 difference between strain and current suggests that dissipation is
occurring. The stress strain curves in Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the creep is significant
over the same time scale. The mechanisms of visco-elastic relaxation may be the same as
those responsible for the reduction in strain to charge ratio.
10.5.4 Strain to Charge Summary
Strain rate is proportional to current. The constant of proportionality is nearly
independent of frequency at stress levels of 4 MPa or less, over a frequency range of 0.1
mHz to 1 Hz, and for applied potentials up to 0.5 V peak, and 1.0 V peak. The constant
of proportionality is found to be 1.0 0.4 m3-C', matching the strain to charge ratios
measured in Chapter 5. The use of higher applied voltages to increase strain rate and
power to mass is discussed in Chapter 11. Large loads (>10 MPa) are associated with
substantial creep (several percent), which may be responsible for the observed decrease
in strain to charge ratio as frequency is decreased (Figure 21), and definitely impacts on
actuator performance.
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Does the strain to charge ratio remain constant at higher frequencies? Measurement of
the strain to current transfer function is limited by the closed loop response time of the
apparatus. The stress to current transfer function enables the response at higher
frequencies to be probed.
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10.6 Relationship between Stress and Charge
Given that strain is proportional to charge then, under isometric conditions, it is
anticipated that stress, C, will also be a function of charge transferred, and that the stress
to charge, f, and strain to charge, a, ratios are be proportional to each other via the
relationship:
o- E-a 8
This is shown to be the case in Chapter 5. As confirmation, swept sine voltage inputs are
applied to films held isometrically, and the stress to current transfer function is measured.
Figure 22 plots the stress to charge observed in same film from which the strain to charge
in Figure 21 is obtained. As expected, strain is proportional to charge, and division by
the measured elastic modulus of 0.8 GPa, yields a strain to charge ratio estimate of
1.5 0.4 m3C-', compared with 1.5 0.3 m 3 C1 estimated from the strain to current transfer
function above 0.1 Hz in Figure 22. Note that, as with the strain to charge, the phase of
the stress to charge ratio rises below 0.1 Hz, again suggesting a relaxation effect within
the polymer.
Figure 23 is a plot of the stress to current ratio from an 8.5 pm thick film. As expected,
strain is proportional to charge, and division by the measured elastic modulus of 0.7 GPa,
yields a strain to charge ratio estimate of 1.5 0.4 m3-C-', compared with 1.2 0.2 m3 .C-1
estimated from the strain to current transfer function of the same film, Figure 20.
The measurements shown in Figure 23 are the result of 1000 averages. Force output
from the strain gauge amplifier is passed through a 1 kHz low pass filter. The variance
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accounted for drops sharply near 60 Hz. Power spectrum measurements confirm that the
major source of noise in the force measurement is due to 60 Hz coupling.
The fact that stress changes are observed at frequencies in excess of 30 Hz is consistent
with observations of bilayer actuators presented in Chapter 7 (Madden, Cush, Kanigan
and Hunter 2000). The equivalent strain rate is estimated to be 0.4 %-s-1.
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Figure 22: Stress to current transfer function for an 12.5 pm thick film in 0.3 M tetraethylammonium
hexafluorophosphate, propylene carbonate. A 0.1 V peak voltage amplitude was applied about -0.2 V
vs. Ag/AgClO 4. Division of the slope by the elastic modulus predicts a strain to charge ratio of 1.5 0.4
m3 -C-'. The data shown is the result of 100 averages, with the coherence shown in the bottom plot.
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Figure 23: Stress to current transfer function for an 8.5 pm thick film in 0.37 M tetraethylammonium
hexafluorophosphate, propylene carbonate. A 1.4 V peak amplitude was applied about -0.2 V vs.
Ag/AgClO 4. Division of the slope by the elastic modulus predicts a strain to charge ratio of 1.5 0.4
m3-C-1. The data shown is the result of 1000 averages, with the coherence shown at the bottom.
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10.7 Efficiency
The electrical to mechanical conversion efficiency is the ratio of output work to input
electrical energy. The efficiency is calculated by using the admittance measurements to
obtain the electrical energy input as a function of frequency and the strain to current
measurements to provide work done. At low frequencies a large portion of the input
electrical energy is stored, and can be recovered. Efficiency is therefore calculated in two
ways, one assuming that stored energy is recovered, and the second that it is not. When
energy is recovered, the relationship between efficiency, e, admittance phase, ZY,
magnitude of applied voltage, V, applied stress, o; and strain to charge ratio, a, is given
by Equation 28 in Chapter 8:
e= 2-u --a(co)9
r-I V I-cos( ZY(io))
In calculating efficiency, the strain to charge coefficient, a, is determined from the
measured strain to current transfer function. If energy is not recovered, Equation 29 in
Chapter 8 gives the efficiency:
e =- 10|V I .y(ZY(ico))
where
y= 1 -cos(ZY) -(180 - ZY) +sin(ZY). 11180
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Figure 24: Electrical to mechanical actuator efficiency. Modeled (lines) and measured efficiencies
under isotonic stresses of 4 MPa (blue) and 30 MPa (red). The dashed line models and X data assume
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These calculations are performed using the data measured from a 12.5 ptm thick film held
at 4 MPa and 30 MPa, and activated with swept sine inputs having an amplitude of 0.1 V
peak about Veq=-0.2 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4, as depicted by the red and blue points and crosses
in Figure 24. Data obtained using large loads is deliberately chosen to maximize
measured efficiency, and thereby explore the limits of polypyrrole performance. The
measured strain to current transfer function obtained from this film is shown in Figure 21.
The magnitudes of the error bars are primarily determined by uncertainties in
measurement of phase.
Model predictions are also shown for both cases, as represented by the lines. The
predicted efficiency, with energy recovery is (Chapter 8, Equation 42):
e = 2. o- a 12
1 V I|-ir -cos( ZY )+ 2.o--a'
and without is (Chapter 8, Equation 43):
e = 2-o--a .13
1V Iy ,+2- u a
In equations 12 and 13 the modeled admittance (Equation 2 this Chapter) is used in place
of the measured admittance. The strain to charge ratio, a, is assumed to be independent
of frequency, with a value of 1.5x10-O m3 C , obtained by fitting to the measured strain
to charge ratio in Figure 21 over a frequency range of 0.1 to 1 Hz.
With no energy recovery, the efficiency at 4 MPa is 0.6 0.2 %, and is relatively
independent of frequency, while at 30 MPa efficiency reaches 3 1 %. Note that the
model (dashed lines) predicts a rise in efficiency with decreasing frequency due to the
reduction in electrical energy expenditure as the current increases in phase relative to the
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applied voltage. However, the measured efficiency drops between 10 mHz and 100 mHz
reflecting the drop in strain to charge ratio, as seen in Figure 21. The model does not
account for the frequency and load dependence of the strain to charge ratio. This
frequency dependence is not observed with smaller applied loads (- IMPa, Figure 19),
leading to good agreement between experiment and model in such cases. While the
measurements in Figure 24 do not follow the model, they do show the highest
efficiencies obtained using swept sine measurements. The large loads overcome the
reduction in efficiency due to the drop in strain to charge ratio.
How does the efficiency depend on applied voltage? In previous sections it is shown that
actuator response to voltage inputs is linear over a range of at least 0.5 V, and that at
moderate loads (-1 MPa) the strain to charge ratio is independent of frequency and
voltage. Because strain is proportional to charge, increasing the applied voltage will
proportionally increase mechanical work at constant load. However, the electrical energy
increases as the square of the applied voltage, so for constant load, efficiency is inversely
proportional to applied voltage. Equivalently, efficiency is greatest at small strains. The
voltage dependence of efficiency is eliminated if the actuator works against an
untensioned spring rather than a constant load. However, the efficiencies obtainable are
lower because limits on the achievable strain prevent large load levels from being
achieved.
The measured mechanical energy produced by the polymer is less than 1/30ffi the
electrical energy input, and drops to less than 1/100f at low frequency. Clearly, if the
strain to charge ratio can be increased, and a larger proportion of the input energy can be
recovered, then the efficiency is improved. Improving strain to charge involves changes
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in material synthesis and processing. Energy dissipation is proportional to the cosine of
the phase. The closer the phase angle is to 900, the greater the energy storage. Figures 6
through 18 present admittances from various polypyrrole films. The maximum energy
recovery is typically achieved at 1 mHz frequencies, with phase 85*, implying an
energy recovery of 91 %. What prevents more energy from being recovered?
The polymer acts as a very large capacitor at low frequencies, but some dissipation
remains. There are several possible sources of energy loss, including mechanical work,
surface reactions with the electrolyte, electrical resistance of the polymer and contacts,
end effects and bulk polymer reactions. The end and surface effects are significant at low
frequency, their magnitudes suggesting that they are the predominant factors limiting
electrical energy storage efficiency, as discussed earlier in this chapter. In Figure 16, the
end effects have been subtracted (green points) from the measured polymer admittance,
leading to an increase in phase between 0.1 mHz and 1 mHz. Thus, over the frequency
range investigated, improvements in efficiency may simply be a matter of changing
clamping and film geometries to reduce surface and end effects, providing that effective
means of energy recovery can be found.
If polypyrrole actuators in their current forms are to compete with other technologies on
the basis of efficiency, electrical energy recovery is necessary, as is operation at
frequencies that are lower than the diffusion time constant. In order to obtain high speed,
power to mass and efficiency simultaneously, thin, highly conductive films in low
resistance electrolytes are required.
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10.8 Overview
The admittance, strain to charge and stress to charge transfer functions of polypyrrole
films immersed in tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate, propylene carbonate
electrolyte have been measured. The responses appear linear over a range of +0.3 to -
0.96 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4 at frequencies between 10 ~ Hz and 105 Hz. A model that
describes admittance using a double layer capacitance in parallel with a diffusion
element, and in series with solution resistance, fits the data within experimental error, and
suggests that diffusion coefficients of dopants within the polymer are in the range of 0.4
to 7x10~1 m2 1s-.
The measured response is not greatly affected by changes in electrolyte salt
concentration, demonstrating that migration in electrolyte filled pores is not responsible
for mass transport into the polymer. The correlation between increased solvent content,
polymer swelling, and greatly increased admittance indicate that the presence propylene
carbonate assists mass transport within polypyrrole. The reduction in stiffness observed
upon swelling suggests that inter-chain interactions are being affected, and thus that at
least part of the propylene carbonate content fills intermolecular spaces and not large
pores. Absence of swelling, of increase in admittance, and of active strain in films over
one year old demonstrate that permeability is reduced over time, and that shelf life may
become an issue that will limit applications.
The strain to charge ratio is 1.1 0.4xI1010 m3 -C-1, independent of film thickness,
frequency and applied stress at loads of -1 MPa or less. The stress to charge ratio is
equal to the strain to charge ratio, a, multiplied by the elastic modulus, so that for loads
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of -1 MPa or less, strain, e, is related to stress, o; charge per unit volume, p, and elastic
modulus, E, by:
= +a-p. 14
E
When loads of 30 MPa and 40 MPa are applied, the strain to charge shows a large
frequency dependence, shifting from 1.5x1010 m 3-C- above 100 mHz to < 0.5x10~ 10
m3-C-1 at low frequencies. Stress-strain curves show a transition from elastic to visco-
elastic response over similar time scales, suggesting that the mechanisms are related.
The efficiency with which electrical energy is converted to mechanical energy is
dependent on load, amplitude of the applied voltage, frequency and whether or not stored
electrical energy is recovered. The highest measured efficiency is 3 %, reaching 7 2 % if
stored electrical energy were recovered. Efficiency increases with decreasing applied
potential and therefore is highest at small strains.
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Chapter 11: Discussion and Conclusions
The electrochemical and mechanical properties of hexafluorophosphate-doped
polypyrrole are studied. It is found that changes in oxidation state produce strains.
Strain, e, is reversible and directly proportional to the charge density transferred to the
polymer, p, over a potential range of -0.8 V to +0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCO 4*:
=a-p, 1
where a is referred to as the strain to charge ratio. In propylene carbonate based
tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate electrolytes, a=1 .3 0.3xl 10 m3 -C1 providing
the uniaxial load on the polymer is less than 4 MPa. The strain resulting from a scan over
this range of response is 2.3 %. The strain to charge ratio increases above 0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgClO 4, such that reversible strains of 6 % are achieved. However, degradation is
visible in this potential range. At potentials below -0.8 V vs. Ag/AgClO 4 the sign of the
strain to charge reverses itself At and above 4 MPa, the strain to charge ratio shows
frequency dependence. The strain to charge ratio is unchanged from its lower load value
at frequencies above 100 mHz, even at the highest measured stress of 34 MPa. Below
100 mHz the strain to charge ratio drops, with the largest drop occurring at 34 MPa,
where the strain to charge ratio falls by 70 %. The strain to charge ratio increases to
3x 1010 m3.C' in aqueous tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate electrolytes. The
positive value of the strain to charge ratio is consistent with doping by
* -0.1 V to +1.1 V vs. saturated calomel electrode (SCE).
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hexafluorophosphate anions and exclusion of tetraethylammonium cations from the
polymer.
Following some initial dynamics, the applied voltage, V, is also found to be directly
proportional to the charge density, p:
V-C'= p, 2
between -0.1 V and +1.1 V vs. SCE, where Cv is the volumetric capacitance, measured
to be CP=1.3 0.2x108 F-m3. In an 8.5 pm thick film, the phase of the frequency response
indicates that 91 % of the input electrical energy is stored at 1 mHz. It appears that
surface parasitic reactions and currents into the clamped film ends are primarily
responsible for the 10% dissipation observed, and thus higher electrical energy storage
proportions are obtainable if these currents are reduced.
Combining equations 1 and 2 provides a relationship between strain and voltage,
6=a-V-C, , 3
which applies after charging is complete.
A model is developed to explain the dynamics of the polymer charging. The model
assumes a double layer capacitance at the polymer-electrolyte interface. The cell
potential drop is the sum of the current induced drop across the electrolyte, and the
potential across the double layer capacitance. Transport within the polymer is by
diffusion of ion and charge pairs. The potential drop at the double layer provides energy
to insert or remove dopant ions from the electrolyte. An electrical to mechanical
coupling term is also included. The model is fit to frequency response data taken
between 0.1 mHz and 100 kHz, from which diffusion coefficients are estimated. The
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model and data agree within experimental uncertainty over the measured frequency range
of 0.1 mHz and 100 kHz. At the frequency extremes, however, differences in the forms
of the measured and predicted responses suggests that non-uniform charging may be
occurring at high frequencies, and parasitic reactions at low frequencies.
The diffusion coefficients estimated from the model are in the range of 0.7 to 7 x 1012
m2 s 4 , with the extent of variation resulting from differences between polymer samples.
These differences are not correlated with film thickness. In older samples, mass transport
into the polymer is negligible. Also, it is found that the rate of dopant transport is
correlated with polymer solvent content. Upon immersion of polymer films into
propylene carbonate electrolyte, swelling is observed. Rates of mass transport increase
during swelling. It appears likely that the variations in the magnitude of the diffusion
coefficient suggested by the model reflect real differences between films that result from
aging or drying.
The porous metal theory, in which the electrochemical response of conducting polymers
is attributed to charging of electrolyte filled pores, does not apply to the polypyrrole
samples used in this study. A number of factors including the enormous magnitude of the
capacitance, and the inability of large ions to penetrate polypyrrole, suggest that pores
having sizes larger than several nanometers do not play a significant role in determining
polymer charge transfer.
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The efficiency is a function of voltage, load and the strain to charge ratio. For example,
the efficiency, e, obtained upon applying a step in applied voltage and under constant
stress, o; is calculated using the relationship:
e -2.oa 4
V
when no stored electrical energy is recovered. Measured electrical to mechanical
conversion efficiencies reach 3 1 % at a loads of 30 MPa and at applied potentials of
0.1 V. The recovery of input electrical energy that is stored capacitively would lead to
an efficiency of 7 2 %.
Operation at 30 MPa is impractical because significant creep is observed after 1 to 10 s.
Over 4000 seconds the creep reaches 0.5 %. At 3.5 MPa, creeps of 0.2 % are observed
with a time constant of 30 s. Also, strain to charge ratio becomes independent of
frequency below 4 MPa. Thus, for practical purposes, loads of less than 4 MIPa are
appropriate. Electrical to mechanical conversion efficiencies are less than 1 % at such
loads assuming strains of at least 0.1 %. Thus, in order to obtain a 30 % electrical to
mechanical conversion efficiency, more than 97 % of the electrical energy input needs to
be recovered. While energy recovery of this magnitude has been obtained in conducting
polymers (Baughman 1996), the best approach to maximizing efficiency is to investigate
materials with much higher strain to charge ratios and/or load bearing capacities.
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The maximum strain rate achieved is 3%.-1. Strain rate is determined by the rate of
charge transfer to the polymer. Several factors limit the rate of charge transfer. No
charge transfer will occur to the polymer at times shorter than the double layer charging
time, VRC:
TRC =R-C, 5
where C is the double layer capacitance and R is the solution resistance. The solution
resistance can be compensated for, however, as is done in Chapter 7, albeit at the expense
of efficiency.
If the double layer charging time is made short by reducing resistance and capacitance, or
is compensated for, the time taken for ions to initially diffuse into the polymer from the
double layer determines the shortest time interval at which strain can be observed. The
diffusive-elastic-metal model presented in Chapter 8 predicts that this time constant, rc,
is:
g2
Tc = , 6D
where D is the diffusion coefficient of ions within the polymer, and S is the thickness of
the double layer. Model fits to measured frequency responses suggest that D - 10-12
m2.-2, and that 3- 1 nm, predicting a maximum conceivable bandwidth of 10 Hz.
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Once the double layer charging time and the minimum diffusion time are exceeded, then
either the electrolyte resistance or the rate of diffiusion limits polymer charging time and
hence strain rate. The diffusion charging time constant is:
a2
roD= ,74-D
where a is polymer film thickness. (The factor of 4 is removed if ions can only enter
from one side of the thinnest dimension.). The volumetric R C charging time, crRCV is:
TRCV = R -C -V,, 8
where Vp is polymer volume and Cv is the volumetric capacitance per unit volume, as in
Equations 2 and 3. In cases where the diffusion time constant is much shorter than the
volumetric charging time constant, strain rate is improved by reducing resistance and
polymer volume. Where diffusion is rate-limiting, strain rate is proportional to the
inverse square of polymer thickness, and therefore reducing polymer dimensions is very
effective in increasing strain rate. Experimental evidence shows a reduction in charging
time with film thickness, but also indicates that the diffusion coefficient is not constant
between samples. If the mechanisms that the determine diffusion coefficient can be
determined, this presents another means of improving response time.
Note that in the analysis of factors affecting strain rate it has been assumed that polymer
resistance is small compared to solution resistance, and that the electronic carrier
mobility is much higher than the mobility of dopants within the polymer. The first
assumption is geometry dependent, and will not be met in long fibers and films, unless
electrical contact can be made at points along their length. Designers of mechanisms
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employing conducting polymer actuators must carefully consider film dimensions. The
second assumption is dependent on synthesis conditions and oxidation state.
The various factors that determine strain rate in conducting polymers suggest employing
short lengths of thin polymer in highly conductive electrolytes will minimize response
time. The natural application of this technology is in micro and nano-devices, and efforts
in this direction are already underway (Jager, Inganas and Lundstrom 2000). It is
conceivable that the 10' Hz limiting bandwidth will be approached in microdevices. The
power to mass ratio of 39 W-kg-1 already exceeds the 20 W-kg 1 of electrostatic actuators
commonly used in micro-devices (Hunter and Lafontaine 1992), and promises to greatly
exceed them. The forces that can be generated by conducting polymers exceed those of
electrostatic actuators by two to three orders of magnitude, for a given actuator cross-
section. If widespread application of conducting polymer actuators in microdevices is to
occur, the methods of operating actuators outside a liquid environment presented in
Chapters 6 and 7 will be important. As discussed in the introduction, entire autonomous
microdevices might be made from a single conducting polymer, due to the great diversity
of characteristics of these materials.
High power macroscopic motors driven by polypyrrole actuators will require micro-
structured components. If the 1 kW.kg' power to mass ratio of the internal combustion
engine is to be reached, then assuming diffusion limited behavior, and based on a
diffusion coefficient of 10-li m2 -s4 , the polymer film thickness required is -200 nm for
full contraction.
Future research into polypyrrole, and indeed other conducting polymer actuators, must
determine factors influencing lifetime. Thus far, the maximum number of cycles reported
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is 105 (Chapter 7), but it is not known what the ultimate limits are, or what determines
them. Other aims should be to maximize the strain to charge ratio and/or increase the
load carrying capacity. These will increase the electrical to mechanical coupling, thereby
enabling higher efficiencies to be attained. Investigation of molecules, which undergo
large reversible conformational changes in response to oxidation or reduction, might
enable strains of 20 % or more to be obtained, matching muscle. Such an advance would
broaden the application of contractile actuators, because the need for mechanical
advantage to amplify displacements is reduced.
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Chapter 12: Contributions to Knowledge
This work has transformed conducting polymer actuators from laboratory curiosities to
well-characterized engineering materials. A number of important contributions are made
to the understanding of polypyrrole actuators in particular and conducting polymers in
general.
12.1 Measurement of Polymer Properties
Many of the measurement techniques used have not previously been applied to the study
of conducting polymers and conducting polymer actuators. This includes the first use of
linear system identification techniques and frequency domain analysis to investigate
conducting polymer actuator properties. The methods employed to measure and model
conducting polymer actuators are applicable to other actuator technologies. The new
measurement techniques have led to important discoveries and advances in a number of
areas, as follows:
Passive Mechanical Response (No Applied Current)
" Discovery of polymer swelling, solvent mass gain and reduction in stiffness upon
immersion in electrolyte.
* Measurement of creep, stress relaxation and of the stress-strain relationship.
* Determination of the constitutive behavior of polypyrrole.
* De Rossi and colleagues independently and simultaneously made similar measurements (Della Santa, De
Rossi and Mazzoldi 1997).
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Polymer Impedance/Admittance
" Measurement of conducting polymer electrochemical impedance over nine orders
of magnitude in frequency.
* Measurement of impedance as a function of polymer solvent content,
demonstrating the role of absorbed solvent in assisting mass transport of dopants
within the polymer.
* Measurement of impedance as a function of electrolyte concentration,
demonstrating that the commonly held "porous-metal" model is invalidt.
* Resolution of the apparent discrepancy in polypyrrole capacitance as measured by
swept sine and voltammetric techniquest.
* Verification of a new model, discussed below, including a determination of the
range of potentials over which it is valid.
* Discovery that on timescales greater than the diffusion time constant over 90 % of
the input electrical energy is stored rather than being dissipated or converted to
mechanical energy.
tRefer to the following for details on the porous metal model (Amemiya, Hashimoto and Fujishima 1993;
Bull, Fan and Bard 1982; Ho, Raistrick and Huggins 1980; Kim, Amemiya, Tryk, Hashimoto and
Fujishima 1996; Mao, Ochmanska, Paulse and Pickup 1989; Penner and Martin 1989).
* Refer to (Ren and Pickup 1994) for a description of the problem.
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Strain
" Discovery that strain is proportional to charge in polypyrrole actuators'.
* Discovery of the range of potentials and loads over which strain is directly
proportional to charge and that the transfer function between the two is linear.
* Determination of the time and load dependence of the transfer function between
strain and charge.
" Determination of the maximum magnitude of strain, and the potential range over
which strain is recoverable.
* Achievement of the highest reported strains in polypyrrole.
" Discovery that strain is a function of solvent used in the electrolyte.
* Use swept sine techniques to analyze strain as a function of charge.
* Demonstration of linear actuators operating using gel electrolytes, outside of a
liquid environment.
* This discovery was made independently and simultaneously by De Rossi's group (Della Santa, De Rossi
and Mazzoldi 1997).
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Stress
* Discovery that stress is proportional to charge under isometric conditions.
" Determination of the relationship between stress, strain and charge in conducting
polymer actuators".
" Discovery of the time, load and voltage dependence of the interrelationship
between stress, strain and charge.
" Achievement of the highest reported conducting polymer actuator forces per
cross-sectional area (stresses).
" Use of swept sine system identification techniques to determine the transfer
function between stress and charge.
Strain Rate and Power to Mass
" Measurement of strain rate and power of polypyrrole actuators.
" Discovery of a method for greatly enhancing strain rate and power using
unusually high applied potentials that are shaped to minimize film degradation.
* Achievement of the highest strain rate and power to mass of any conducting
polymer.
e Discovery that strain rate is a function of the quantity of solvent absorbed by the
polymer.
** De Rossi's group at the University of Pisa independently and simultaneously made a similar discovery
(Della Santa and others 1997).
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Efficiency
" Measurement of conducting polymer actuator electrical to mechanical conversion
efficiency.
" Determination of efficiency as a function of load, applied potential, strain and
frequency.
12.2 Modeling
The first comprehensive and quantitative model of conducting polymer actuator behavior
is developed. It relates current, voltage, stress, strain, and polymer dimensions, allows
the prediction of power and efficiency, and fits observations within experimental
uncertainty. The model enables designers of electrochemically-driven conducting
polymer devices to determine performance based on polymer dimensions, conductivity,
electrolyte properties, and applied potential or current.
Conducting Polymer Admittance/impedance
Contributions include:
" Prediction of the admittance and impedance transfer functions of conducting
polymer electrodes in electrochemical cells.
" Prediction of kilohertz frequency bandwidths in electrochemically-driven
conducting polymer devices including actuators, transistors, electrochromic
windows and capacitors.
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Electromechanical Model
" A transfer function relating strain and charge is proposed.
* The strain to charge transfer function is experimentally verified, and the range of
loads, applied potentials and frequencies over which it applies is determined.
* The strain to charge transfer function is combined with the admittance to predict
actuator electromechanical response. Load and displacement are related to
current, voltage, polymer dimensions and electrolyte composition. Power and
efficiency are also predicted.
* Insights into the rate limiting factors provided by the model have enabled strain
rates and power to mass ratios to be improved by a factor of 30 x over what has
been reported elsewhere, and suggest a path for much greater improvement.
The discoveries made during the course of this thesis work provide the design engineer
with the specifications and models needed to incorporate polypyrrole actuators within a
device. The actuator researcher is given a framework for understanding and investigating
new contractile actuator technologies. The polymer scientist obtains new insights into
the mechanisms of doping induced swelling, dopant mass transport, and the
thermodynamics of the doping process.
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Appendix: Java Code
The Java code that follows is used to run experiments presented in Chapters 5, 9 and
10. The graphical user interface generated by the code is shown in Chapter 9, Figure 13.
The functions of the code are listed in Chapters 5 and 9. The program runs in Symantec
Visual Cafe Version 3. Most of the code in the first 9 pages is automatically generated
by Visual Caf6.
/*
This simple extension of the java.awt.Frame class
contains all the elements necessary to act as the
main window of an application.
*/
import java.awt.*;
import java.io.*;
import RealTime;
import symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextField;
import symantec.itools.multimedia.Firework;
import symantec.itools.multimedia.SoundPlayer;
public class FrameI extends Frame
{
RealTime io;
public FrameI()
{
// This code is automatically generated by Visual Cafe when you add
/ components to the visual environment. It instantiates and initializes
// the components. To modify the code, only use code syntax that matches
// what Visual Cafe can generate, or Visual Cafe may be unable to back
// parse your Java file into its visual environment.
//{{INIT_CONTROLS
setLayout(null);
setVisible(false);
setSize(1020,674);
setBackground(java.awt.Color.black);
CyclesButton = new java.awt.Button(;
CyclesButton.setActionConmnand("button");
CyclesButton.setLabel("Cycles");
CyclesButton.setBounds(12,24,96,24);
CyclesButton. setBackground(java.awt. Color.lightGray);
add(CyclesButton);
CycleNumber = new symantec.itools.awt.FonnattedTextField(;
CycleNumber.setText("1");
CycleNumber.setBounds(108,24,108,24);
CycleNumber.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(CycleNumber);
CycleNumber.setCursor(java.awt.Cursor.getPredefinedCursor(java.awt.Cursor.TEXTCURSOR);
ApplyVoltage = new java.awt.Buttono;
ApplyVoltage.setActionCommand("button");
ApplyVoltage.setLabel("Apply Voltage");
ApplyVoltage.setBounds(12,0,96,24);
ApplyVoltage. setBackground(java.awt. Color.lightGray);
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add(ApplyVoltage);
AppliedValueV = new symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextFieldo;
AppliedValueV.setText("O");
AppliedValueV.setBounds(108,0,108,24);
AppliedValueV.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(AppliedValueV);
AppliedValueV.setCursorjava.awt.Cursor.getPredefinedCursor(java.awt.Cursor.TEXTCURSOR));
ReadCurrent = new java.awt.Button(;
ReadCurrent.setActionCommand("button");
ReadCurrent.setLabel("Read Current");
ReadCurrent.setBounds(12,48,48,24);
ReadCurrent.setBackground(java.awt.Color.lightGray);
add(ReadCurrent);
CurrentValue = new symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextFieldO;
CurrentValue.setBounds(48,48,168,24);
CurrentValue. setForeground(java. awt. Color.white);
add(CurrentValue);
CurrentValue.setCursor(java.awt.Cursor.getPredefinedCursor(java.awt.Cursor. TEXTCURSOR);
CurrentScaleFactor = new java.awt.TextField(;
CurrentScaleFactor.setText("0.0025");
CurrentScaleFactor.setBounds(108,72,108,24);
CurrentScaleFactor.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(CurrentScaleFactor);
RunInit = new java.awt.Buttono;
RunInit.setLabel("Test");
RunInit.setBounds(12,96,96,24);
RunInit.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
RunInit.setBackground(java.awt.Color.red);
add(RunInit);
InitialRelaxTime = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
InitialRelaxTime.setText(" 1");
InitialRelaxTime.setBounds(216,0,60,24);
InitialRelaxTime.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(InitialRelaxTime);
ActiveTime = new java.awt.TextField(;
ActiveTime.setText(" 1");
ActiveTime.setBounds(216,24,60,24);
ActiveTime.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(ActiveTime);
FurtherRelaxTime = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
FurtherRelaxTime.setText(" 1");
FurtherRelaxTime.setBounds(216,48,60,24);
labell.setText("Initial Relaxation Time");
FurtherRelaxTime.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(FurtherRelaxTime);
labell = new java.awt.Label("Initial Relaxation Time");
labell .setBounds(288,0,144,24);
label2.setText("Active Time");
labell.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell);
label2 = new java.awt.Label("Active Time");
label2.setBounds(288,24,144,24);
label3.setText("Further Relaxation Time");
label2.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(label2);
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add(label2);
label3 = new java.awt.Label("Further Relaxation Time");
label3.setBounds(288,48,144,24);
label3.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(label3);
SampleInterval = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
SampleInterval.setText("0.01");
SampleInterval.setBounds(216,72,60,24);
label5.setText("Sampling Interval [s]");
SampleInterval.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(SamnpleInterval);
labelS = new java.awt.Label("Sampling Interval [s]");
label5.setBounds(288,72,120,24);
label5.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(label5);
FileName = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
FileName.setText(".\\Data\\17Mar0O\\test.dat");
FileName.setBounds(108,96,168,24);
labell 1.setText("Data File Name");
FileName.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(FileName);
label 1 = new java.awt.Label("Data File Name");
labell 1.setBounds(288,96,96,24);
label11.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(label 11);
buttoni = new java.awt.Buttono;
buttonl.setLabel("Amps / Volt");
button1.setBounds(12,72,98,26);
button1.setBackground(java.awt.Color.lightGray);
add(buttonl);
MotorInit = new java.awt.Buttono;
MotorInit.setLabel("Motorlnit");
MotorInit.setBounds(444,0,70,24);
MotorInit.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
MotorInit.setBackground(java.awt.Color.red);
add(MotorInit);
MotorDisplacement = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
MotorDisplacement. setText(" 1.0");
MotorDisplacement.setBounds(516,0,79,24);
MotorDisplacement. setForeground(java.awt. Color.lightGray);
add(MotorDisplacement);
TimeBetweenSteps = new java.awt.TextField(;
TimeBetweenSteps.setText("0.00001");
TimeBetweenSteps.setBounds(516,24,79,24);
TimeBetweenSteps.setForeground(java.awt.Color.lightGray);
add(TimeBetweenSteps);
motorOff = new java.awt.Buttono;
motorOff.setLabel("MotorOff");
motorOff.setBounds(444,24,70,24);
motorOff.setForeground(java.awt.Color.black);
motorOff.setBackground(java.awt.Color.lightGray);
add(motorOff);
filmLength = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
filmLength.setText(" 15");
filmLength.setBounds(636,0,80,23);
filmLength.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
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add(filmLength);
filmWidth = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
filmWidth.setText("5. 1");
filmWidth.setBounds(636,24,80,23);
filmWidth.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(filmWidth);
filmThickness = new java.awt.TextField(;
filmThickness.setText("0.0 15");
filmThickness.setBounds(636,48,80,23);
filmThickness.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(filmThickness);
filmStress = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
filmStress.setText(" 1e6");
filmStress.setBounds(636,72,80,23);
label12.setText("Film Length [mm]");
filmStress.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(filmStress);
label12 = new java.awt.Label("Film Length [mm]");
labell2.setBounds(720,0,144,24);
label13.setText("Film Width [mi]");
label12.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell2);
labell3 = new java.awt.Label("Film Width [mm]");
label13.setBounds(720,24,144,24);
label14.setText("FIlm Thickness [mm]");
label13.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell3);
label14 = new java.awt.Label("FIlm Thickness [mm]");
label14.setBounds(720,48,144,24);
label15.setText("Stress [Pa]");
label14.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell4);
label15 = new java.awt.Label("Stress [Pa]");
label15.setBounds(720,72,120,24);
label15.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell5);
forceScaleFactor = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
forceScaleFactor.setText(" 1.6945");
forceScaleFactor.setBounds(636,96,80,23);
label16.setText("Force / Volt [N/V]");
forceScaleFactor.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(forceScaleFactor);
labell6 = new java.awt.Label("Force / Volt [N/V]");
label16.setBounds(720,96,120,24);
label16.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell6);
forceTolerance = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
forceTolerance.setText("0.0 1");
forceTolerance.setBounds(444,72,48,23);
label17.setText("Force Tolerance");
forceTolerance.setForeground(java.awtColor.white);
add(forceTolerance);
label17 = new java.awt.Label("Force Tolerance");
label17.setBounds(504,72,120,24);
label17.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell7);
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equilibrationTime = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
equilibrationTime.setText(" 10");
equilibrationTime.setBounds(444,96,48,23);
label18.setText("Equilibration Time [s]");
equilibrationTime.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(equilibrationTime);
label18 = new java.awt.Label("Equilibration Time [s]");
label18.setBounds(504,96,120,24);
label18.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
add(labell8);
stressStrain = new java.awt.Button(;
stressStrain.setLabel("StressStrain");
stressStrain.setBounds(444,48,72,24);
EquilibriumPotential.setText("-0.5");
add(EquilibriumPotential);
EquilibriumPotential.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
EquilibriumPotential.setBounds(12,120,96,24);
ThresholdPotential.setText("0");
add(ThresholdPotential);
ThresholdPotential.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
ThresholdPotential.setBounds(108,120,168,24);
label4.setText("Equilibrium Potential");
add(label4);
label4.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
label4.setFont(new Font("Dialog", Font.PLAIN, 9));
label4.setBounds(12,144,90,26);
label6.setText("Threshold Potential");
add(label6);
label6.setForeground(java.awt.Color.yellow);
label6.setFont(new Font("Dialog", Font.PLAIN, 9));
label6.setBounds(108,144,90,26);
stressStrain.setBackground(java.awt.Color.red);
stressStrain.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
add(stressStrain);
strainRate = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
strainRate. setText("0.0 1");
strainRate.setBounds(516,48,79,24);
label7.setText("STRESS relative to INITIAL");
add(label7);
label7.setForeground(java.awt.Color.white);
label7.setBounds(600,120,180,23);
LoadButton.setLabel("Load");
add(LoadButton);
LoadButton.setBackground(java.awt.Color.lightGray);
LoadButton.setBounds(900,0,36,118);
PrintButton.setLabel("Print");
add(PrintButton);
PrintButton. setBackground(java.awt. Color.lightGray);
PrintButton. setBounds(864,0,36, 118);
strainRate.setForeground(java.awt.Color.lightGray);
add(strainRate);
setTitle("Electrochemical Analysis");
//}}
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/fInstantiate Plots: The blocks of code that follow are used to instantiate plots.
/See the plotting class below for details.
for(int q=0;q<100;q++){
plotData[0][q]=q;
plotData[l][q]=1OO*Math.pow(q,2)-Math.pow(q,3);
}
plotl=new PlotData(25,200);
plotl.setDimensions(370,250);
plot 1.setData(plotData);
plot1.setDimensionsP(250,2 10);
plot 1.setPositionP(50,45);
plot2=new PlotData(400,200);
plot2.setDimensions(370,250);
plot2.setData(plotData);
plot2.setDimensionsP(250,210);
plot2.setPositionP(325,45);
plot3=new PlotData(775,200);
plot3.setDimensions(370,250);
plot3.setData(plotData);
plot3.setDimensionsP(250,210);
plot3.setPositionP(50,280);
plot4=new PlotData(25,500);
plot4.setDimensions(370,250);
plot4.setData(plotData);
plot4.setDimensionsP(250,210);
plot4.setPositionP(325,280);
plot5=new PlotData(400,500);
plot5.setDimensions(370,250);
plot5.setData(plotData);
plot5.setDimensionsP(250,2 10);
plot5.setPositionP(50,515);
plot6=new PlotData(775,500);
plot6.setDimensions(370,250);
plot6.setData(plotData);
plot6.setDimensionsP(250,2 10);
plot6.setPositionP(325,515);
//{{ INIT MENUS//}} //Automatic Code
//{{REGISTERLISTENERS
SymWindow aSymWindow = new SymWindowo;
this.addWindowListener(aSymWindow);
SymMouse aSymMouse = new SymMouseo;
CyclesButton.addMouseListener(aSyrnMouse);
ApplyVoltage.addMouseListener(aSymMouse);
ReadCurrent.addMouseListener(aSymMouse);
Runlnit.addMouseListener(aSymMouse);
MotorInit.addMouseListener(aSyniMouse);
motorOff.addMouseListener(aSymMouse);
stressStrain.addMouseListener(aSymMouse);
PrintButton.addMouseListener(aSymMouse);
LoadButton.addMouseListener(aSymMouse);
//}}
io=new RealTime(;
io.DigPrtConfig(;
}
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public Framel(String title)
{
this();
setTitle(title);
}
public synchronized void show()
{
move(50, 50);
super.showo;
}
static public void main(String args[])
{
(new FramelO).showO;}
/***********************************Added by John for plotting******************/
/see the plotting class below for details.
public void paint(Graphics g)
{
plotl.plot(g);
plot2.plot(g);
plot3.plot(g);
plot4.plot(g);
plot5.plot(g);
plot6.plot(g);
super.paint(g);
}
public void print(Graphics g)
{
plotl.print(g);
plot2.print(g);
plot3.print(g);
plot4.print(g);
plot5.print(g);
plot6.print(g);
Font titleFontP=new Font("DIALOG",Font.BOLD, 10);
Color titleColorP = Color.black;
g.setColor(titleColorP);
g.setFont(titleFontP);
FontMetrics titlefontmetrics=g.getFontMetrics(;
String fileString=FileName.getTexto;
g.drawString(fileString, 300-titlefontmetrics.stringWidth(fileString)/2, 25);
super.paint(g);
}
/***********************************Above by John for plotting******************/
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{
// Record the size of the window prior to calling parents addNotify.
Dimension d = getSize(;
super.addNotifyo;
if (fComponentsAdjusted)
return;
// Adjust components according to the insets
setSize(insets(.left + insetso.right + d.width, insetso.top + insetso.bottom + d.height);
Component components] = getComponents(;
for (int i = 0; i < components.length; i++)
{
Point p = components[i].getLocationo;
p.translate(insetso.left, insets(.top);
components[i].setLocation(p);
}
fComponentsAdjusted = true;}
// Used for addNotify check.
boolean fComponentsAdjusted = false;
//{{DECLARECONTROLS
java.awt.Button CyclesButton = new java.awt.Buttono;
symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextField CycleNumber = new
symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextFieldo;
java.awt.Button ApplyVoltage = new java.awt.Button(;
symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextField AppliedValueV = new
symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextFieldo;
java.awt.Button ReadCurrent = new java.awt.Button(;
symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextField CurrentValue = new
symantec.itools.awt.FormattedTextFieldo;
java.awt.TextField CurrentScaleFactor = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.Button RunInit = new java.awt.ButtonO;
java.awt.TextField InitialRelaxTime = new java.awt.TextField(;
java.awt.TextField ActiveTime = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.TextField FurtherRelaxTime = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.Label labell = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Label label2 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Label label3 = new java.awt.Labelo;
java.awt.TextField SampleInterval = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.Label label5 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.TextField FileName = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.Label label 11 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Button buttoni = new java.awt.Button(;
java.awt.Button MotorInit = new java.awt.ButtonO;
java.awt.TextField MotorDisplacement = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.TextField TimeBetweenSteps = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.Button motorOff = new java.awt.Buttono;
java.awt.TextField filmLength = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.TextField filmWidth = new java.awt.TextField(;
java.awt.TextField filmThickness = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.TextField filmStress = new java.awt.TextField(;
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public void addNotify() //AUTOMATIC CODE
java.awt.Label labell2 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Label labell3 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Label labell4 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Label labell5 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.TextField forceScaleFactor = new java.awt.TextField(;
java.awt.Label labell6 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.TextField forceTolerance = new java.awt.TextFieldO;
java.awt.Label label17 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.TextField equilibrationTime = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.Label labell8 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.TextField EquilibriumPotential = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.TextField ThresholdPotential = new java.awt.TextFieldo;
java.awt.Label label4 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Label label6 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Button stressStrain = new java.awt.Buttono;
java.awt.Label label7 = new java.awt.Label();
java.awt.Button LoadButton = new java.awt.Button(;
java.awt.Button PrintButton = new java.awt.Buttono;
java.awt.TextField strainRate = new java.awt.TextField(;
//}}
double plotData[] []=new double[2][100];
PlotData ploti; //Plotting: See plot class below.
PlotData plot2;
PlotData plot3;
PlotData plot4;
PlotData plot5;
PlotData plot6;
/Global variables
//{{DECLAREMENUS
/}
//AUTOMATIC CODE
class SymWindow extends java.awt.event.WindowAdapter
{
public void windowClosing(java.awt.event.WindowEvent event)
{
Object object = event.getSourceo;
if (object == Framel.this)
Frame 1_WindowClosing(event);
}
}
void Frame 1_WindowClosing~java.aw.event. WindowEvent event)
{
hideo;
disposeo;
System.exit(0);
/ hide the Frame
// free the system resources
// close the application
}
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class SymMouse extends java.awt.event.MouseAdapter
{
public void mousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
Object object = event.getSourceo;
if (object == RunInit)
PlotInitMousePressed(event);
else if (object == CyclesButton)
CyclesButtonMousePressed(event);
else if (object == MotorInit)
MotorInit_MousePressed(event);
else if (object == motorOff)
motorOffMousePressed(event);
else if (object == stressStrain)
stressStrainMousePressed(event);
else if (object == PrintButton)
PrintButtonMousePressed(event);
else if (object == LoadButton)
LoadButtonMousePressed(event);
}
public void mouseClicked(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
Object object = event.getSourceo;
if (object == ApplyVoltage)
buttonl_MouseClicked(event);
else if (object == ReadCurrent)
ReadCurrentMouseClicked(event);
}
}
//Non-Automatic Code:
void buttonlMouseClicked(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
//Apply voltage V. Applies a voltage of magnitude V.
String Voltage=new String(AppliedValueV.getText();
Double V;
V=Double.valueOf(Voltage);
double v=V.doubleValueo;
io.dac(O,v);
AppliedValueV.setBackground(Color.red);
}
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void ReadCurrentMouseClicked(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
/ Read current through circuit subject to scale factor in mA/V
double adi;
adl=io.adc(1);
String Gain=new String(CurrentScaleFactor.getText();
Double G=Double.valueOf(Gain);
double gain= G.doubleValueo; /Gain in mA/V
double currentmA=gain*adl;
CurrentValue.setText(Double.toString(currentmA));
/*RunningMean test=new RunningMeano;
test.addData(5.0);
test.addData(4.0);
test. addData(3.0);
test.addData(3.0e6);
test.addData(3.04e6);
CurrentValue.setText(Double.toString(test.getMean());*/
//
}
void PlotInitMousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
//Run program that steps voltage, maintains constant strain and records stress,
//strain, time, and voltage.
io.DigOut(0);
int stepsPerRevolution= 100000;
double mmPerRevolution=2.0;
double mmPerStep=mmPerRevolution/stepsPerRevolution;
/Get film dimensions
Double tmp=Double.valueOf(filmLength.getTexto);
double length=tmp.doubleValue(; // In mm
tmp=Double.valueOf(filmWidth.getTexto);
double width=tmp.doubleValueO*0.001; / In meters
tmp=Double.valueOf(filmThickness.getText();
double thickness=tmp.doubleValueo*0.001; // In meters
//Get Stress and Strain gage amplification factor in Newtons per volt
tmp=Double.valueOf(filmStress.getText();
double setStress=tmp.doubleValueo;
tmp=Double.valueOf(forceScaleFactor.getText();
double newtonsPerVolt=tmp.doubleValueo;
double pascalsPerVolt=newtonsPerVolt/width/thickness;
if((setStress*width*thickness)>5){
System.out.println("Force too high!!!");
return;
}
/*if(setStress<0){
System.out.println("Force too low or negative!!!");
return;
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/Get Current Amp. Gain
tmp=Double.valueOf(CurrentScaleFactor.getTexto);
double amperesPerVolt= tmp.doubleValueo; f/Gain in A/V
/f Get Voltages
tmp=Double.valueOf(AppliedValueV.getText();
double Vapplied=tmp.doubleValueo;
tmp=Double.valueOf(EquilibriumPotential.getTexto);
double Vequilibrium-tmp.doubleValueo;
tmp=Double.valueOf(ThresholdPotential.getTexto);
double Vthreshold=tmp.doubleValueo;
//Time between steps
double stepDelay=John.doubleFromString(TimeBetweenSteps.getTexto);
RealTime.timer(stepDelay);
//Set-up plotting
plot 1.setTitle("Stress");
plot2.setTitle("End To End or Electrode Potential Drop");
plot3.setTitle("Cell Voltage");
plot4.setTitle("Work vs. Reference Voltage");
plot5.setTitle("Current");
plot6.setTitle("Reference Voltage Difference");
//Equilibrate Stress
System.out.println("Initial Stress Ramp ... ");
RunningMean stressMean=new RunningMeanO;
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
double initialStress=stressMean.getMean(;
double strain=O;
double maxStrain=0.2;
int ccw=O;
int steps=O;
f/Cycles
Integer tmpi=Integer.valueOf(CycleNumber.getText();
int cycles=tmpi.intValue(;
tmp=Double.valueOf(InitialRelaxTime.getTexto);
double t-equilibration-tmp.doubleValue(;
tmp=Double.valueOf(Samplelnterval.getTexto);
double t sample=tmp.doubleValue(;
tmp=Double.valueOf(ActiveTime.getText();
tmp=Double.valueOf(FurtherRelaxTime.getTexto);
double tfinalRelax=tmp.doubleValue(; //tactive
int numberOfReads=(int) (cycles*(tequilibration+2*tactive+2*t finalRelax)/((double)tsample)+2);
//int numberOfReads=(int)
(cycles*(tequilibration+2*tactive+2*tfinalRelax)/((double)tsample)+1);
double nData[] [] = new double [8] [numberOfReads];
double startTime=RealTime.secondo;
int sampleNumber=0;
double currentTime=RealTime.secondo-startTime;
nData[O][sampleNumber]= currentTime; //Time
nData[l][sampleNumber]=stressMean.getMeano; f/Stress
stressMean.addData(nData[1][sampleNumber]);
nData[2] [sampleNumber]=strain; //Strain
nData[3][sampleNumber]=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; //Current
nData[4][sampleNumber]=io.adc(2); f/cell voltage
nData[5] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(4); //ref.-ref.
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nData[6][sampleNumber]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
nData[7][sampleNumber]=io.adc(7); /end to end voltage drop
sampleNumber++;
double lastReadTime=currentTime; I/last time a sample was read.
if((setStress-initialStress)<O.O){
ccw=1;
while((stressMean.getMean(>(setStress+initialStress))&(Math.abs(strain)<maxStrain)){
io.DigOut(1+ccw*2);
io.DigOut(O+ccw*2);
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
steps++;
strain=steps*mmPerStep/length;
}
ccw=O;
}
else{
while((stressMean.getMean(<(setStress+initialStress))&(Math.abs(strain)<maxStrain)){
io.DigOut(1+ccw*2);
io.DigOut(O+ccw*2);
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
steps++;
strain=steps* mmPerStep/length;
}
}
System.out.println("Equilibrating ... ");
//Equilibration Period
currentTime=RealTime.secondo-startTime;
nData[O] [sampleNumber]= currentTime; //Time
nData[1][sampleNumber]=stressMean.getMeano; /Stress
stressMean.addData(nData[l][sampleNumber]);
nData[2] [sampleNumber]=strain; //Strain
nData[3][sampleNumber]=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; /Current
nData[4][sampleNumber]=io.adc(2); /cell voltage
nData[5][sampleNumber]=io.adc(4); /ref. -ref.
nData[6][sampleNumber]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
nData[7] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(7); //end to end voltage drop
sampleNumber++;
lastReadTime=currentTime; I/last time a sample was read.
while(currentTime<t-equilibration){
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
currentTime=RealTime.secondo-startTime;
if(currentTime-lastReadTime>t-sample){ //Ready to sample?
nData[0][sampleNumber]= currentTime; //Time
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
nData[l][sampleNumber]=stressMean.getMeano; //Stress
nData[21 [sampleNumber]=strain; //Strain
nData[3][sampleNumber]=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; /Current
nData[4][sampleNumber]=io.adc(2); //cell voltage
nData[5][sampleNumber]=io.adc(4); /ref.-ref.
nData[6][sampleNumber]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
nData[7][sampleNumber]=io.adc(7); lend to end voltage drop
lastReadTime=currentTime;
sampleNumber++;
}
}
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//Resistance
double resistance= 1; /resistance, i.e. voltage step applied divided by current induced.
double current=O;
for(int i=O;i<cycles;i++){
/Start active expansion/contraction
System.out.println("First Active Step.");
io.DigOut(64+ccw*2); /Switch current
io.DigOut(O+ccw*2);
io.dac(O,Vequilibrium+Vapplied);
resistance=Math.abs(Vapplied/(io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt));
while((currentTime<(tequilibration+tactive)+i*(2*tactive+2*tfinalRelax))&(Math.abs(strain)<maxStr
ain)){
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
currentTime=RealTime.second(-startTime;
if(currentTime-lastReadTime>t-sample){ //Ready to sample?
nData[O][sampleNumber]= currentTime; //Time
nData[1][sampleNumber]=stressMean.getMean(; /Stress
nData[2] [sampleNumber]=strain; /Strain
current=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt;
nData[3][sampleNumber]=current; //Current
nData[4] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(2); //cell voltage
nData[5] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(4); /ref -ref.
nData[6] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
nData[7][sampleNumber]=io.adc(7); /end to end voltage drop
lastReadTime=currentTime;
sampleNumber++;
/*if(Math.abs(Vapplied-current*resistance)>Math.abs(Vthreshold)){
io.dac(O,Vequilibrium+Vapplied*Vthreshold/Math.abs(Vapplied)+current*resistance);
}
}
}
//Hold
if(t~finalRelax>O){
System.out.println("Catch.");
io.DigOut(64+ccw*2); /Switch current
io.DigOut(O+ccw*2);
io.dac(O,Vequilibrium);
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
currentTime=RealTime.secondo-startTime;
if(currentTime-lastReadTime>tsample){ //Ready to sample?
nData[O] [sampleNumber]= currentTime; //Time
nData[1][sampleNumber]=stressMean.getMeano; /Stress
nData[2] [sampleNumber]=strain; //Strain
nData[3l[sampleNumber]=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; /Current
nData[4] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(2); //cell voltage
nData[5][sampleNumber]=io.adc(4); /ref. -ref.
nData[6][sampleNumber]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
nData[7] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(7); /end to end voltage drop
lastReadTime=currentTime;
sampleNumber++;
}
}
}
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//Second Acive step
System.out.printin(" Second Active Step.");
io.DigOut(64+ccw*2); //Switch current
io.DigOut(O+ccw*2);
io.dac(O,Vequilibrium-Vapplied);
while((currentTime<(t~equilibration+2*tactive+tfinalRelax+i*(2*t active+2*tfinalRelax)))&(Math.abs
(strain)<maxStrain)){
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
currentTime=RealTime.second(-startTime;
if(currentTime-lastReadTime>t-sample){ //Ready to sample?
nData[O][sampleNumber]= currentTime; //Time
nData[1][sampleNumber=stressMean.getMeano; /Stress
nData[2][sampleNumber]=strain; /Strain
current-io.adc()*amperesPerVolt;
nData[3] [sampleNumber]=current; //Current
nData[4][sampleNumber]=io.adc(2); /cell voltage
nData[5] [sampleNumber]=io.adc(4); /ref -ref.
nData[6][sampleNumber]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
nData[7][sampleNumber]=io.adc(7); /end to end voltage drop
lastReadTime=currentTime;
sampleNumber++;
/*if(Math.abs(-Vapplied-current*resistance)>Math.abs(Vthreshold)){
io.dac(0,Vequilibrium-
Vapplied*Vthreshold/Math.abs(Vapplied)+current*resistance);
}} }
/Second Hold
if(tfinaRelax>O){
System.out.println("Second Catch.");
io.DigOut(64+ccw*2); //Switch current
io.DigOut(O+ccw*2);
io.dac(O,Vequilibrium);
while((currentTime<(tequilibration+2*tactive+2*tfinalRelax+i*(2*t active+2*tfinalRelax)))){
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
stressMean.addData(io.adc(O)*pascalsPerVolt);
currentTime=RealTime.secondo-startTime;
if(currentTime-lastReadTime>t-sample){ //Ready to sample?
nData[0][sampleNumber]= currentTime; //Time
nData[1][sampleNumber]=stressMean.getMean(; /Stress
nData[2][sampleNumber]=strain; /Strain
nData[3][sampleNumber]=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; //Current
nData[4][sampleNumber]=io.adc(2); /cell voltage
nData[5][sampleNumber]=io.adc(4); //ref.-ref.
nData[6][sampleNumber]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
nData[7][sampleNumber]=io.adc(7); //end to end voltage drop
lastReadTime=currentTime;
sampleNumber++;
} }}}
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if(tfinalRelax<=0){
io.DigOut(64+ccw*2); /Switch current
io.dac(O,Vequilibrium);
}
System. out.println("Ready to plot");
double stressData[][ = new double [2] [sampleNumber];
double strainData[][ = new double [2][sampleNumber];
double cellVoltageDatan [I = new double [2][sampleNumber];
double workReferenceVoltageDatan [] = new double [2] [sampleNumber];
double currentData[] [] = new double [2][sampleNumber];
double refToRefData[][] = new double [2][sampleNumber];
double endToEndData[][]= new double [2] [sampleNumber];
double writeData[][=new double [8][sampleNumber];
for(int i=O;i<sampleNumber;i++) {
stressData[l][i]=nData[l][i];
strainData[1] [i]=nData[2] [i];
cellVoltageData[1][i]=nData[4][i];
workReferenceVoltageData[1][i]=nData[6][i];
currentData[1] [i]=nData[3] [i];
refToRefData[1][i] = nData[5][i];
endToEndData[1][i] = nData[7][i];
stressData[O] [i]=nData[0] [i];
strainData[O][i]=nData[O] [i];
cellVoltageData[0] [i]=nData[O] [i];
workReferenceVoltageData[O] [i]=nData[O] [i];
currentData[0][i]=nData[0][i];
refToRefData[O][i] = nData[0][i];
endToEndData[O][i] = nData[O][i];
writeData[0][i]=nData[O] [i];
writeData[l][i]=nData[1][i];
writeData[2] [i]=nData[2] [i];
writeData[3] [i]=nData[3] [i];
writeData[4] [i]=nData[4] [i];
writeData[5] [i]=nData[5] [i];
writeData[6] [i]=nData[6] [i];
writeData[7] [i]=nData[7] [i];
}
System.out.println("data arrays created");
//Plotl
plot1.setData(stressData);
plot2.setData(endToEndData);
plot3.setData(cellVoltageData);
plot4.setData(workReferenceVoltageData);
plot5.setData(currentData);
plot6.setData(reffoRefData);
//Write to file
WriteDataToFile dataFile=new WriteDataToFile(FileName.getTexto);
dataFile.Write(writeData);
//Return Motor to starting strain
Double returnDisplacement-new Double(-strain*length);
MotorDisplacement.setText(returnDisplacement.toStringo);
// Motorlnit_MousePressed(event);
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}
private double equilibrate(double setStress)
{
return(1);}
void CyclesButtonMousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
/ to do: code goes here.
double testData[][]=new double[2][10];
String fileName=new String(FileName.getTexto);
WriteDataToFile test=new WriteDataToFile(fileName);
test. Write(testData);
//{{CONNECTION
// Set the Background Color... The color blue
CyclesButton.setBackground(Color.blue);
}
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void MotorInitMousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
// This method drives the stepping motor to generate the displacement and velocity
/specified in the GUI.
// to do: code goes here.
double stepsPerRev= 100000;
double nunPerRev=2.0;
String Temp=new String(MotorDisplacement.getTexto);
Double Temp2=Double.value0f(Temp);
double displacement=Temp2.doubleValue(;
Temp=TimeBetweenSteps.getTexto;
Temp2=Double.valueOf(Temp);
double steptime=Temp2.doubleValueo;
int ccw=0;
double steps=displacement/mmPerRev*stepsPerRev;
if(steps<O){
steps=-steps;
ccw= 1;
}
RealTime.timer(steptime);
for(int i=0;i<steps;i++){
io.DigOut(1+ccw*2);
io.DigOut(O+ccw*2);
RealTime.timer(-l);
}
//{{CONNECTION
// Set the Background Color... The color red
//}}
}
void motorOffMousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
//This method turns the stepper motor off using digital 10 commands to the
//controller.
// to do: code goes here.
io.DigOut(128);
//{{CONNECTION
}
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void stressStrainMousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
//Method to generate measure stress-strain and record the data.
//Produces a ramp in strain over a given change in stress, and then ramps down.
// to do: code goes here.
int stepsPerRevolution= 100000;
double mmPerRevolution=2.0;
double mmPerStep=mmPerRevolution/stepsPerRevolution;
Double tmp=Double.valueOf(filmLength.getTexto);
double length=tmp.doubleValueo; / In mm
tmp=Double.valueOf(filmWidth.getTexto);
double width=tmp.doubleValueO*0.001; // In meters
tmp=Double.valueOf(filmThickness.getText();
double thickness=tmp.doubleValueo*0.001; // In meters
/Get Stress and Strain gage amplification factor in Newtons per volt
tmp=Double.valueOf(forceScaleFactor.getText();
double newtonsPerVolt=tmp.doubleValueo;
double pascalsPerVolt-newtonsPerVolt/width/thickness;
tmp=Double.valueOf(filmStress.getText();
double initialStress=+io.adc(0)*pascalsPerVolt;
double setStress=tmp.doubleValue(+initialStress;
if((setStress*width*thickness)>5){
System.out.println("Force too high!!!");
return;
}
if(setStress<0){
System.out.println("Force too low or negative!!!");
return;}
int dataPoints=(int) Math.round(length*1.4/100/mmPerStep);
//Ilength*strain/stepsbetweensamples/mmPerStep
double stressStrainValues[][]=new double [8][dataPoints];
double maxTravel=length*0.2;
/Get Current Amp. Gain
tmp=Double.valueOf(CurrentScaleFactor.getTexto);
double amperesPerVolt= tmp.doubleValueo; //Gain in A/V
stressStrainValues[O]I[0]=0;
double stress=io.adc(0)*pascalsPerVolt;
stressStrainValues[1][0]=stress;
int steps=o;
int i=0;
double StartTime=RealTime.secondo;
stressStrainValues[2] [i]=RealTime.secondo-StartTime;
stressStrainValues[3][i]=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; /Current
stressStrainValues[4] [i]=io.adc(2); //cell voltage
stressStrainValues[51[i]=io.adc(4); /ref. -ref.
stressStrainValues[6] [i]=io.adc(5); //work vs. reference
stressStrainValues[7] [i]=io.adc(7); /end to end voltage drop
int ccw=0; //clockwise rotation of stepper, extention of film
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RealTime.timer(mmPerStep/(John.doubleFromString(strainRate.getText)*length));
while((stress<setStress)&(steps*mmPerStep<maxTravel)){
io.DigOut(1+ccw*2);
io.DigOut(0+ccw*2);
RealTime.timer(-1.);
steps++;
stress=io.adc()*pascalsPerVolt;
if(steps % 100 == 0){
i++;
stressStrainValues[0] [i]=steps*mmPerStep/length;
stressStrainValues[l] [i]=stress;
stressStrainValues[2] [i]=RealTime.secondo-StartTime;
stressStrainValues[31[i=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; //Current
stressStrainValues[4][i]=io.adc(2); //cell voltage
stressStrainValues[5] [i]=io.adc(4); //ref. -ref.
stressStrainValues[6][i]=io.adc(5); /work vs. reference
stressStrainValues[7][i]=io.adc(7); fiend to end voltage drop
if(Math.abs(stress*width*thickness) > 5.2){System.out.println("stress exceeds
limits");
return;
}
}
}
ccw=1;
for(;steps>0;steps--){
io.DigOut(1+ccw*2);
io.DigOut(0+ccw*2);
RealTime.timer(-1.);
stress=io.adc(0)*pascalsPerVolt;
if(steps % 100 == 0){
i++;
stressStrainValues[0] [i]=steps*mmPerStep/length;
stressStrainValues[1] [i]=stress;
stressStrainValues[2][i]=RealTime.secondo-StartTime;
stressStrainValues[3][i]=io.adc(1)*amperesPerVolt; //Current
stressStrainValues[4][i]=io.adc(2); //cell voltage
stressStrainValues[5][i]=io.adc(4); //ref.-ref.
stressStrainValues[6][i]=io.adc(5); //work vs. reference
stressStrainValues[7][i]=io.adc(7); /end to end voltage drop
if(Math.abs(stress*width*thickness) > 5.2){System.out.println("stress exceeds
limits");
return;
}
}
System.out.println("Initializing Data Arrays.");
double stressStrainData[][]=new double [8][i+1];
double stressStrain[][]=new double [2][i+1];
double cellVoltageData[] []=new double [2][i+1];
double workReferenceVoltageData[]]=new double [2][i+1];
double currentData[][]=new double [2][i+1];
double refToRetData[][]=new double [2][i+1];
double dVendToEnd[][]=new double [2][i+1];
System.out.println("Storing data arrays.");
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for(int j=0;j<i+1;j++){
stressStrainData[O] [j]=stressStrainValues[O] [];
stressStrainData[l]U]=stressStrainValues[1][U];
stressStrainData[2] [j]=stressStrainValues[2] [];
stressStrainData[31[j]=stressStrainValues[3][j];
stressStrainData[4] [j]=stressStrainValues[4][ ];
stressStrainData[5][j]=stressStrainValues[5] [];
stressStrainData[6][j]=stressStrainValues[6] [];
stressStrainData[7] [j]=stressStrainValues[7] [];
stressStrain[O][j]=stressStrainValues[O][j];
stressStrain[1] [j]=stressStrainValues[1] [];
cellVoltageData[l]j]=stressStrainValues[41 [];
workReferenceVoltageData[1][j]=stressStrainValues[6] [];
currentData[1]j]=stressStrainValues[3][U];
refToRefData[1][j]=stressStrainValues[5][j];
dVendToEnd[1] [j=stressStrainValues[7][j];
cellVoltageData[0] [j]=stressStrainValues[21 [];
workReferenceVoltageData[O] [j=stressStrainValues[2][j];
currentData[O][j]=stressStrainValues[2][];
refToRefData[O][ j=stressStrainValues[2][j];
dVendToEnd[O] [j=stressStrainValues[2][ ];
}
System.out.println("Data arrays created.");
//Plot
plot1.setTitle(" Stress-Strain");
plot2.setTitle("Film Potential Drop");
plot3.setTitle("Cell Voltage");
plot4.setTitle("Work vs. Reference Voltage");
plot5.setTitle("Current");
plot6.setTitle("Reference Voltage Difference");
plot 1.setData(stressStrain);
plot2.setData(dVendToEnd);
plot3.setData(cellVoltageData);
plot4.setData(workReferenceVoltageData);
plot5.setData(currentData);
plot6.setData(reffoRefData);
System.out.println("Ready to write.");
//Write
WriteDataToFile recordData=new WriteDataToFile(FileName.getText();
recordData.Write(stressStrainData);
System.out.println("Data written. End.");
}
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if(
}
}
void PrintButtonMousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
//Prints the plots displayed by on screen.
/ to do: code goes here.
PrintJob pjob=getToolkit(.getPrintJob(this, "pagePrint", null);
pjob!=null){
Graphics pg=pjob.getGraphics(;
if(pg!=null){
print(pg);
pg.dispose(;
}
pjob.endo;
}
void LoadButtonMousePressed(java.awt.event.MouseEvent event)
{
// Under construction - will enable stored data to be loaded and displayed.
/ to do: code goes here.
}
//Known bugs: Rounding errors can occur in the plotting routine.
public class John{
public static double doubleFromString(String strng){
/Conversion of string to a double.
Double tmp=Double.valueOf(strng);
return(tmp.doubleValue();
}
}
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//This class is used in plotting data.
//Plotting:
//KNOWN BUGS - this cannot handle upward rounding. i.e.
/if the number is 2.99 and you specify that you want 2.1E
/format, it will return 2.0.
import java.awt.*;
public class PlotData
{
//Data
double data[] []=new double[2][];
int numberOfPoints;
//Variables for plotting on screen
int boxWidth; int boxHeight;
int xpos; int ypos;
int tickSize; int tickNum;
Font font=new Font("DIALOG",Font.PLAIN, 10);
Font titleFont-new Font("DIALOG",Font.BOLD, 12);
String titleString;
Color textColor = Color.white;
Color lineColor = Color.yellow;
Color borderColor = Color.blue;
Color titleColor = Color.yellow;
I/Variables for Printing;
int boxWidthP= 150; int boxHeightP= 175;
int xposP; int yposP;
/int tickSizeP; int tickNumP;
Font fontP=new Font("DIALOG",Font.PLAIN,8);
Font titleFontP=new Font("DIALOG",Font.BOLD, 10);
Color textColorP = Color.black;
Color lineColorP = Color.blue;
Color borderColorP = Color.black;
Color titleColorP = Color.black;
//Set
public void setData(double inData[][]){
numberOfPoints=inData[I].length;
data=inData;
}
//Methods to SET VARIABLES FOR
PLOTTING**************************************************
public PlotData(int x, int y){
boxWidth=200; boxHeight=200;
xpos=x; ypos=y;
tickSize=5; tickNum= 11;
}
public void setDimensions(int wd, int ht){
boxWidth=wd;
boxHeight=ht;
I
public void setTitle(String title){
titleString=title;
i
public void setColor(Color text, Color line, Color border, Color title){
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textColor=text;
lineColor=line;
borderColor=border;
titleColor=title;
}
//Plot
public void plot(Graphics g){
g.setColor(borderColor);
g.setFont(font);
FontMetrics fontmetrics=g.getFontMetricso;
int textWidth=fontmetrics.stringWidth("O.OOEOO");
int textHeight=fontmetrics.getHeighto;
int graphHeight=boxHeight-textHeight;
int graphWidth=boxWidth-textWidth;
g.clearRect(xpos,ypos,boxWidth,boxHeight);
g.drawRect(xpos+textWidth,ypos,graphWidth,graphHeight);
int xl; int x2; int yl; int y2;
//Ticks
int tickIntervalX=Math.round(graphWidth/(tickNum-1));
int tickIntervalY=Math.round(graphHeight/(tickNum-1));
for(int i=1;i<tickNum-l;i++){
xl=xpos+textWidth+i*tickIntervaX;
g.drawLine(xl,ypos+graphHeight,xl,ypos+graphHeight-tickSize);
yl=ypos+i*tickIntervalY;
g.drawLine(xpos+textWidth,yl,xpos+textWidth+tickSize,yl);
}
//Plot Data
g.setColor(lineColor);
//Autoscale values
double maxX=data[O][numberOfPoints-il; double maxY=data[l][0];
double minX=data[0][0]; double minY=data[1][0];
for(int i=0;i<numberOfPoints;i++){
if(minY>data[l][i]){minY=data[l][i];}
if(maxY<data[l][i]){maxY=data[l][i];}
if(minX>data[O][i]){minX=data[0][i];}
if(maxX<data[0] [iI){maxX=data[0] [i];}
}
//Plot
xl=xpos+textWidth; yl=(int)Math.round((maxY-data[l][0)/(maxY-minY)*graphHeight)+ypos;
for(int i=l;i<numberOfPoints;i++){
x2=(int)Math.round((data[O][i]-minX)/(maxX-minX)*graphWidth)+xpos+textWidth;
y2=(int)Math.round((maxY-data[l][i)/(maxY-minY)*graphHeight)+ypos;
g.drawLine(xl,yl,x2,y2);
x1=x2; y1=y2;
}
//Labels
g.setColor(textColor);
this.numToString("%5.4E");
String minStringX2; String maxStringX2;
String minStringY2; String maxStringY2;
minStringX2=this.form(minX);minStringY2=this.form(minY);
maxStringX2=form(maxX);maxStringY2=form(maxY);
g.drawString(minStringX2, xpos+textWidth, ypos+boxHeight);
g.drawString(maxStringX2, xpos+boxWidth-fontmetrics.stringWidth(maxStringX2),
ypos+boxHeight);
g.drawString(minStringY2, xpos, ypos+graphHeight);
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g.drawString(maxStringY2, xpos, ypos+fontmetrics.getAscent();
//Title - along base of x-axis
g.setColor(titleColor);
g.setFont(titleFont);
FontMetrics titlefontmetrics=g.getFontMetrics);
g.drawString(titleString, xpos+(boxWidth-titlefontmetrics.stringWidth(titleString))/2, ypos-
titlefontmetrics.getHeight();
}
f/SET VARIABLES FOR
public void setDimensionsP(int wd, int ht){
boxWidthP=wd;
boxHeightP=ht;
}
public void setPositionP(int x, int y){
xposP=x;
yposP=y;
}
public void setColorTextP(Color c){textColorP=c;}
public void setColorLineP(Color c){lineColorP=c;}
public void setColorBorderP(Color c){borderColorP=c;}
public void setColorTitleP(Color c){titleColorP=c;}
public void print(Graphics g){
g.setColor(borderColorP);
g.setFont(fontP);
FontMetrics fontmetrics=g.getFontMetrics(;
int textWidth=fontmetrics.stringWidth("O.OOOEOOO");
int textHeight=fontmetrics.getHeight);
int graphHeight=boxHeightP-textHeight;
int graphWidth=boxWidthP-textWidth;
g.clearRect(xposP,yposP,boxWidthP,boxHeightP);
g.drawRect(xposP+textWidth,yposP,graphWidth,graphHeight);
int x1; int x2; int yl; int y2;
//Ticks
int tickIntervalX=Math.round(graphWidth/(tickNum-1));
int ticklntervalY=Math.round(graphHeight/(tickNum-1));
for(int i=1;i<tickNum-1;i++){
xl=xposP+textWidth+i*tickntervaX;
g.drawLine(xl,yposP+graphHeight,xl,yposP+graphHeight-tickSize);
yl=yposP+i*tickntervalY;
g.drawLine(xposP+textWidth,yl,xposP+textWidth+tickSize,yl);
}
//Plot Data
g.setColor(lineColorP);
/Autoscale values
double maxX=data[0][numberOfPoints-1]; double maxY=data[1][0];
double niinX=data[0][0]; double minY=data[l][0];
for(int i=O;i<numberOfPoints;i++){
if(niinY>data[1][i]){iminY=data[1][i];}
if(maxY<data[1][i]){maxY=data[1][i];}
if(minX>data[O][i]){minX=data[O][i];}
if(maxX<data[0][i]){maxX=data[0][i];}
}
//Plot
xl=xposP+textWidth; yl=(int)Math.round((maxY-data[1][01)/(maxY-minY)*graphHeight)+yposP;
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for(int i=1;i<numberOfPoints;i++){
x2=(int)Math.round((data[0][i-minX)/(maxX-minX)*graphWidth)+xposP+textWidth;
y2=(int)Math.round((maxY-data[1][i])/(maxY-minY)*graphHeight)+yposP;
g.drawLine(xl,yl,x2,y2);
xl=x2; yl=y2;
}
//Labels
g.setColor(textColorP);
this.numToString("/o4.3E");
String minStringX2; String maxStringX2;
String minStringY2; String maxStringY2;
minStringX2=this.form(minX);minStringY2-this.form(minY);
maxStringX2=form(maxX);maxStringY2-form(maxY);
g.drawString(minStringX2, xposP+textWidth, yposP+boxHeightP);
g.drawString(maxStringX2, xposP+boxWidthP-fontmetrics.stringWidth(maxStringX2),
yposP+boxHeightP);
g.drawString(minStringY2, xposP, yposP+graphHeight);
g.drawString(maxStringY2, xposP, yposP+fontmetrics.getAscent();
//Title - along base of x-axis
g.setColor(titleColorP);
g.setFont(titleFontP);
FontMetrics titlefontmetrics=g.getFontMetrics(;
g.drawString(titleString, xposP+(boxWidthP-titlefontmetrics.stringWidth(titleString))/2, yposP-
titlefontmetrics.getHeighto);
}
//Formatting
Numbers****************************************
** *** ** ***** *
** ***** ******** *** ** *** **
public void numToString(String s)
{ width = 0;
precision = -1;
pre = ""ot;
post = "";
leadingzeroes = false;
showplus = false;
alternate = false;
show space = false;
left align = false;
fmt='';
int state = 0;
int length = s.length(;
int parse state = 0;
1 0 = prefix, 1 = flags, 2 = width, 3 = precision,
1 4 = format, 5 = end
int i = 0;
while (parse-state == 0)
{ if (i >= length) parsestate = 5;
else if (s.charAt(i) =='%')
{ if (i < length - 1)
{ if(s.charAt(i + 1)==
{ pre = pre +'%';
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i++;
else
parsestate = 1;
}
else throw new java.lang.IllegalArgumentExceptiono;
}
else
pre = pre + s.charAt(i);
i++;
while (parsestate == 1)
{ if (i >= length) parsestate = 5;
else if (s.charAt(i) == ' ') show space = true;
else if (s.charAt(i)== '-') left align = true;
else if (s.charAt(i) =='+') show_plus = true;
else if (s.charAt(i)== '0') leadingzeroes = true;
else if (s.charAt(i) =='#') alternate = true;
else { parsestate = 2; i--; }
i++;
while (parse state == 2)
{ if (i >= length) parsestate = 5;
else if ('0' <= s.charAt(i) && s.charAt(i) <= '9')
{ width = width * 10 + s.charAt(i) -'0';
i++;
else if (s.charAt(i) ==
{ parse-state = 3;
precision = 0;
i++;
else
parse state= 4;
}
while (parse state == 3)
{ if (i >= length) parsestate =5;
else if ('0' <= s.charAt(i) && s.charAt(i) <= '9')
{ precision = precision * 10 + s.charAt(i) -'0';
i++;
else
parse-state = 4;
}
if (parse state == 4)
{ if (i >= length) parsestate =5;
else fint = s.charAt(i);
i++;
if (i < length)
post = s.substring(i, length);
}
/ **
* Formats a double into a string (like sprintf in C)
* @paraim x the number to format
* @return the formatted string
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* @exception IllegalArgumentException if bad argument
*/
public String form(double x)
{ String r;
if (precision < 0) precision = 6;
int s = 1;
if(x <0) { x = -x;s -1;}
if (fmt == 'f)
r = fixedformat(x);
else if (fint == 'e' f| fint == 'E'|1 fint == 'g' 1 fint == 'G')
r = expformat(x);
else throw new java.lang.IllegalArgumentExceptiono;
return pad(sign(s, r));
}
* Formats a double into a string (like sprinif in C)
* @param x the number to format
* @return the formatted string
* @exception IllegalArgumentException if bad argument
*/
private static String repeat(char c, int n)
{ if (n <= 0) return "";
StringBuffer s = new StringBuffer(n);
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) s.append(c);
return s.toStringo;
}
private String pad(String r)
{ String p = repeat(' ', width - r.lengtho);
if (left align) return pre + r + p + post;
else return pre + p + r + post;
}
private String sign(int s, String r)
{ String p = ""
if (s < 0) P ";
else if (s > 0)
{ if (showplus) p =
else if (show space) p ="
}
else
{ if (fint == 'o' && alternate && r.length() > 0 && r.charAt(O) != '0') p = "o";
else if (fint == 'x' && alternate) p = "Ox";
else if (fint == 'X' && alternate) p = "OX";
}
int w = 0;
if (leadingzeroes)
w = width;
else if ((fint == 'd' fmt == 'i' l fmt == 'x' I fmt == 'X' 11 fmt =='o')
&& precision > 0) w = precision;
return p + repeat('O', w - p.length() - r.lengtho) + r;
}
private String fixedformat(double d)
{ String f="";
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if (d > Ox7FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFL) return expformat(d);
long I = (long)(precision == 0 ? d + 0.5 : d);
f = f + 1;
double fr = d - 1; // fractional part
if (fr >= 111 fr < 0) return expformat(d);
return f + fracpart(fr);
}
private String frac_part(double fr)
// precondition: 0 <= fr < 1
{ String z = "";
if (precision > 0)
{ double factor = 1;
String leadingzeroes = "";
for (int i = 1; i <= precision && factor <= 0x7FFFFYFFyyFFF'FFFL; i++)
{ factor *= 10;
leading_zeroes = leadingzeroes + "0";
}
long 1 = (long) (factor * fr + 0.5);
z = leading-zeroes +1;
z = z.substring(z.length() - precision, z.lengtho);
if (precision > 0 alternate) z = "." + z;
if ((fmt == 'G' flnt == 'g') && !alternate)
// remove trailing zeroes and decimal point
{ int t = z.length( - 1;
while (t >= 0 && z.charAt(t) == '0') t--;
if (t >= 0 && z.charAt(t)='.') t--;
z = z.substring(0, t + 1);
}
return z;
}
private String expformat(double d)
{ String f = "";
int e = 0;
double dd = d;
double factor = 1;
while (dd > 10) { e++; factor /= 10; dd = dd / 10; }
if(dd<1E-300){dd=1. 1;factor=1.0;e=0;}
while (dd < 1) { e--; factor *= 10; dd = dd * 10; }
if ((fmt == 'g' 11 fmt == 'G') && e >= -4 && e < precision)
return fixed format(d);
d = d * factor;
f f + fixed format(d);
if (fmt == 'e' I fmt == 'g')
f= f+ "e";
else
f= f+ "E";
String p="";
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//if(Math.abs(e)>99){p = "000";}
/else if(Math.abs(e)>9){p = "00";
if (e >= 0)
{ f f+ "+";
p = p + e;
}
else
{ f=f+ "-";
p = p + (-e);}
return f + p.substring(0, p.length();
}
private int width;
private int precision;
private String pre;
private String post;
private boolean leadingzeroes;
private boolean show_plus;
private boolean alternate;
private boolean show-space;
private boolean left-align;
private char fmt; // one of cdeEfgGiosxXos
}
public class RealTime {
public void RealTimeO {
}
//Provides a timer and an interface with the National Instruments cards.
//This code was provided by Serge R. Lafontaine. The "RTLib" driver was also written by Serge
//Lafontaine and must be obtained from him.
public native double adc(int channel);
public native void dac(int channel, double value);
public native void DigOut(int value);
public native void DigPrtConfigo;
public native static double second(;
public native static double timer(double Dt);
static {
System.loadLibrary("RTLib");//runs when class first loaded
}
}
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//This class is used to take a running mean
//John Madden, 9 January 1999.
import java.io.*;
public class RunningMean{
int numberOfAverages=1;
double mean;
double lastN[=new double[numberOfAverages];
int pointPosition;
int numberOfDataPoints;
public RunningMean()
{
pointPosition=O;
numberOfDataPoints=O;
}
//Methods
public void addData(double next){
lastN[pointPosition]=next;
numberOfDataPoints++;
pointPosition++;
if(pointPosition>numberOfAverages-1){pointPositionO; }
}
public double getMeanO{
double sum=0;
int pointNumber=numberOfAverages;
if(numberOfAverages>numberOfDataPoints){pointNumber--numberOfDataPoints;}
for(int i=;i<pointNumber;i++){
sum=sum+lastN[i];
}
mean=suni/((double)pointNumber);
return(mean);
}
}
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//This class is used to write multidimensional data arrays to file
//John Madden, 17 Oct 1998.
import java.io.*;
public class WriteDataToFile{
String fileName;
//Constructor
public WriteDataToFile(String fileIn)
{
fileName=fileIn;
}
/Methods
public void Write(double dataArray[][]){
File outputFile = new File(fileName);
FileWriter DataFileOut = null;
try{
DataFileOut=new FileWriter(outputFile);
int datachar;
for(int i=0;i<dataArray[1].length;i++) {
for(int j=O;j<dataArray.length;j++){
String stringwrite=Double.toString(dataArray[j][i]);
int end=stringwrite.lengtho;
for(int k=0;k<end;k++){
datachar=stringwrite.charAt(k);
DataFileOut.write(datachar);
}
DataFileOut.write(" ");
}
DataFileOut.write("\n");
}}
catch (IOException e) {
System.err.println("Caught IOException: "+ e.getMessage();
}
finally {
if(DataFileOut != null) {
System.out.println("Closing Writer");
try {DataFileOut.closeo;}
catch(IOException e){System.out.println("Output file will not close");}
}
else {System.out.println("Output file not open");}
}
}
For more details on this code and to obtain permission for its use, please contact John
Madden, imadden mit.edu.
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